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Abstract
This exploratory case study investigated the process of curriculum deliberation,
conceptualized by educator Joseph Schwab in the 1970’s. The process is concerned with
justifying and refining curricular materials based on the pluralistic perspectives of various
stakeholders. In this study, two teams of adult literacy stakeholders deliberated in an
online, asynchronous discussion forum about an online course regarding adult learning.
The findings indicate that the process unfolded in a manner similar to that
proposed by Schwab for face-to-face deliberations; that is, in a forward moving, spiral
fashion toward involving three main activities. These activities included
questioning/justifying, deliberating, and, accommodating. All three activities were
present throughout the process, but for a period of time each of the three was
predominant and these periods were designated as stages. In Stage 1 the teams’ energies
were focused on questioning the Curriculum Developer about the background and
rationale of the curriculum. In Stage 2 participants concentrated on deliberating. This
involved identifying weaknesses or gaps in the curriculum, generating alternatives and
then weighing or judging these. In Stage 3 the team shifted to accommodating the various
needs/wants of the members.
A number of factors that influence the deliberative process were identified in the
study. These included; the curriculum, the Chairperson, participants’ perceptions about
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the process, the stake that team members held in the curriculum, time, technology,
anonymity, and experience. In addition, the study confirmed that computer-mediated
communication (CMC) is a viable medium in which to conduct the curriculum
deliberation process. In particular, CMC is well suited to promoting and sustaining the
type of critically reflective dialogue Schwab insisted is crucial to the effectiveness of the
process. At the same time, further research into the feasibility and effectiveness of adding
synchronous CMC elements, which can enhance the interpersonal/social aspects of CMC
and assist with completing various tasks associated with the process, is suggested.
Finally, in an effort to address a long-neglected requirement for practical details
about how to operationalize the curriculum deliberative process, a list of guidelines for
conveners, planners and chairpersons of similar curriculum deliberation endeavours was
developed.
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ONLINE CURRICULUM DELIBERATION BY CANADIAN ADULT
LITERACY STAKEHOLDERS: A CASE STUDY
This case study explored the process of curriculum deliberation (Schwab, 1973) in
an online forum by two pluralistic teams of stakeholders from the field of adult literacy.
Given that the field of adult literacy is, for the most part, geographically dispersed and
resource poor, it has been limited in its ability to work together in areas such as
curriculum development. The use of computer-mediated communication (CMC),
however, presents a potentially effective and inexpensive means by which stakeholders
could utilize the process of curriculum deliberation to develop and refine learning
materials that would meet both local and global levels needs.

Background and Purpose of the Study
For the most part, Canadian adult literacy is a grassroots movement. That is to
say, although programs require approval and supervision by provincial education
ministries to operate and receive funding, they are typically initiated and run by
community organizations. Shohet (2001) suggests that despite the fact that "this
jurisdictional right is jealously guarded" many provinces have given adult literacy short
shrift. “Overall, although there are some provinces with a stronger commitment to adult
literacy than others, there is general agreement among researchers that, until now,
provision has been uneven and unsustained [sic] in many parts of the country.”
One result of this uneven, and in many cases, limited attention to adult literacy has
been a lack of resources for learners and/or practitioners in the field. In particular,
there has been a lack of high quality curricular materials. Individual programs often
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develop their own curriculum and/or weave together bits and pieces of curriculum
developed by others. As such, precious resources are expended, efforts are duplicated,
and the quality of curricula ranges from somewhat loose and haphazard to wellthought out and defensible depending on the will, resources, and expertise of program
staff.
While it is safe to say that this bottom-up approach to curriculum development is
not optimal when it comes to developing curriculum, it would be equally justified to
suggest that a top-down approach would also not be the best solution. There is great
concern in the adult literacy community that were governments to play a greater role,
they would push employment related concerns to the forefront at the expense of the
mainly humanistic values underpinning the field. For example, the proceedings from the
Fifth International Conference on Adult Education caution governments against focusing
on economic concerns over human rights and social justice issues:
A commitment must be made to literacy as a human right. Appropriate resource
allocations must be made for adult literacy promotion in all societies without
expectation of merely economic returns. Cultural and political consequences must
be taken into account as well. The discourse of the market should not be allowed
to undermine the concept of literacy as a social good (Literacy for Tomorrow,
1999, p. 14).
Clearly, a more effective and desirable approach would not be top-down or bottomup curriculum development, but collaborative. The ability to work together in face-toface venues, however, is limited by an ongoing lack of resources and geographic barriers.
As Quigley suggests, alternate means are needed:
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If adult literacy practitioners are to engage seriously in a clearer articulation of their
own reality, and in critical discourse concerning their own field, improved ways need
to be found to create and distribute critical knowledge to guide this field ... (1999, p.
254).
A needs assessment by Consulting and Audit Canada in 1996 proposed a potential
solution in the form of a Canada-wide electronic infrastructure for the adult literacy
community:
... a Canada-wide [electronic] infrastructure would offer significant benefits in
terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.... Practitioners serving particular
groups would be more effective if they could communicate with their peers across
the country and if they had ready access to information of mutual interest. On the
efficiency side, a Canada-wide infrastructure would reduce duplication of effort
among the provinces, while the costs of developing and maintaining the system
would be shared more widely (Section 7).
This recommendation was not pursued, but since that time a number of independent
electronic networks have sprung up within and even between provinces. For example, in
Ontario the conferencing system AlphaCom is operated by AlphaPlus, a non-profit
literacy organization, and funded by the National Literacy Secretariat (NLS) and the
Ontario Ministry of Training. British Columbia Literacy and the Alberta Association for
Adult Literacy operate a similar conferencing forum for the western provinces.
While these independent conferencing systems may serve their regions well, it has
been difficult for those in the community to communicate easily beyond regional or
provincial boundaries mainly because users have to switch between conferencing
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platforms. For this reason the notion of a nationwide conferencing system is currently
being revisited. In March 2004, a steering committee made up of the NALD, eLit.ca, the
Hub, Alphaplus and the NWT Literacy Council produced a report for the NLS entitled
“First Steps: Towards a Pan-Canadian Literacy Electronic Conferencing System.” As the
report proposes:
Our research suggests that the functionality of the existing systems would be
enhanced and simplified if all the users were on a single system. Users from all
jurisdictions would be able to participate in a broader range of discussions, and
have access to a larger and more diverse community of practice, while a single
system would minimize the amount of time users need to spend in order to access
and exchange valuable ideas and information (p. 1).
Although it is not known whether the NLS will act on this recommendation, the
importance of the First Steps research is that it confirms the desire/need in the Canadian
adult literacy community to connect beyond the local or regional level, and further that
the field is willing to use CMC to do so.
While the pervasiveness of email and instant text messaging can be viewed as
positive proof that communication is effective via CMC, it is less clear whether it is
feasible for groups to collaborate effectively online in endeavours such as curriculum
deliberation. As discussed in the next section, one goal of this study was to investigate
this issue.
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Statement of the Research Problem
The notion of a curriculum deliberation process was introduced by Joseph
Schwab in the 1970's. He suggested that in order for curricular material to be useful and
relevant, development must be a collaborative affair involving a variety of stakeholders
who weigh and judge the material from their multiple perspectives. Weaknesses and/or,
gaps are identified, alternatives are generated, and the curriculum is adjusted according to
which of the alternatives are most justifiable or defensible.
This approach stood in stark contrast to the one traditionally used in curriculum
development where the focus is almost entirely on the subject matter. As Walker (1978)
observes, the “logical operations are determining objectives, stating them in proper form,
devising learning experiences, selecting and organizing learning experiences to attain
given outcomes, and evaluating the outcomes of those experiences” (p. 269). Schwab, on
the other hand, proposed that there are additional factors beyond the subject matter that
influence curriculum greatly, and therefore must be captured in the development process.
Despite the fact that the curriculum deliberation process has been well received,
indeed lauded by educators, very little actual research has been conducted on the process.
For example, Roby (1985) observes, “it is obvious that the dearth of concrete
deliberations is itself an impediment to an adequate grasp of its terms and processes” (p.
33). Similarly, Harris (1986) notes:
To my knowledge, there is a paucity of models of actual deliberation conducted
according to Schwab's recommendations (although of course I have no way of
knowing whether such deliberations have occurred, but remain unreported), so
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that neither demonstrations of 'curriculum deliberation' nor guidance in simulated
or actual deliberations are readily accessible (p. 116).
A naturalistic model proffered by Walker (1978) highlights the problem. The
model provided me with valuable insight into the deliberative process from a theoretical
perspective. For example, Walker’s notion that curricular material is underpinned by a
“platform” or philosophy of education helped me to realize that teams could end up
deliberating at cross-purposes if the individual platforms or philosophies of team
members are not made explicit. At the same time, however, the model offered me little in
the way of practical guidance or concrete information about how to actually organize and
conduct a curriculum deliberation endeavour. Connelly (1978) makes a similar
observation about a book Walker co-edited with William Reid (1975) involving six case
studies of curriculum deliberation:
There is very little else in the way of a guide to the book and, for some reason,
this seems to represent a working principle for the editors. They state in two
places that the papers are “well able to speak for themselves” (ix, p. 240). But, of
course, the papers can do nothing of the sort (p. 75).
Connelly goes on to suggest, “As I see it, what practitioners need relative to case studies
is vicarious experience, rules, and practical principles” (p. 82). Thus, while the theory of
curriculum deliberation was lauded by educators when first introduced by Schwab in the
1970’s and continues to be to this day, much needed information regarding the practical
aspects of conducting the process is still lacking.
A further problem is that although there has been some additional research in the
decade and a half since the Harris article (Cuozzo, 2001; Hannay & Seller, 1990;
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Mastera, 1999; Murray-Davis, 1995; Reid, 2001), these studies have focused on
homogeneous rather than pluralistic deliberation teams. This is contrary to Schwab's
(1973) belief that the process must include representatives from various stakeholder
groups to be truly effective, and represents a significant gap in the literature.
Additionally, there are only limited data available regarding the conduct of the
curriculum development process via CMC. Most research has involved face-to-face
deliberations. One paper by Smith Lea and Scardamalia (1997) provides information
about a similar process, which they term “progressive curriculum development” via
CMC. However, the focus of their article is on the concept of knowledge building and the
efficacy of the specific conferencing platform--Knowledge Forum (KF)--to support this,
rather than on the curriculum development process itself.
In view of the preceding concerns, the overarching purpose of this study is to
investigate and describe Schwab’s process of curriculum deliberation using pluralistic
teams in an asynchronous CMC environment.

Significance of the Study
Past research into the curriculum deliberation process has involved homogenous
teams. As Reid (1992) observes, this is problematic:
...any deliberation on matters of what should be taught and learned are seriously
incomplete unless they refer to those who will teach the curriculum, those who
will follow it, the sources of knowledge from which the content will be selected,
the context of schooling and society within which the curriculum is to operate,
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and the procedures appropriate to making and communicating curriculum
decisions (p.79).
In contrast, this study involves two teams of a more pluralistic composition and as such,
begins to address a significant gap in the research. This study also contributes to both
theoretical and practical knowledge about the curriculum deliberation process in general
and specifically in an online environment. This is of value to all educators, but
particularly so to fields with limited resources and geographically separated such as adult
literacy.

Limitations and Delimitations
Given that this was an exploratory case study, it was restricted to two small
deliberation teams. To ensure the teams would be pluralistic, participants were recruited
from various adult literacy stakeholder groups including tutors and directing staff from
individual programs, representatives from provincial and national level organizations,
and adult educators. To encourage thoughtful and relevant deliberations, team members
with a minimum of two years experience studying/working/volunteering in adult
education generally, or adult literacy specifically, were recruited.
Participants were selected who indicated they felt comfortable expressing
themselves in writing, using a computer and the Internet, and had some experience using
online discussion forums. This was to ensure that any struggles experienced related
mainly to the process of deliberation rather than difficulties with the technology or
written communication. Finally, participants were asked to have unlimited access to a
computer so that they could read and/or post notes at times of their own choosing.
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Since the number of participants on each team was relatively small, there was
some danger that participants would withdraw prior to completion of the study. As such,
compensation in the amount of $200.00 was offered to encourage members to stay the
course.

Definitions
This section provides definitions, and where relevant examples of several terms
which may be unfamiliar or require clarification as to their use in this report.
Curriculum
It is important first to clarify the term "curriculum" given that many educators
have rightly noted a lack of clarity in curriculum-related terminology (Lewy, 1977;
Madaus & Kellaghan, 1992; Wolf, 1990). Miller & Seller (1990), for example, suggest
that the meaning of "curriculum" varies widely among practitioners:
At one end, curriculum is seen merely as a course of study; at the other end,
curriculum is more broadly defined as everything that occurs under the auspices
of the [educational organization]. In the middle of the spectrum, curriculum is
viewed as an interaction between students and teachers that is designed to achieve
specific educational goals (p. 3).
In the case of this particular study, the term "curriculum" will be used in the
broadest possible sense and will include content and process, multiple stakeholders,
resources, and the contextual influences on the curriculum such as political, economic,
and/or community/social, and personal factors such as religion and ethnic background.
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Deliberation
For the purposes of this study, the following definition of “deliberation” is used,
“Deliberation involves weighing and examining the reasons for and against a measure,
and giving careful consideration and mature reflection to choices” (Harris, 1986, p.117).
Commonplaces
“Commonplaces” is a term used by Joseph Schwab (1975) to describe five main
influences on curriculum. These include the subject matter, learners, teachers, milieus
(i.e., the context in which the curriculum exists including political, social, historical,
economic and cultural), and curriculum making.
With regard to this last commonplace of curriculum making, in his earlier
writings Schwab suggests that the representative must be an expert in curriculum
development or what he refers to as a “Curriculum Specialist” who is responsible for
guiding the development/refinement of rational and defensible curriculum. However, he
also assigns to this role the task of chairing the process. The difficulty with this is that
according to Schwab, all of the commonplaces should have an equal voice in the process.
Filling dual roles would give one commonplace more of a voice in the process than the
others, not to mention a measure of power/authority over the others.
In view of this, in this study the role of Chairperson is viewed primarily as an
administrative one and separate from the commonplaces. Further, the representative for
the commonplace “curriculum making” is seen as the individual or a representative of the
group that developed the curriculum (i.e., the Curriculum Developer as opposed to a
Curriculum Specialist who may or may not have developed the curriculum).
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Computer-mediated communication
Throughout this report, “computer-mediated communication” (CMC) refers to
text-based messages that are posted to an online discussion forum by two or more
participants. The type of CMC investigated in this study is asynchronous (messages
posted to the forum by participants at various times), rather than synchronous (i.e.,
messaging in real time).
Discussion Views and Threads
The term “view” refers to separate discussion areas in the platform Web
Knowledge Forum (WKF) used in this study relating to a topic or period of time. For
example, each of the two teams in this study deliberated on the curriculum for three
rounds, each lasting between two and four weeks. Each round was assigned a view to
which participants posted notes for that time period. A new view was opened for each
successive time period. A separate view might also be created for a particular topic or
activity. For example, there might be a view for participants to introduce themselves.
A discussion “thread” refers to a series of posts in a view that represent a line of
discussion (i.e., notes which are posted then added on to by other participants). For
example, one thread might be used to discuss the target learners for the curriculum,
another to discuss assessment and evaluation, and so on. Any participant may start a
thread simply by posting a new note.
Critical Reflection
As cited in Hawkes and Romiszowski (2001, p. 283), John Dewey’s definition of
critical reflection will be used in this report. That is, critical reflection “…is the active,
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persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in light
of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends” (1910, p. 6).
Progressive Discourse
Bereiter (1994) describes progressive discourse as a process by which a group
works toward developing a higher, better, or more advanced understanding of something.
He suggests that this type of discourse requires all participants to make four
commitments including: a) to work toward a common understanding; b) to allow
evidence to be brought to bear on questions or propositions, c) to expand the body of
collectively valid propositions; and, d) to be willing to subject any belief to criticism if
doing so will advance the discourse.
Cognitive Anchors
This term refers to various types of information in an online environment that
help ground participants, cognitively speaking. For example, as described earlier in this
section, an online discussion forum might be broken down into separate views
representing various periods of time. Since the discussion is asynchronous or delayed,
this provides participants with cues regarding the flow of time.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
This review of the literature will begin with a discussion of two major areas
related to the focus of this study. The first regards Schwab’s (1973) vision of curriculum
deliberation and relevant research into the process. The second concerns asynchronous
CMC and its strengths and weaknesses according to research into the medium. The final
section in this chapter will discuss design research, an approach that educators are
increasingly turning to, to identify, understand and manage the complexities of various
educational endeavours such as curriculum deliberation.

Curriculum Deliberation
Curriculum deliberation is a somewhat open-ended, fluid process in which
learning materials are reviewed from a variety of points of view in order to determine
their efficacy and to develop recommendations for improvement. Walker (1978) observes
that, "The heart of the deliberative process is the justification of choices" (p. 272). That is
to say, deliberation is a thoughtful weighing and valuing of curricular material to
determine if the best choices have been made, and where there are weaknesses or gaps,
alternatives developed. Of particular importance to the field of adult literacy is that the
process is not solely a top-down nor bottom-up affair, but rather is a collaborative
endeavour.
As Goff (1998) observes, collaborative endeavours such as the curriculum
deliberation process while sometimes difficult can bear rich fruits:
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By collaborating with others and remaining sensitive to their perspectives and
goals, we can work—not play or give up in despair—but work vigourously and
productively (despite the appearance of chaos) toward implementing the
curriculum that best represents what the participants want and need at that time,
both as individuals and as members of larger systems (p. 41).
Schwab contends that traditional methods of development are inadequate since
curriculum developers typically translate scholarly material into curricula in isolation
from those who have a stake in it. This, he suggests, leads to a narrow focus on the
subject matter and does not address four other bodies that are intimately bound up in the
curriculum which he refers to as “commonplaces.” In addition to subject matter, these
commonplaces include learners, teachers, milieus (i.e., the political/ social/ historical/
economic context in which the curriculum exists), and curriculum making. This last
commonplace “curriculum making” involves two aspects; the development of
curriculum, and the process of justifying and refining it through the deliberative process.
Schwab proposes that an “agent of translation” must represent each commonplace
in the deliberative process. The representative for the subject matter is a scholar or
subject matter expert, while for learners it is an individual who is familiar with the needs,
wants, and abilities of the students for whom the curriculum is intended. Practitioners
from the particular area of education for which the curriculum is being developed
represent the commonplace of teachers. The term “milieus” refers to contextual factors
which influence the curriculum (e.g., the government, the educational system/school,
and/or the community in which the educational program is operating), and thus, involves
multiple representatives.
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Schwab is less than clear about representation of the fifth commonplace –
curriculum making. In his earlier articles, he refers to the representative of this
commonplace as a “Curriculum Specialist” whose role it is to ensure the development of
a rational, defensible curriculum. He also suggests that the Curriculum Specialist’s role is
to act as the Chairperson for the deliberations, a crucial aspect of which is to be a
"countervailing force" to the other four bodies so that none dominate the process and all
have a voice.
Even as he proposed that the Curriculum Specialist involves the dual tasks of
chairing and ensuring the curriculum is rational and defensible, Schwab (1973)
acknowledged that this presented a problem (i.e., having one of the five commonplaces
chair the deliberations threatens the efficacy of the process):
Even experience of the curriculum might well be supplied in more than one
person. For one such person will be possessor of values of his own as well as of
curricular expertise. Consequently, only one such person in the role of chairman
[sic] might well suppress some aspects of the deliberation rather than evoke them.
If the notion of two chairmen [sic] is bizarre, then let us say, at least, that some
additional person should be present to monitor the behavior of the chairman,
someone alert to the movement of discussion, alert to its purport and removed
from both the discipline under translation and from the educational purposes it is
intended to serve (p. 508).
In later articles, Schwab (1983) refers to the lead role in the process as belonging
to the “Chairman” [sic], whose chief task is to promote collaboration among team
members and protect the integrity of the process. Although Schwab does not clearly
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separate the role of Chair from that of Curriculum Specialist, in this study the role of
Chairperson is considered to be an administrative position separate from the five
commonplaces. It should also be noted that the representative for curriculum making was
interpreted to be the actual Curriculum Developer (i.e., rather than any Curriculum
Specialist as Schwab proposed).
The notion of involving pluralistic perspectives (i.e., commonplaces) in the
process of developing and refining curriculum is supported in the education community.
For example, Knitter (1985) writes that, "deliberation is enriched by the examination of
problematic situations from a variety of perspectives" (p. 383), while Brandon (1999)
affirms the benefits of involving stakeholders in curricular matters. Although he wrote
about evaluation rather than deliberation, Cronbach (1983) echoes Schwab’s belief that
curriculum making should be a more democratic affair. That is, evaluation should
accommodate the views, needs, and wants of many. Much like Schwab’s notion of
"milieus," Cronbach identifies a "relevant political community" which includes program
staff, taxpayer leagues, environmental lobbies, legislators, bureaucrats, and interested
citizens. Of particular importance in Cronbach's view about curriculum evaluation is the
requirement for someone in a leadership role who will not only influence the process, but
will actively seek out "normally silent citizens whose voices should be raised" (p. 13).
This emphasis on the political nature of education (and by extension curricular
matters), and the need for the involvement of various stakeholders is echoed in the adult
literacy community. As the proceedings, “Literacy for Tomorrow: Ensuring Universal
Rights to Literacy and Basic Education” (1997) propose, "Progress toward a more literate
nation should be made through a collaborative strategy involving individuals,
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communities, social and cultural agencies, employers and governments at all levels" (p.
14). This statement underscores the value of a representative curriculum development
process as opposed to giving over the task to specialists (i.e., top-down development), or
as is often the case in adult literacy, allowing the burden to fall on practitioners (i.e.,
bottom-up development).
However much sense the curriculum deliberation process makes in theory, it is
well and good to ask the question, “What do we know about the process?” “What data are
available regarding the curriculum deliberation process?” As discussed in Chapter One,
unfortunately there has not been much research to date, and what data there are concerns
homogenous rather than pluralistic deliberations teams. For example, Walker (1975) was
a participant observer in a project to develop art curriculum in which he describes the
deliberation team as "a small, exclusive, homogeneous group of former teachers and
specialists in the teaching of art, not by committees representing all parties normally
having a say in curriculum determination" (p. 131). Similarly, Martin (1995) conducted a
one-year case study of three Grade Six teachers involved in developing an integrated
curriculum. She conducted four semi-structured interviews with each teacher, observed
the teachers in their classrooms on a weekly basis and during deliberation meetings, and
analyzed the resulting documents. A study of the deliberative process by May (1990)
included a team made up of a school principal, three music teachers and ten art teachers.
While this team was somewhat more pluralistic than the ones in either Martin’s or
Walker’s study, it did not include representation from any of the curriculum’s milieus
(e.g., teachers from other disciplines, the school district, the community).
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Hannay and Seller (1990) observed and recorded eight full day sessions of a
curriculum development project by five geography teachers. The teachers were tasked
with integrating new teaching methods mandated by the School District into their
program. That is, the program was to move away from the transmission of curricular
material toward more inquiry based learning, and the team was responsible for adjusting
the curriculum accordingly. The role of Chair was filled by one of the researchers.
The researchers noted that deliberative process had three distinct phases. The first
phase they termed the “cut and paste phase.” This refers to the fact that in the beginning
the participants planned to fashion the required curriculum from bits and pieces of
existing curriculum in order to satisfy the requirements of the project. However, guided
by the Chair, the group began to question their current teaching methods. Hannay and
Seller term this the "cognitive dissonance phase." In the third and final phase--the
"assimilation phase"--the team acknowledged some dissatisfaction with the status quo,
and began to work on developing curriculum based on their newly formulated ideas about
both the content of the curriculum and the process of teaching it.
As per Schwab's emphasis on the role of the chairperson, especially in his later
articles (1983), Hannay and Seller identified this role as a major factor that influenced the
deliberative process in a positive manner. They suggest that the researcher who acted as
the Chair was successful in her role for a number of reasons. First, she helped the team
adhere to a process of deliberation that dealt with practical as opposed to theoretical
problems. Second, she guided the team through the generation and selection of
alternatives that were based on reasoned judgment. Finally, she promoted critical
reflection and risk taking in the group by establishing and maintaining a supportive
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environment in which members felt safe to question past practices and explore new
possibilities.
Other researchers have identified the role of chairperson as crucial to the efficacy
of the process. For example, in a study by Mastera (1999) of three deliberation
endeavours at various colleges in the United States that were not chaired, both
charismatic individuals and those in positions of authority tended to dominate the
process. Kennedy (1988) observed three teachers who were tasked with planning an
energy education program. The group did not have a chairperson and in the end were
unable to reach consensus regarding the curriculum.
In his observations of education students engaged in curriculum deliberation,
Roby (1985) noted that a chairperson is crucial to promoting more critically reflective
and balanced deliberation. Without this guiding force he observed, one or two
participants dominate the process at the expense of others, and only a small number of
alternatives are tabled for consideration. He also observed the tendency for the team to
adopt a solution minded approach. Solution-mindedness involves a task-orientation in
which the focus is on alleviating symptoms. A more fruitful approach he suggested is to
adopt a "problem-appreciation" approach in which stakeholders uncover weaknesses or
gaps in the curriculum and collaborate to generate alternatives as Schwab contends. Like
Schwab, Roby also emphasizes the importance of participants adopting an attitude of
open-mindedness and tolerance, and of being willing to continually reflect and revise
their thinking.
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As will be discussed in the next section, although CMC has its drawbacks, with
respect to the deliberative process one of its main strengths is that it can promote and
sustain critically reflective discourse.

Asynchronous Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC)
The increasing availability of computers in the workplace, home, and public
organizations such as libraries, offers increasing opportunity for diverse groups of people
to communicate in a relatively simple and inexpensive manner. A variety of
communication possibilities exist with computers, including text messaging, and
audio/video conferencing either synchronously (real-time) or asynchronously (delayed
responses). Although computers have the capability for both text-based and audio/video
communication, this study will focus on asynchronous messaging or bulletin board style
communication.
Unlike most other educational fields, such as the public school system in which
collaboration can take place within individual schools, staff numbers are generally quite
low in most adult literacy programs. As such, any collaboration generally must take place
between, as opposed to within, programs. The fact that programs tend to run at widely
varying times, however, makes this a difficult prospect at best. Add to this an ongoing
scarcity of resources within programs, and it becomes a virtual impossibility. Thus,
asynchronous CMC holds great potential for this field in particular since it allows widely
dispersed people to collaborate in a cost-effective and timely manner.
Early research often compared CMC to face-to-face communication (McGrath,
1990). By the mid-1990's, however, most researchers agreed that to do so is a bit like
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comparing apples and oranges (Chenault, 1997; Dewar, 1996; Rheingold, 1993; Walther,
1997). That is, although both are means of communicating, the similarities end there.
Both have relative advantages and disadvantages based on the reasons for which each is
used.
In addition to the capacity of CMC to inexpensively bridge time and distance,
another advantage with regard to collaborative endeavours such as curriculum
deliberation is that it can foster communication of greater depth and breadth than is the
case in face-to-face venues. As Anderson and Kanuka (1997) observe:
Research on professional education indicates that the capacity to support
collaboration, reflection, and professional development, as well as to overcome
barriers of time and place, makes the use of on-line forums a potentially useful
and cost effective innovation (p. 2).
There are research data to support the notion that online discourse tends to be highly
reflective. Hawkes (2001), for example, conducted a two-year study of 28 elementary and
middle school teachers from ten schools in Chicago. The participants were involved in a
curriculum development project and collaborated both in face-to-face meetings and via
CMC. Using three separate measures of reflective practice, Hawkes found that the
discussions in the online forum were much more reflective in nature than the face-to-face
discussions (which were highly task-oriented).
In a case study of graduate students learning both face-to-face and online,
Motteram & Teague (2000) found that participants were engaged with the material in "a
deep and meaningful way” (p. 12), well beyond the level in the face-to-face component
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of the course. Similarly, Wegerif (1998) makes the following observation about his
experiences with online teaching:
The benefits of taking part in collaborative learning [via CMC] were derived from
taking part in a developing conversation where many of the replies were much
more considered than might have been the case had the same people met and
talked together over several hours (p. 13).
Although CMC offers certain advantages (e.g., the ability to bridge time/distance
and to promote and sustain critically reflective discourse), it is not without its problems.
One main disadvantage in online discussions is that they tend to diverge over time. As
Hewitt (2001) observes, “Researchers and online instructors have known for a long time
that it is difficult to bring ideas together in a CMC environment” (p. 208). In two studies
of three online graduate courses, Hewitt analyzed the degree to which instructors and/or
learners wrote notes that synthesized or summarized the discussion, and then investigated
participants’ perceptions about their sense of responsibility for writing convergent notes.
His findings indicate that despite acknowledging that convergence has
educational benefits, few participants actively work to promote it. Hewitt suggests that
the reasons for this may include the fact that many “students see synthesizing and
summarizing as the teacher’s responsibility,” and/or that “convergent operations are more
intellectually taxing than simply extending an existing thread” (p. 212). A third problem
is that the discussion platform itself inhibits or at least does not encourage, convergent
posting since most forums follow a “reply to this post” protocol. As Hewitt suggests,
“The reply feature of CMC environments—indeed the very word reply—suggests a
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practice of writing responses to individual notes” (p. 212). The result is that participants
develop a somewhat limited notion of what online discussion should entail.
Hewitt discusses “conventional solutions” to the problem of divergence including
the use of a moderator to “weav[e] together ideas from different group members,” (p.
214), and the use of synchronous CMC. However, he suggests that the real promise lies
in designing CMC platforms that better support convergent operations.
Another disadvantage of asynchronous CMC is that it is harder to make decisions
and/or complete tasks due to the delay between posts and the lack of physical cues. Both
of these factors make it more difficult for participants to communicate effectively and to
coordinate activities. In contrast, Clark and Brennan (1991) observe, participants use a
variety of physical cues to ground conversation in face-to-face communication such as
various visual and auditory techniques to ensure that the exchange of information is being
understood:
Positive evidence of understanding [in face-to-face communication] comes with
attention that is unbroken or undisturbed. Alan has reason to believe Barbara is
following him as long as she continues to attend in the expected way. Whenever
she turns to listen to someone else, looks puzzled, or hangs up the telephone, Alan
has reason to believe that he has lost her. She is no longer hearing or
understanding to criterion. Ordinarily, that will push him into taking corrective
action (pp.132-133).
Clark and Brennan (1991) suggest that there are a number of constraints on
communication when it takes place via mediums other than face-to-face interaction.
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Chief among these in asynchronous CMC is the lack of copresence (i.e., participants are
not visible or audible to one another, and messages are not sent/received in real time).
This is offset to some degree, however, by the fact that CMC is text-based (i.e., the
discussion is preserved and can be reviewed as required), and there is time for
participants to craft considered responses.
A study conducted by Anderson and Kanuka (1997) involving 23 participants in a
three week long discussion forum supports the notion that communication is more
difficult via CMC, but is an attractive means of communication nevertheless. The
majority of participants in their study indicated that it would have been easier and more
effective to hold the discussion in a face-to-face venue. At the same time, however, fully
100% of respondents felt that the forum had been beneficial, and 93% recommended that
additional online forums should be pursued.
The CMC platform chosen for this study was “Web Knowledge Forum (WKF),
Second Generation CSILE.” It was designed by the Ontario Institute of Studies in
Education at the University of Toronto (OISE/UT) and was originally called the
Computer Supported Intentional Learning Environment, (CSILE). WKF was a
convenient choice for this study because it is hosted by OISE/UT, the university under
which this research study was conducted. More importantly, however, there are research
data available to confirm that the type of dialogue that would be emphasized in the study- critically reflective discourse—has been demonstrated in WKF. For example, Cohen
and Scardamalia (1998) conducted a study involving two groups of Grade 5 and 6
students who worked collaboratively on various physics problems. Both groups worked
face-to-face, but one group also used WKF. The results demonstrated that the addition of
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WKF resulted in significantly increased reflection (i.e., more critical thinking and deeper
understanding of the knowledge/skills being learned) by group members.
One of the reasons for this may relate to something Scardamalia and Bereiter
(1999) describe as "sustained rather than single pass knowledge creation." In their
words:
Free-wheeling classrooms discussions are often full of good ideas and questions.
However, these are unlikely to be followed up .... [WKF] also provides a medium
for generating abundant ideas and questions, but these are preserved, continually
available for further discussion and revision. Analysis of tracking data indicates
that significant conceptual change is closely related to students returning to earlier
notes and revising them in the light of comments and new information (p. 7).
The preservation of discourse is a particularly attractive aspect of WKF (and it should be
said, of any asynchronous, text-based CMC platforms that do so). That is, it supports the
evolution of knowledge since it is easier to revisit, refine and build onto ideas than it is to
do so in face-to-face situations.
In addition to an increase in reflective thinking by the group in Cohen and
Scardamalia's (1998) study whose learning was supplemented by WKF, their results also
indicate that the participation rates of this group were higher than that of the group who
did not use WKF. At least part of the reason for this may be attributed to the fact that in
asynchronous, text-based CMC individuals normally can’t dominate the discussion in the
same way as in face-to-face conversations. Anyone who wants to post may do so, and
thus, all who wish to contribute may do so. This is a particularly attractive aspect with
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respect to using CMC to conduct curriculum deliberations, since effective deliberation
involves achieving balanced representation by multiple stakeholders.
A three-year longitudinal study of 11 novice teachers conducted by Brett,
Woodruff and Nason (1997) demonstrates the time- and distance-bridging benefits of
asynchronous, text-based CMC. OISE/UT had identified a common problem among
graduating teachers in the province of Ontario. Despite learning constructivist teaching
strategies in their pre-service program, novice teachers quickly adopted more traditional
transmission techniques once in the classroom. A lack of support for integrating these
newer teaching principles into practice was identified as the root problem. That is, most
experienced teachers were still using traditional strategies, thus little or no modeling or
mentoring in the newer teaching paradigms was available to the novice teachers. Since
the problem could not be solved internally, Brett et al provided external support by using
WKF to develop a mutually supportive knowledge-building community. Among other
things, the data supported the researchers' notion that WKF is a viable means for dealing
with the challenge of distance (i.e., geographically dispersed participants) and time
(differing schedules).
Of particular relevance to this study is the fact that OISE/UT researchers have
investigated the use of WKF in the area of curriculum development. In 1995, the
Progressive Curriculum Network (PCN) was instituted at OISE/UT, the goal of which
was for teachers to progressively build/refine curriculum via WKF:
Traditional curriculum is typically very slow to be developed, and is delivered to
teachers and students as a static, completed product. By contrast, the idea of
progressive curriculum is to build on existing curriculum units recursively, so that
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they become improvable objects that are increasingly effective in their
educational value (Smith Lea & Scardamalia, 1997, p. 2).
Although the original intent of the PCN was to allow teachers to collaborate, the
researchers quickly concluded that they should "broad[en] the range of participants [to
include] students, teachers, researchers, cognitive scientists, parents, domain experts and
many other participants" (Smith Lea & Scardamalia, 1997, p. 5). In short, they arrived at
the same conclusion as had Schwab—that curriculum will be greatly improved by
subjecting it to the scrutiny of multiple stakeholders.
This notion was supported in a second study discussed by Smith Lea and
Scardamalia (1997) in which a WKF database was seeded with the curriculum objectives
of a project student participants were tasked with. Students were able to link their work to
the objectives and comment on their appropriateness and relevance. As such, the
researchers conclude, "the experiment demonstrated that students could make
contributions to curriculum planning as well as provid[e] rich data for anyone
investigating curriculum problems" (1997, p. 11). With respect to this study, Smith Lea
and Scardamalia’s paper provides positive data about using CMC generally, and WKF
specifically, to develop/refine curriculum. By extension, this provides support for the
feasibility of multiple stakeholders using CMC to deliberate curriculum.
In summary, the ability to easily and inexpensively involve multiple stakeholders,
to promote highly reflective and progressive discourse, and the time- and distancebridging aspects of online discussion forums hold great promise for deliberating
curriculum. Although other asynchronous, text-based CMC platforms may be similarly
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effective, WKF was chosen for this study because its efficacy in supporting critically
reflective discourse is well documented and supported by research data.

Design Research
The deliberative process is intended to be an ongoing, iterative effort toward
refining curricular material so that it addresses needs/wants that are both local (unique to
various groups of users) and global (common to most users). Design research is
particularly well-suited to investigating the deliberative process because the underlying
intent of this approach is similar in its goals. As the Design–Based Research Collective
suggests, it is to pursue “the dual goals of refining locally valuable innovations and
developing more globally usable knowledge for the field” (2003, p. 7).
The language of design research bears some resemblance to experimental
research. For example, as Collins (1999) writes, the objective in design research is to
“identify all the variables, or characteristics of the situation, that affect any dependent
variables of interest. Not only is the goal to characterize what affects any dependent
variable, it is also to identify the nature and extent of the effect” (p. 3). Given that the
design research approach is attributed to Ann Brown (1992) who began her career as an
experimental psychologist, this is understandable. However, it differs from experimental
research in several major ways. First, no attempt is made to hold variables constant in
design research. Second, design research is conducted in real-life settings as opposed to
the laboratory. Third, researchers do not seek to remain objective. Finally, the goal is
refinement over replication. This last aspect refers to the fact that the research design
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and resulting knowledge about the topic are refined or improved in some manner over
time.
Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer and Schauble (2003) identify a number of
predominant features common to design research. First, it involves planned cycles of
research and as such can be described as iterative. Second, it is both pragmatic and
theoretical in orientation in the sense that it is intended to inform both theory and
practice. Third, design research is interventionist. Researchers actively tinker with or
engineer various factors in their studies that Cobb et al describe as “testbeds for
innovation” (p. 10). Fourth, given that researchers seek to identify and understand the
complex interaction of factors in an educational situation, design research can be loosely
described as a holistic approach. Finally, design researchers take advantage of the
messiness of authentic settings “to foster the emergence of other potential pathways for
learning and development by capitalizing on contingencies that arise as the design
unfolds” (Cobb et al, 2003, p. 10). As will be discussed in Chapter Three, the features of
design research outlined in this section were present in this research study.

Summary
The resources and attention governments have accorded the field of adult literacy
in Canada have historically been scant and cursory. Add to government neglect the
geographical isolation of programs from local to national levels and severely limited
resources, and it is not difficult to understand that there has been very little in the way of
collaboration in the field to date, especially with regard to curriculum development.
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There could be tremendous benefits to utilizing a curriculum deliberation process
to improve the quality and relevancy of curriculum within the Canadian adult literacy
field. Since the process is inclusive, it would guarantee representation by multiple
stakeholders. This would ensure that the humanistic values underpinning the field are
preserved and no one group's agenda dominates any other. Curricula that are coherent
(Beane, 1995) would be developed through reflective, progressive discourse, a process in
which knowledge is constructed collaboratively and in an ongoing manner.
The use of an asynchronous online discussion forum to deliberate curriculum
would be inexpensive and relatively simple, thus preserving what have historically been
(and promises to continue to be), very limited resources in the community. It would also
result in increased collaboration regionally, provincially and nationally, this at a time
when technology is exerting pressure on the field to adapt and evolve. As Ginsburg
(1999) suggests:
We all acknowledge that the information age has had a profound impact on the
world around us; thus it is not unreasonable to posit that the information age
should also affect the form and function of adult education (p. 6).
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CHAPTER THREE - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the methodology used in the study from a primarily
chronological perspective. This approach is taken in order to capture the evolution of the
methodology from a case study of a single team into a design research study involving
two teams and the reasons for this.

Researcher
I have been involved in adult education for over twenty years, and in the field of
adult literacy directly for over a decade. My interest in curriculum deliberation grew out
of a convergence of several things: my experiences in adult literacy as a volunteer tutor,
board member, and curriculum developer; a graduate course I took in which I was
introduced to the process; my underlying philosophy of education and ontological beliefs;
and my interest in the use of technology in adult education.
I was first introduced to Schwab’s concept of curriculum deliberation several
years ago in a course offered by the Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Department at
OISE/UT. I was immediately attracted to the democratic and collaborative elements of
this approach because it is very much in keeping with my underlying “humanistprogressive” philosophy (Zinn, 1990). That is, as an educator my concern is for the wellbeing of the individual and society. Curriculum deliberation offers the opportunity for
multiple stakeholders to shape curricular material and ensure that it is maximally useful
and relevant to the individual and larger community. Further, given that curriculum
development in adult literacy is in its infancy, my sense was that the field is ideally
positioned to utilize what can be considered a novel approach to curriculum development.
31
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Unlike other areas of education, more traditional approaches are not yet entrenched or
habit in the field, nor are there extensive curricula already in place that might discourage
any attempts to change the status quo. The promise of this approach was undeniable.
The notion of deliberating online was born out of my own experiences as a
distance education graduate student. During most of my studies at OISE/UT, I lived in
Manitoba and as such, completed my coursework online. I was very impressed with the
critically reflective nature of the discussions and the onus that was placed on knowledgebuilding in these courses. It was much more satisfying from an intellectual or learning
perspective for me than my face-to-face classes had ever been. It seemed that online we
got to the heart of a matter and our discussions went to a deeper level. Thus, I came to
believe that asynchronous, text-based CMC might similarly support (and even promote)
the type of critically reflective dialogue Schwab contended was crucial to the efficacy of
the process.
In terms of the research methodology for this study, my choice of an interpretive
(Mertens, 1988) rather than an experimental approach to investigate the deliberative
process is in keeping with my ontological beliefs about the nature of reality. That is, I
believe that reality is socially constructed and therefore, “truth” can best be described as
relative rather than absolute. This is quite opposite to a quantitative or positivist approach
in which the underlying assumption is that there are absolute truths, which can be
discovered through carefully designed and controlled experiments (Eisner, 1981;
Fetterman, 1998; Merriam & Simpson, 1984; Morgan & Smircich, 1980). Further, these
truths are objectively measurable and value-neutral, can be generalized to other contexts,
and remain the same regardless of who is investigating them and when. For example, if a
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study demonstrates that A is the case in 1950, it will remain the case in a study conducted
in 2001. Thus, the focus is on the numeric assessment of consistent relationships between
variables and their predictive (if-then) ability. From this perspective, objectivity is
equivalent to validity whereas subjectivity degrades the worth or value of the study. As
such, quantitative researchers strive to distance themselves from participants and to
gather data that can be analyzed in numeric terms.
Interpretive researchers, on the other hand, readily embrace subjectivity and
actively seek to “give voice to all participants” (Creswell, 1998, p. 196). In this study, my
purpose was to investigate the process of curriculum deliberation through close
observation of, and interaction with, participants. From this perspective, data are
considered pluralistic by nature and thus subject to multiple interpretations. This report
represents my effort to make sense of the data from my perspective. As Merriam (2001)
observes:
Because the primary instrument in qualitative research is human, all observations
and analyses are filtered through that human being’s worldview, values, and
perspectives. It might be recalled that one of the philosophical assumptions
underlying this type of research is that reality is not an objective entity; rather,
there are multiple interpretations of reality. The researcher thus brings a
construction of reality to the research situation, which interacts with other
people’s constructions or interpretations of the phenomenon being studied. The
final product of this type of study is yet another interpretation by the researcher of
others’ views filtered through his or her own (pp. 22-23).
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Methodology and Rationale
Although Schwab’s notion of curriculum deliberation has been well received by
educators, as discussed in the preceding chapter very little research has been conducted
into the process. For example, Harris (1986) notes that there is “a paucity of models of
actual deliberation” (p. 116), and complains about the lack of practical information to
guide those wishing to conduct a deliberative endeavour. In spite of, or rather because of
the lack of data, I made the decision to investigate the process.
As will be discussed in much greater detail later in this chapter, although this
research used a case study approach, it also evolved into what can be described as design
research. As Bereiter (2002), notes, “design research is not defined by its methods but by
the goals of those who pursue it” (p. 321). I approached this research with two goals in
mind. First, I intended to gather data that would add to the knowledge base about the
process (e.g., stages, mediating factors, outcomes). Second, I wanted to gather practical
information that would inform or guide educators and/or researchers wishing to
undertake a similar curriculum deliberation activity or conduct further research. Both are
very much in keeping with the goals of design research. As the Design-Based Research
Collective (2003) proposes, design research “must lead to sharable theories that help
communicate relevant implications to practitioners” (p. 5).
The method chosen for this study was a case study which Yin (2003) defines as,
“an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life
context when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident,
and in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (p. 23). The majority of data
collected in this study were from an actual adult literacy curriculum development project
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that was funded by the NLS and sponsored by a not-for-profit group. Additional data
were gathered in two informal pilot studies prior to this project, and from a second
deliberation team, which was run outside of the project.
The primary approach taken in this case study can be described as exploratory
because my objective was to answer how or what rather than why questions (Yin, 2003,
pp. 4-5). An example of an exploratory question would be, “How does the process of
curriculum deliberation unfold when it involves a pluralistic as opposed to a
homogeneous group? In contrast, a question such as “Why does the curriculum
deliberation process unfold in a particular manner?” is illustrative of an explanatory study
(Yin, 2003, p. 5). Further, because my purpose was to better understand the process of
curriculum deliberation in general, this study could be described as an intrinsic case study
(Stake, 1995, p. 3). Had I chosen instead to investigate the specifics of the case, I would
have conducted what Stake terms an extrinsic study (1995, p. 3).
In view of the fact that this was an exploratory study, it was not guided by an
overarching proposition (Yin, 2003, p. 111). As Creswell (1998) suggests,
“unquestionably, some case studies generate theory, some are simply descriptions of
cases, and others are more analytical in nature and display cross-case or inter-site
comparisons” (p. 186). In the case of this study, I adopted a predominantly descriptive
approach in which my goal was to “identify the appropriate causal links to be analyzed"
(Yin, 1989. p. 114).
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Research Questions
My review of the literature together with two pilot studies allowed me to clearly
define the following overarching research question:
What is the process of curriculum deliberation by a group of adult literacy
stakeholders as it unfolds in an online environment?
I also developed several issue and topical sub-questions (Creswell, 1998). Issue subquestions allow researchers to capture the major issues of the topic being investigated.
My questions were:
•

What was the nature and purpose of the curriculum deliberation process?

•

What theoretical constructs can help explain the process?

•

What constructs were unique to this case?

Topical sub-questions are designed to capture various types of information required
by the researcher. In this study they were as follows:
•

Who was involved in the deliberative process?

•

How can the process of online curriculum deliberation be described?

•

What stages of deliberation emerged during the process?

•

What types of discourse were apparent in the deliberations?

•

What factors influenced the process?

•

What were participants’ perceptions of the curriculum deliberation process?

•

What were the outcomes of the curriculum deliberations?

It is common in qualitative research for the research questions to evolve or change
entirely as a study unfolds. This is especially the case in an exploratory study such as this
where there isn’t an abundance of data that can guide the planning of research. This did
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not turn out to be the case in this study. While it was necessary to adapt my plan to meet
emerging conditions as the study unfolded (e.g., running a second team when half of the
participants from the first team withdrew), my research questions remained the same.

The Pilot Studies
As a prelude to my formal research study, I conducted two informal pilot studies.
My purpose was threefold. First, I wanted to confirm the value of the process; that is,
“Was this topic worth investigating?” and “Was research into this process likely to
produce results of significance to educators and researchers?” Second, since previous
research had only investigated the process in face-to-face situations, I needed to
determine whether it was even feasible to deliberate in an online environment. Third, I
used the pilot studies to help develop and refine my research questions.
Both pilots were conducted using Web Knowledge Forum (WKF) which, as
discussed in Chapter Two, is an asynchronous, text-based CMC platform hosted by the
OISE/UT. The curricular material used for the deliberations was from an online course I
had recently developed entitled “Introduction to Teaching Adult Literacy.” In both pilots
I acted as the Chairperson and Curriculum Developer. All of the participants on both
teams were volunteers and none received any remuneration for their efforts. Both teams
were advised that the pilots were being conducted to help me to plan my research
proposal, and that the data would only be used in an informal manner (i.e., they would
not be formally analysed and/or reported).
At the beginning of each pilot, teams were given instructions on how to use the
forum and were asked to introduce themselves as a way of getting familiar with the
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forum and each other. Each team member was given a copy of the curriculum to review
and I posted a note in each forum that provided quite a bit of the background and
rationale of the course. I did not give either team much in the way of instructions or
information about how to proceed. Rather, I briefly discussed the nature and purpose of
deliberation, made comments about some of my own/the sponsor’s concerns with the
course, and in each case the deliberations seemed to flow quite naturally from there.
The first pilot was conducted from November 2001 to January 2002 and involved
a representative from the provincial government department for which the course had
been developed, two adult literacy practitioners, one of whom was very experienced and
the other a novice, and myself. This team deliberated on the full course. The second pilot
ran from May to July 2002 and included a government representative, three practitioners
who were either Aboriginal themselves or worked with Aboriginal learners extensively,
and myself. The team deliberated on one specific module from the course regarding
Aboriginal learners.
The pilot studies were considered successful because recommendations were
developed which were thought to improve the overall usefulness and relevance of the
curricular material. For example, in the pilot involving deliberations about the single
module concerning Aboriginal students, the team identified a problem with the main
theme running through the material. This had to do with a recommendation in the module
to integrate Aboriginal traditional culture into the curriculum when working with
Aboriginal learners. It was suggested that this would increase the comfort level of these
students, which in turn would enhance their learning. As the team was quick to point out,
however, while this might be true for many Aboriginal students, a fair number actually
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eschew traditional ways. As such, these learners would be quite discomfited by the
inclusion of culturally oriented material and their learning would likely be diminished
rather than enhanced. The team recommended that the module be adjusted to reflect the
rather important point that it is crucial not to pigeonhole learners with respect to culture,
and that practitioners need to confirm rather than assume the needs/wants of students in
order for teaching and learning to be effective.
The pilots were also considered successful given that they proceeded quite
smoothly. That is, no members of either team dropped out, few if any technical
difficulties were experienced by members with regard to logging onto the forum or using
its basic features, and the objectives were achieved without any major difficulties. In
addition, the pilots demonstrated the process was of sufficient value to justify further
research and that it could be conducted effectively in an online environment. In view of
these findings, I took the decision to proceed with a full, formal study.
The pilot studies informed the planning of the formal study. For example, the size
of the teams used in the pilot studies (i.e., five to six participants) seemed appropriate.
Given that the deliberations were online and asynchronous, optimum size was
particularly important. If the number of members was too small, the deliberations might
stall because of the time interval between posts; too many members and the ability to
deliberate effectively would likely be diminished by the growing size of the forum over
time (i.e., greater number of posts to read and respond to, increased number of threads to
follow).
The pilot studies also confirmed that the stakeholders I had recruited would be
appropriate for the formal study. These included representatives from a provincial
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government and a regional literacy organization to speak for various milieus the
curriculum would be situated in, and practitioners/volunteers from various types of adult
literacy programs to speak for teachers, learners and the subject matter. When the
curriculum changed in the formal study from using a teacher-ready course to developing
a new course about the theory and practice of adult learning, I also took the decision to
recruit an adult educator with a minimum of a Master’s degree to speak for the subject
matter (Journal entry #6, October 1, 2002).
What I felt the pilot studies had not provided me with at the time was much real
insight into how the process of deliberation unfolds. With the benefit of hindsight it is
apparent now there were data available regarding the process that I was not able to parse
out at that time. This is in keeping with the evolving nature of a researcher’s
understanding and interpretation of the data; that is, it moves forward from a somewhat
superficial understanding to ever increasing sophistication as the data collection and
analysis progresses.
What I did cull from the data at that point were four areas the teams deliberated
on that I intended to use as areas to prompt reflection and deliberation in the formal
study. These included: administrative matters (e.g., the provincial agency administering
the course should better inform programs about course and practicum requirements, and
assist novice tutors to connect with programs); course content (e.g., the course should
include more material on adult learning, communication skills, and computer literacy);
process matters (e.g., more avenues for interaction should be incorporated into the course
such as creating an online forum or matching novice tutors with mentors); and, contextual
issues (e.g., there is a requirement in “*PROVINCE* for more integrated curriculum,
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online discussion forums, and online/correspondence courses) (My memorandum #1,
February 15th, 2002).
The demeanor of the teams was quite reflective and cooperative. Neither team
was concerned about scoring points or prevailing over others, as is the case in debate or
argumentation. Rather, each team quite quickly adopted the kind of open-minded and
tolerant attitude Schwab (1973) considered crucial to the success of the process:
Collegiality will only arise to the extent that a minimal capacity for shame and a
degree of humility characterize each member of the group. It is “normal” for men
[sic] to treat their own values as if they are well examined, to ignore contrary or
different values utilized by others, and most of all, to elevate automatically the
area of their own expertise to the role of ultimate arbiter of matters under
consideration. These “normalities,” especially the arrogance of specialism, will
wreck any attempt at responsible translation of scholarly material into defensible
curriculum. I know of no device of chairmanship [sic] or tactic or administration
which can avert this danger without the assistance of a measure of humility and
shame among the participants (pp. 519-520).
That both teams worked as a collective to reflect on and identify what was best in terms
of the curriculum under scrutiny (“best” being defined as that which is most relevant and
useful to the stakeholders involved), I attributed to three inter-related factors. First, based
on Schwab’s advice I had deliberately set out to establish an atmosphere of openmindedness, tolerance, collegiality and collaboration. I did so by modeling the style of
moderation I had been witness to in ten online courses taken during my graduate studies
at university. That is, I set the tone by inviting, modeling and prompting critical
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reflection, and ensuring the forum was as encouraging and positive as possible so that
team members would be safe to explore ideas in a collaborative manner. In addition, I
coordinated the practical aspects of deliberating online (e.g., providing instructions on
logging into and the use of the forum, advising participants about how to contact me in
the event of problems or questions), and I set the stage by providing participants with
background information about the curriculum.
The establishment of a reflective and cooperative atmosphere was not a
particularly onerous task since participants entered into the deliberations with this attitude
already in place for the most part. This was the second factor which contributed to
positive atmosphere in the pilot studies; that is, a sense of collegiality and an attitude of
cooperativeness among participants, presumably because of the nature of the profession
(i.e., not-for-profit) and the small size of the professional community participants were
drawn from (i.e., everyone knows everyone) (Journal entry #3, October 7th, 2002). The
third and final factor relates to the fact that the teams deliberated online rather than faceto-face. As discussed in Chapter Two of this report, research into CMC suggests that the
lack of physical cues and the asynchronicity of these forums promote discourse that is
highly reflective in comparison to face-to-face discussion.
Since the team recruited for the formal study was to be similar to the teams in the
pilot studies, I expected to see a similar sense of collegiality and reflection among
participants. While I did not have much insight into how the process unfolds, I was
confident that the manner in which I had chaired the pilot studies would be appropriate
for the formal study, and would at least result in discourse that was more critically
reflective in nature than task-oriented or argumentative. The pilot studies also indicated
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that the format of the forum was suitable for the formal study, and as such, I initially took
the decision to use similar views (Journal entry #1, October 7th, 2002). The term “view”
refers to separate areas in the online discussion forum used in this study that relate to a
discussion topic. For reasons discussed in the next section, however, I had to alter this
and other aspects of my original plan.

The Formal Study
Background
My original intent had been to use one team of five to six stakeholders, as had
been the case in the pilot studies. I also planned that the team would deliberate on the
same course used in the pilot studies (i.e., “Introduction to Teaching Adult Literacy”).
However, circumstances caused me to adjust my plan concerning both matters. A not-forprofit adult literacy organization required a new course on the theory and practice of adult
learning and had obtained funding from the NLS to do so in a year-long project. The
Chair of this organization was aware of my intended research and as I had worked with
her as the Project Manager for several other curriculum development projects, we agreed
that the project could be mutually beneficial. I would develop, implement, and pilot the
course the organization needed, and at the same time collect data for my research study.
The course would be subjected to the deliberative process and adjusted according
to feedback from the team. Once the course was developed I would run a pilot course,
collect feedback from the learners, and adjust the material as required. Finally, I would
produce a report on the project for the funding agency (the NLS), and an article that
would disseminate the findings of the study once the data were analyzed. A description of
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the project that was included in both the text and online versions of the actual course is
included as Appendix A to this report.
What had originally been a fairly straightforward investigation of one group of
stakeholders as they deliberated on teacher-ready curriculum for research purposes,
evolved into a large funded project to develop, deliberate on and pilot an actual course for
the adult literacy community. Further, as will be discussed in the remainder of this
chapter, the methodology in the study evolved to include a design research approach.
Participants
In addition to changing what curricular material was to be used in the study, I
decided to increase the number of participants to ten in case there were withdrawals
(Journal Entry #7, October 1st, 2002). I took the decision to approach participants
directly as opposed to advertising for them so that I would be able to recruit specific
participants in accordance with criterion sampling (Miles & Huberman, 1994) (Journal
Entry #6, October 1st, 2002). In the case of this study my criteria specified that
participants should: represent one of the four commonplaces described by Schwab
(1973); have a minimum of two years experience in adult literacy or adult education; be
comfortable expressing themselves in writing; be experienced in using a computer; and,
have unrestricted access to computer and the Internet, preferably in their homes.
For a variety of reasons by the end of Round 1 in the deliberations of Team One
the numbers had dropped by half and in consultation with my Research Supervisor, I
made the decision to recruit and run a second team (Emails #1 and 2, February 12th,
2003). Since the first team had been recruited from a small province and it would have
been difficult to recruit a sufficient number of participants for a second team, I also
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decided to recruit in a different province (Journal Entry #3, March 3rd, 2003).
Unfortunately, after a month of contacting various adult literacy programs and groups I
was unable to gather enough members for a team, and had to recruit nationally in order to
meet my timelines (Journal Entry #2, April 7th, 2003). I did so by posting messages on
several national adult literacy discussion forums. I also asked the Director of the National
Adult Literacy Database (NALD) to place a call for participants on the organization’s
web site and he kindly agreed to do so (Email #2, April 19th, 2003). I approached one
individual directly who had participated in one of my pilot studies (Email #1, April 7th,
2003). I knew her to be a fairly new tutor and was interested in her input regarding how
novice tutors might receive the course.
The Deliberations
The deliberation forum for the Team One team began on December 1st, 2002 and
ended March 29th, 2003. Although the forum spanned a period of four months, breaks
were planned at certain points for holidays (Christmas and New Years), and between
deliberation rounds so that I could flesh out the curriculum and integrate the feedback
from the team. The following timeline (My WKF Note #15) was one of the first notes
posted to the “Welcome” view and called for participants to be online for eleven weeks
and offline for 5:
The start and end dates of the timeline outlined below are firm. However, times in the
middle are approximate to allow us some flexibility along the way.


Dec 1-7 (Online, 1 wk) - Sign into forum and post a note or two introducing
ourselves and providing some info regarding our involvement in adult
literacy.
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Dec 8-14 (Online, 1 wk) - Since our underlying assumptions about teaching
and learning influence our individual approaches, we will identify and discuss
our mutual philosophies regarding adult education. Differences could cause
our discussions to stall if they are not identified and discussed early in our
deliberations.



Dec 15-20 (Online, 1 wk) - Preliminary discussion regarding course outline.



Dec 21-Jan 4 (Offline, 2 wks) - Christmas/New Years holidays



Jan 5-25 (Online, 3 wks) - Discussion of course outline (i.e., content)



Jan 26-Feb 15 (Online, 3 wks) - Discussion of process issues.



Feb 15-Mar 1 (Offline, 2 wks) - Amended course including recommendations
regarding process developed.



Mar 2-8 (Offline, 1 wk) - Amended material sent to team to read and reflect
on.



Mar 9-29 (Online, 3 wks) - Team reconvenes online for final deliberation and
wrap-up of discussion.

In addition to providing a timeline for the team, I also gave instructions in the
“Welcome” view on how to use the forum (My WKF Note #9). This included a review of
the basic features of the forum (e.g., described views, threads and notes and the purpose
of each, gave instructions for posting notes), suggestions for how often to log in (2-3
times/week) and number of posts per week (2-3), length of posts (1-3 paragraphs), and
what to do if they had problems (contact me via telephone or email).
The first two weeks of the actual deliberations were busy ones. In the first week
online I asked Team One to post some professional and/or personal information about
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themselves in the “Introductions” view, complete several administrative tasks (e.g.,
review a “Contact Information” list for errors), and look through a course I had
developed previously (i.e., Introduction to Teaching Adult Literacy) that was similar in
length and style to the new course envisioned by the sponsor and I. The introductory
course had been developed for the same practitioner certification program the new course
was to be included in, and was available online for team members to review.
In the second week, I asked team members to complete Zinn’s (1983)
“Philosophy of Adult Education Inventory” and discuss their results in the forum. I had
not used a similar warm-up activity in either pilot, but made the decision to add it for
several reasons. First, I agreed with Walker’s (1978) contention in his naturalistic model
that curriculum developers bring a philosophy or platform to the curriculum they have
developed. Quite naturally, team members must be aware of this platform in order to
deliberate effectively (i.e., need to know what choices the curriculum developer has made
and why). By extension, however, each stakeholder also brings a philosophy of education
to the table. I hoped that by explicating their individual philosophies, members would
build knowledge about one another’s perspectives, and in the end, construct a new
platform that would accommodate these (potentially) pluralistic perspectives.
Second, when I increased the team from five participants to ten, I thought it would
be harder for the members to become comfortable as quickly and/or as well had been the
case for the smaller teams in the pilot studies. A discussion about their philosophies
would provide the team with some lead up time before the actual deliberations. Finally, I
felt that a discussion about philosophy would help the team adopt a more reflective rather
than task-oriented approach, something I was striving to promote in the study.
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At the same time I asked the group to review an outline of the planned course that
was posted at the NALD web site. At that point the course consisted of three modules
with numerous sections and subsections that the sponsor and I had agreed should be
included. The sections each contained a short description of what was to be addressed,
and links to online reference material in case the team member needed additional
information about a particular concept.
After the first week to ten days, it became clear that there was too much to do and
participants needed more time to settle into the forum. As such, I adjusted the timelines
somewhat. Rather than begin deliberations in mid-December, I decided to wait until after
the holidays so that team members would have a bit more time to sign into the forum,
warm-up and review the course material (Journal Entry #3, December 16th, 2002).
In keeping with the interventionist aspects of design research (Cobb et al, 2003),
following the first round of deliberations I broke the team off for an extra week offline
because several participants were not posting much and I wanted to allow them to catch
up.
We're taking a bit of a break this coming week (Jan 18th to 26th) to let some
members catch up, as well as to let me summarize the discussion to date. I'd like
to reconvene on Jan 27th and carry on the discussion in a new view (Discussion
View #2). So, if you've been posting quite a bit please take a break, and if you
haven't here's your chance to add a few notes ;-) (My WKF Note #239).
In addition, I wanted to confirm how many participants had dropped out and
recruit more team members if possible. One new participant was recruited, and to her
credit, she reviewed the posts in the forum and added her thoughts to the discussion
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underway very quickly. She easily blended into the team and was a consistent contributor
throughout the remainder of the project.
Round 2 of the team’s deliberations was also somewhat chaotic with very uneven
posting. For example, two participants did not post at all, while one enthusiastic member
posted thirty times. I had recommended two to three posts per week. The participants
reviewed a fleshed out, online version of the course that I had developed based on the
deliberations of the team during Round 1. Although much more detail was included in
this second version of the course, it could not be described as a polished or even flowing
draft. This was partly because of the limited time for development between rounds, but
mainly because the nature of deliberating is iterative and progressive. That is, the
curriculum evolved in tandem with the deliberations and the team was still deliberating at
the end of Round 2.
A teacher ready version was developed and uploaded to the NALD site between
Rounds 2 and 3, and the team was asked to review it and then post their thoughts to the
forum once again. As had been the case in the first and second rounds, the rate of posting
in the third round was also somewhat uneven, ranging from two to 12 posts. The two
participants who had not posted in Round 2 returned to the forum, but one other member
did not post at all (quite possibly because she was spent, having been the participant who
posted so vociferously in Round 2). The outcomes of the deliberations of Team One are
summarized in Appendix M.
In an effort to avoid the high number of withdrawals experienced with Team One
and promote more even posting, I decided to adjust several conditions for the second
team based on feedback from Team One. This is in keeping with the iterative nature of
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design research in which research findings “are fed back into further cycles of innovative
design” (Bereiter, 2002, p. 10). For example, the timeframe I applied to the deliberation
process with Team Two (six weeks beginning May 12th and ending June 22nd, 2003) was
quite a bit shorter than that of Team One (ten weeks online and five offline). This
reduction was based on participants’ comments that time was in short supply and they
preferred to get right to the task at hand. Helen from Team One dropped out fairly early
in the process and wrote about not enjoying the “chit chat” in her Withdrawal
Questionnaire and wanting to get to the task at hand much more quickly. Other
participants from Team One who remained in the study echoed this sentiment. For
example, Carrie wrote, “I got a bit impatient with the general chitchat and felt a lot more
comfortable once the purpose became more focused and the actual discussion of the
course content and format began” (Carrie’s Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#17), and “Those who, like me, are more task focused (and quite busy), I think would
appreciate getting to the nitty gritty of the discussion a little quicker” (Carrie’s Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #18).
Over and above reducing the overall amount of time Team Two would spend in
the forum, I also reduced the amount of effort required and the number of activities they
would be required to complete. Rather than work from an outline of the course through to
a teacher ready version, I used the final, fleshed out course developed during the
deliberations of Team One.
There had also been feedback from Team One that there was too much to deal
with in the forum. For example, one participant from Team One who dropped out wrote
that there were too many views and threads of discussion to follow, and that Internet load
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times were slow (Rose’s Withdrawal Questionnaire). As a result, for Team Two I
reduced the views in the forum and deleted several views including “Philosophy of
Education,” “Administration,” “Off Topic,” “Questions, Comments, Problems?” and
“Resources” (See Table 1). I did add a “Practice” view for Team Two, however, so that
members could try out the forum and warm-up if they felt they needed to.
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Table 1.
Forum Discussion Views for Teams One and Two












Team One
Welcome
Announcements View 1
Announcements View 2
Introductions
Philosophy of Education
Deliberation View 1
Deliberation View 2
Deliberation View 3
Questions, Comments, Problems
Off Topic
Resources

Total Number of Views: 11








Team Two
Welcome
Practice
Stage 1 – Review Curriculum,
Question Rationale
Stage 2 – Identify Problems,
Generate Alternatives and
Deliberate
Stage 3 – Accommodation,
Wrap-up
Thank You

Total Number of Views: 6
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A final change involved my approach to the deliberations of Team Two. With
Team One I had only described what we needed to do in general terms based on
Schwab’s conceptualization of the process (i.e., question the choices the Curriculum
Developer had made for the curriculum, identify weaknesses or gaps, generate
alternatives and deliberate on them, work toward an accommodation of the needs/wants
of team members, and wrap-up). Based on the feedback from Team One both during their
deliberations and on their Study Feedback Questionnaires, however, it was clear that a
greater degree of structure was required for Team Two or I was likely to have a similar
withdrawal rate.
While I wanted to add some structure, at the same time I wanted to ensure the
unfettered flow of deliberation Schwab suggested is crucial to the efficacy of the process.
In the end, I applied a modest framework to the process for Team Two. Rather than
telling team members what we needed to accomplish in a general way as I had with Team
One, I created three corresponding views in the forum to give team members more of a
sense of structure. These views included: Stage 1 – Review and Question (after reviewing
the curriculum, participants would question the rationale behind my choices regarding
content, process and/or contextual elements); Stage 2 – Deliberate (the team would
deliberate on those choices and where weaknesses/gaps in the curriculum were identified,
generate alternatives and deliberate on these); and, Stage 3 – Accommodation (the team
would work toward an accommodation of the needs/wants of members). As will be
discussed further in the next chapter, this change was helpful given that the withdrawal
rate was much lower for Team Two and the rate of posting was much more even. The
outcomes of Team Two’s deliberations are summarized in Appendix M.
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Ethical Considerations
The measures taken and copies of the forms described in this section were
submitted in an “Ethics Protocol” package to the Ethics Review Committee at OISE/UT
in September 2002. As per the letter shown at Appendix B, approval to proceed with the
study was granted on October 29th, 2002.
To ensure anonymity, participants were assigned a pseudonym corresponding to a
list of actual names to which only I have access. In addition to the use of pseudonyms,
any information that might lead to the identification of individual participants was
disguised or omitted. For example, where a participant’s workplace was mentioned, the
actual name was omitted and replaced with “*NAME OF ORGANIZATION*.” Finally,
the online discussion forum was password protected so that no-one had access to it other
than those directly concerned with the study.
All hard copies of documents containing raw data are kept in a locked filing
cabinet in my home. There are digital documents stored on my hard drive, but all
identifying information has been disguised, coded or removed. Back-up CD-ROM’s
containing raw data are stored with the hard copy documents in the locked filing cabinet
in my home. All documents containing raw data will be stored for a period of three years
after which print copies will be shredded and CD’s destroyed. These measures were
clearly outlined to all participants on the “Consent Form” (Appendixes D and H).
Each participant recruited for both teams was required to read a “Participant
Information” form (Appendixes C and G), and then invited to ask questions. Once these
had been answered and the participant indicated a willingness to proceed, a “Consent
Form” (Appendixes D and H) was completed and signed. Since the data from the first
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team were gathered as part of a funded project, members also a signed “Release Form”
(Appendix E) to cover the sponsoring organization from a legal standpoint.
Each participant who completed the study was given an honorarium of $200.00.
This could have been construed as pressure to continue to participate in the face of risk
(i.e., the risk being some stakeholders on the team could be in a position of authority over
others). However, the honorarium was relatively small and I considered the degree of risk
to be low to moderate. The high dropout rate from the first team suggests that the
honorarium was not large enough to be perceived as pressure to continue participating
despite any perceived risk.
There was some risk involved with the first team because two government
representatives with a degree of authority over the programs that other team members
were employed in were solicited. To reduce this, prospective participants were briefed as
to who might be on the team so they could make an informed choice about whether to
take part in the study. Although I wanted to reduce the risk further by using pseudonyms
and disguising members’ identities during the deliberations, it was difficult to impose
anonymity. That is, all of the participants were solicited from a relatively small
professional community in which most practitioners know one another. Even with
pseudonyms it would have been fairly easy to guess who other team members were by
the identifying information that would inevitably come out. As such, I took the decision
to use real names so that any potential risk was obvious or transparent to participants
(Journal Entry #3, October 20th, 2003). The data from the completed Study Feedback
Questionnaires of Team One (Question # 4) confirmed that all of the participants knew at
least one other member of the team and most knew several.
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Although originally I had intended on providing Team Two with some
information about participants’ general background and experience in adult
literacy/education, two directors of national level adult literacy organizations applied to
participate on the team. This presented me with a bit of a conundrum with regard to the
issue of anonymity since it would have been difficult, if not impossible, to disguise their
identities. There is only a handful of national level organizations in the Canadian adult
literacy community and staff members, particularly those in director positions, are well
known. I was concerned about the impact that having high profile participants would
have on the other team members and in the end took the decision not to provide any
information about participants on Team Two (Journal Entry #2, May 4th, 2003). I
assigned pseudonyms to each participant and also omitted the “Introductions” view,
which I had used with the first team so that team members would not be required to share
personal information that might give their identities away. The data from the completed
Study Feedback Questionnaires for this team confirmed that none of the participants
knew the identity of any team member except me (Question #4).
Chairing
Given that few if any individuals with experience in chairing the deliberative
process were available to take on the task, I acted in this role for both teams. While I did
not have much experience myself, I had a fair amount of experience as a participant in
moderated forums, an understanding of the theoretical and philosophical rationale
underpinning the deliberative process, and a degree of experience having been the
Chairperson for both pilot studies.
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While some researchers such as Yin (2003) view this type of direct involvement
as disadvantageous, Bereiter (2002) observes that it is in keeping with the interventionist
nature of design research, “Design researchers…are trying to make something happen,
and this frequently means crossing the boundary between observer and actor” (p. 324).
I have attempted to enhance the trustworthiness of this report (i.e., mediate bias)
in four ways. First, as the following example illustrates I articulated my philosophy of
education to the teams in order to make my personal biases as transparent as possible:
[My] scores [on the Philosophy of Adult Education Inventory] really do reflect
my philosophy with regard to teaching and learning quite nicely. That is, they are
in keeping with my preference for andragogically oriented teaching/learning
situations, but also are indicative of my belief that the different approaches
emphasized by each philosophy have a valid and useful place in education,
depending on the situation. Taken together, they represent a "toolbox" that allows
educators to adapt to the fluid and dynamic nature of teaching and learning (My
WKF Note #63, Team One).
I have also outlined my philosophy for readers of this report (see the Section
“Researcher” at the beginning of this chapter).
Second, I have provided numerous direct quotes and a good deal of rich thick
description from the deliberations in this report. This is intended to allow readers to judge
the trustworthiness of this report for themselves (Creswell, 1998; Merriam, 2001; Stake,
1995). Third, I included questions concerning my chairing on the Study Feedback
Questionnaires completed by participants (Team One – Question #28; Team Two,
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Question #31). The feedback from participants, both positive and negative, has been
reported in Chapter Four.
Finally, the draft report was subjected to member checks (Creswell, 1998). That
is, it was forwarded to all participants for their review of my representation of their
team’s deliberations and my interpretation of the data. Each participant was asked to
comment in the margin of the report and/or complete the questionnaire shown at
Appendix K. Only two members from Team One and one member from Team Two
responded, in all likelihood due to the length of time between the formal study and
member checks (approximately one year). As the Design-Based Research Collective
(2003) notes, “A logistical challenge for design-based researchers involves maintaining a
productive collaborative partnership with participants in the research context” (p. 7).
Curriculum
As touched on previously, the curriculum to be used in the deliberations was
switched from a teacher-ready introductory course that I had developed and piloted a year
earlier, to developing a new course about the theory and practice of adult learning as part
of a funded project. This had a major impact on this study, since to meet the timelines of
the project I would need to have the team deliberate on the curriculum as it was being
developed. For Team Two I used the final version of the course that was fleshed out and
refined during the deliberations of Team One. I made the decision to use this teacherready curriculum because I was concerned about losing participants based on the dropout
rate of the first team and their feedback about feeling over-taxed in terms of time and
effort (Journal Entry #1, April 4th, 2003).
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In total, members of Team One reviewed and deliberated on three versions of the
curriculum including a course outline, a fleshed out draft, and a final version. Each
version of the course was formatted in Microsoft Word, sent to NALD via email,
converted by technical staff there into HTML, and uploaded to their web site. Participants
were then advised by email that a new version was ready for their review. Team Two
reviewed the completed online version of the course, which at the time was being piloted
as part of the project.

Data Collection and Organization
Data were collected from a number of sources including transcripts from the
deliberations, feedback and withdrawal questionnaires, daily journal entries,
correspondence, and several different types of review (e.g., peer review, member checks).
These multiple sources and methods were employed in order to “triangulate” the data
which, according to Yin (2003) and others (Bowen, 1996; Stake, 1995; Tellis, 1997),
enhances the validity or trustworthiness of a study:
The use of multiple sources of evidence in case studies allows an investigator to
address a broader range of historical, attitudinal, and behavioral issues. However,
the most important advantage presented by using multiple sources of evidence is
the development of converging lines of inquiry (p. 98).
Denzin (1984) describes four different types of triangulation including: “data
source triangulation” in which the data remain constant in different contexts;
“investigator triangulation” where data are reviewed by more than one researcher;
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“theory triangulation” in which researchers with different perspectives analyze and
interpret the data; and, “methodological triangulation” where multiple methods are
employed to collect data.
The main method employed in this study was “methodological triangulation” (i.e.,
multiple sources of data were developed or collected including a journal, deliberation
transcripts, feedback and withdrawal questionnaires, and correspondence such as letters
and emails). However, I also used “investigator triangulation.” That is to say, this report
was subjected to the scrutiny of a Peer Reviewer and her feedback/input about my
interpretation of the data has been integrated into this report.
An audit trail was created to further enhance the trustworthiness of this report.
Yin (2003) describes this as creating a “chain of evidence:”
Another principle to be followed, to increase the “reliability” of the information in
a case study, is to maintain a chain of evidence. Such a principle is based on a
notion similar to that used in forensic investigations. The principle is to allow an
external observer—in this case the reader of the case study—to follow the
derivation of any evidence, ranging from initial research questions to ultimate
case study conclusions (p. 105).
Finally, as discussed earlier in this chapter, I included numerous quotes and a
good deal of rich thick description throughout this report in order to allow readers to
judge as much as possible the trustworthiness of this report for themselves. As Merriam
(2001) observes:
Since qualitative research focuses on process, meaning and understanding, “the
product of the qualitative study is richly descriptive.” Words and pictures rather
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than numbers are used to convey what the researcher has learned about a
phenomenon. There are likely to be researcher descriptions of the context, the
players involved, and the activities of interest. In addition, data in the form of
participants’ own words, direct citations from documents, excerpts of videotapes,
and so on, are likely to be included to support the findings of the study (p. 8).
Two sets of deliberation transcripts from the online forum WKF were analysed
using the computer program ATLAS.ti. In addition to transcripts of the actual
deliberations, I kept a daily journal, the purpose of which was to record my “feelings,
reactions, hunches, initial interpretations, and working hypotheses” (Merriam, 2001, p.
106) as the study progressed. Although I had intended to print out the journal and record
notes in the margins, I kept the journal on my computer in Microsoft Word and added
digital notes. While this had its advantages, it also had the unfortunate result of making it
impossible to transfer my journal notes into ATLAS.ti for analysis since it does not
accept proprietary formatting. As a result, I had to analyze my journal manually.
Data were also collected on a Study Feedback Questionnaire which all
participants were asked to complete at the end of their team’s deliberations (Appendixes
F and I). Based on my review of the literature and the two pilot studies, approximately
thirty-five Likert rating and open-ended questions were included to investigate a number
of different factors including: the participant’s stakeholder group (what aspect of adult
literacy or education were participants involved in, and for how long); use of discussion
forums in general and WKF specifically (e.g., amount of previous experience, technical
difficulties encountered, perceptions of ease of use, clarity and scope of instructions,
comfort level); the deliberation process (e.g., perceptions of the purpose of the process,
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factors making process easier/more difficult, factors enhancing/inhibiting ability of team
to deliberate, the value of the process, the efficacy of conducting the process online as
opposed to face-to-face), perceptions of and factors influencing the level of interaction,
and chairing of the forum. Four of five participants from Team One and five of six
members from Team Two who completed the study returned the questionnaire.
Participants who withdrew during the study were asked to complete a Withdrawal
Questionnaire (Appendix J). Two of five members from the first team and two of three
participants from the second team who withdrew completed and returned the form. Both
questionnaires were analyzed using ATLAS.ti. Finally, I kept a binder with all
correspondence relating to the study that I received or sent. These included letters,
memorandums and emails that were filed in chronological order.
Data were also collected on a Report Feedback Questionnaire (Appendix K). The
draft report was forwarded to participants in order to gauge their views about the
accuracy of my representation of their team’s deliberations. In addition, a number of
open-ended questions were included regarding my interpretation of the data, and what
they disagreed with or felt should be added to the report. Two members of Team One
completed the questionnaire. One member of Team Two completed the questionnaire and
made some notes in the margin of the report. This feedback was integrated into Chapter
Four of this report.
Finally, both sets of deliberation transcripts from the formal study were forwarded
to a fellow graduate student at OISE/UT who acted as my Peer Reviewer. She reviewed
these and then sent me her impression of how the process of deliberating online unfolded
for both deliberation teams. I compared this with my own interpretation, corresponded
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with her about the points we agreed and disagreed on, and integrated this input into the
report at various points. She was given an honorarium of $500.00 to compensate her for
her time and effort. While this could be construed as pressure for her to agree with my
interpretation of the data, the fact that she disagreed with me on a number of points
indicates that she did not feel compelled to do so. Her feedback has been integrated into
Chapter Four of this report.

Data Reduction and Analysis
The documents I drew data from included my journal, two sets of deliberation
transcripts, feedback and withdrawal questionnaires, and correspondence such as letters,
memorandums and emails. Most of these were in digital form and thus easily prepared
for analysis in the qualitative analysis program ATLAS.ti. The deliberation transcripts for
Teams One and Two were downloaded from the Internet and saved as Word documents
on my hard drive. These files were then stripped of as much formatting as possible and
converted to ASCII files. (Note: I was unable to convert HTML files directly to ASCII
files. Stripping down files in MS Word and then converting to ASCII seemed to work
best.)
My journal entries were grouped into separate MS Word files by month and
within each file by day. Each day was separated by a page break. Notes were numbered
consecutively beginning at “1” for each day there were entries. I had planned to load my
journal into ATLAS.ti, but well into the process I realized that much of the formatting I
had used would need to be stripped away in order to so. I had used quite a bit of
formatting such as text boxes, different fonts, paragraph borders, bolding, and so on for
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the actual entries as well as for notes and memos I added as the study progressed.
Consequently, I did not load my journal into ATLAS.ti and analysed it manually instead.
With the exception of one form that was hand-written, all questionnaires were
completed and returned to me in digital form. A hard copy of each was printed and
locked in my filing cabinet. I replaced participants’ names with codes and
disguised/removed identifying information in the digital files and then loaded the
documents into ATLAS.ti for analysis. Other hard copy documents (i.e., correspondence)
were coded, filed in chronological order, and analyzed manually.
The process of preparing and organizing the data constituted the first step or
“loop” in what Creswell describes as a “data analysis spiral.” The second loop, or the
descriptive phase of my analysis involved re-reading all of the documents pertaining to
the study in order to gain “a sense of the whole database” and develop “major organizing
ideas” (Creswell, 1998, pp. 143-144). Quite naturally, re-reading spurred numerous
thoughts and ideas which I recorded on the various documents I was reading and/or in my
journal as they occurred to me.
At the same time, I identified the contextual factors involved in the study (i.e.,
answering the “who,” “what,” and “when” questions of the study). This included
information about the chronological progress of the research, the participants, the
curriculum deliberated on, the administration and conduct of the study, and the online
forum. These data were used to describe the study in the narrative report. As I worked
through the documents to identify the contextual data, tangentially I began to develop and
refine the themes and sub-themes.
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In the third loop of the data analysis, I coded the data using the codes developed
in the second loop of my analysis. As I progressed through this stage of the analysis I
renamed, added or deleted codes based on a natural evolution or deepening of my
understanding of the data. It should be pointed out that most passages were coded in more
than one way. For example, the following is an excerpt from a post I made at the
beginning of Round 2 in Team One’s deliberations:
And we're off for another round of deliberating. Please take your time and don't
feel you have to respond to everything. We don't want to lose anyone because it’s
too overwhelming. And on that thought, I will very likely summarize the
discussion again at some point and you can all have a well-deserved break while I
do (My WKF Note #238).
The passage was assigned four codes including, “CMC – Disadvantages,” “CMC –
Convergence/Divergence,” “Mediating Factor – Time,” and “Chairing – Coordination.”
As part of this stage of my analysis, I refined the themes/sub-themes and began to
interconnect them. I generated various reports using ATLAS.ti in preparation for writing
the narrative report. These are coded in a chronological fashion using the prefix “DAR”
(i.e., Data Analysis Report) and a number beginning at “1.” As will be discussed in the
following paragraph, the bulk of these reports contain instances of “categorical
aggregation” and “correspondence” (Stake, 1995).
“Categorical aggregation” involved looking for a number of instances that when
combined, pointed to an important issue or theme. “Correspondence” refers to
identifying patterns between phenomena. Both of these methods contributed the majority
of data, while the third method “direct interpretation” contributed a relatively small, but
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significant, amount of data. Generally it took the form of an exception, a single instance
that did not fit within a category or pattern. Finally, I developed a number of “naturalistic
interpretations” based on my own experiences with four teams as they worked through
the deliberation process, as well as my review of the literature in which I experienced the
process vicariously through articles written by other researchers (Goff, 1998; Hannay &
Seller, 1990; Harris, 1986; Hawkes, 2001; Mastera, 1999; Mulder, 1991; Orpwood, 1985;
Reid, 2001; Roby, 1985; Schwab, 1973; Short, 1990; Walker, 1978). The results of the
above analysis were compiled and described in narrative and graphical form in Chapter
Four. These findings were then discussed in Chapter Five.
The final stage of the data analysis spiral involved refining my analysis and
interpretation of the data based on feedback from participants, a Peer Reviewer, and my
Research Committee. A copy of the draft report was forwarded to the participants from
both teams. Participants were invited to comment in the margin of the report and/or
complete a short questionnaire shown at Appendix K.

Conclusion
This chapter has outlined in some detail the method utilized in this study, and
serves to highlight the positive and negative aspects of design research. That is, the more
authentic an environment, the greater the opportunity for happenstance and the need to
adopt a flexible approach. This can be stressful for both the researcher and participants,
as well as threaten the trustworthiness of the data. At the same time, the serendipitous
nature of this type of research can lead to data which are richer, and illuminate what is
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being investigated in different ways or to a much deeper level than had been anticipated.
As the next chapter will highlight, this was the case in this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
This chapter presents the findings from Teams One and Two in this research
study for each of the issue and topical sub-questions outlined in Chapter Three. Taken
together these findings address the study’s overarching question, “What is the process of
curriculum deliberation by a group of adult literacy stakeholders as it unfolds in an online
environment?” While some findings have been expressed numerically in tables, a
predominantly narrative format has been adopted in keeping with the nature and purpose
of case studies. That is to say, sufficient detail has been provided so as to constitute
“vicarious experience” for readers (Stake, 1995). Consistent with design research, this
study was conducted under authentic conditions, the researcher intervened to adapt the
design to meet emerging conditions, and the design was refined for each team. As such,
the descriptive style of this chapter is intended to provide readers with additional insight
into the evolution of the research, the rationale for the decisions taken and their influence
on the study.

Who was involved in the deliberative process?
As discussed in the preceding chapter, a high withdrawal rate from the first team
necessitated the addition of a second team to the study. Although my intent was to
analyze the data cumulatively, the differences between the groups made this difficult and
as a result, the groups have been compared and contrasted. Tables 2 and 3 outline the
experience, current role in adult literacy/education and status of each member on both
teams. The tables were developed using participants’ responses to Questions #1 and 2 on
the Study Feedback Questionnaire.
68
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Table 2.
Composition and Status of Deliberation Team One
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Stakeholder Group

Adult educator
(Master of Education
degree)
Coordinator of a
workplace literacy
steering committee

Years
in
Field
Over
10

“Commonplace”
Representeda

Status

Learners, teachers

Completed study

Over
10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter, milieu

Completed study

Coordinator of
regional literacy
program
Workplace literacy
program developer

Over
10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter, milieu

Completed study

6-10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter

Completed study

Coordinator of
correctional
institution literacy
program
Government
Representative
Government
representative
Director of a
provincial literacy
organization
Director of an adult
learning centre

6-10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter

Completed study

Over
10
Over
10
Over
10

Milieu

Withdrew – reason
unknown
7.
Milieu
Withdrew – reason
unknown
8.
Teachers, learners,
Withdrew – access
subject matter, milieu to computer
became limited
9.
Over
Teachers, learners,
Withdrew – not
10
subject matter
enough structure in
the process; prefers
face-to-face over
online discussions
10.
Director of an adult
Over
Teachers, learners,
Withdrew - reason
learning centre
10
subject matter
unknown
References: Study Feedback Questionnaire, Questions #1 and 2; Withdrawal
Questionnaires.
a
It should be noted that I am not included in this table although I was both the
Curriculum Developer and Chairperson for the team.
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With regard to the composition of the teams, all ten of the participants on Team
One were from one province and as Table 2 indicates, had well over the requisite two
years of experience in adult education/literacy. There was good representation on the
team of the different levels (local, regional and provincial) and types of adult literacy
(e.g., general, workplace, corrections literacy). As the column “Status” indicates,
however, half of the participants dropped out and the team became somewhat less
pluralistic over time (e.g. both government representatives dropped out).
Whereas Team One was comprised of participants from local, regional and
provincial level stakeholder groups, the composition of the second team was somewhat
more pluralistic (see Table 3). This team included nine participants from individual
programs to national organizations to the international adult literacy community.
Although I had planned on using Canadian participants in the second team, time began to
run low and I was still trying to put together a team at the end of April (Email #2, April
26th, 2003). When a tutor from West Africa studying in Canada and another from the
United States responded to my post at a (Canadian) discussion forum, I accepted them on
the team. I considered this compromise to my original criteria acceptable since pluralism
was a major aspect of my investigation. As it turned out, the participant from the United
States had to withdraw due to illness.
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Table 3.
Composition and Status of Deliberation Team Two
No.

Stakeholder
Group

Years
in
Field
1-5

“Commonplace”
Representeda

1.

Adult literacy
curriculum
developer, tutor

2.

Adult literacy
tutor (novice)
Adult educator,
corporate
curriculum
developer and
trainer
Adult literacy
program
coordinator and
tutor
Adult literacy
program and
curriculum
developer, tutor
Director of a
national adult
literacy
organization
Novice tutor

Instructor in ABE
and job readiness
at a community
college
Director national
adult literacy
organization

1-5

Teachers, learners,
subject matter, milieu

Over
10

Milieu

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Status

Teachers, learners,
subject matter,
curriculum making

Completed study

1-5

Teachers

Completed study

6-10

Subject matter,
curriculum making

Completed study

Over
10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter, milieu

Completed study

Over
10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter,
curriculum making

Completed study

Over
10

Teachers, learners,
subject matter,
curriculum making, and
milieu
Teachers

Completed study

Under
1

Withdrew –
uncomfortable with
process
Withdrew – unable
to continue due to
own illness

Withdrew – unable
to continue due to
illness of family
member
References: Study Feedback Questionnaire, Questions #1 and 2; Withdrawal
Questionnaires.
a
It should be noted that I am not included in this table although I was the Curriculum
Developer and Chairperson for the team.
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As Tables 2 and 3 highlight, each participant represented more than one
commonplace. However, this is in keeping with the reality of stakeholder expertise (i.e.,
that it is often pluralistic):
Although five bodies of experience must be brought together to effect translation
of scholarly materials into defensible curriculum, it does not follow that five
persons are required. The group may be smaller or larger than five. It may be
smaller to the extent that two or more of the required bodies of experience may be
found in one person. The member who knows the [learner] may know the milieus
of the teachers. The scholar may have adequate, living experience of the [learner]
or teachers (Schwab, 1973, p. 507).
Thus, the expertise or stake of team members cannot always be neatly separated into
individual commonplaces. As a result, the size and composition of a team will inevitably
vary based on the nature and purpose of each deliberative endeavour (e.g., because this
was a research study, a larger team was used than was necessary in order to ensure
sufficient data were gathered).
The first team was comprised solely of females whereas there were two males on
Team Two. One of these participants had to withdraw early on in the deliberations, thus
the gender difference between teams was small. In terms of their motivation or “stake” in
the curriculum, the two teams were different. With respect to Team One, the completed
curriculum was to be integrated into an adult literacy accreditation program in the
province they were from. As such, the majority of participants had a direct stake in the
curriculum. On the other hand, the members of Team Two were from many provinces
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and even other countries, and thus, had only an indirect stake in the course. Team Two
was also told that their deliberations were mainly to collect data for my research:
As deliberation coordinator normally I would organize the discussion to look
more like the above after Stage 3 had concluded in a report to the course sponsor.
I say "normally" because this is an exercise for the purposes of research (i.e., to
investigate the curriculum deliberation process), rather than us working together
to produce an actual report for the course sponsor (My WKF Note #607).
As indicated in Tables 2 and 3, the teams were similar in terms of participants’
experience in adult literacy/education. Members of both teams were in the mid to high
range of experience with the exception of two members of the second team who were
novice tutors, one of whom withdrew shortly after the study began.
The teams were also similar with regard to members’ general experience in online
discussion forums. As per the responses on the Study Feedback Questionnaire to
Question #6: one member on Team One and two members on Team Two reported that
they didn’t have any experience; two participants from Team One and three from Team
Two indicated they had used forums “A few times;” one participant on the first team
indicated having participated in online discussion forums “Quite often;” and, one
participant from Team Two said she had used them “Extensively.”
When asked if they had experience with WKF specifically (Question #7), one
participant from each team indicated they were “Somewhat” familiar with it, while the
remainder checked off “Not at all.” One participant had been a student at the university
hosting WKF for this study and presumably had used the forum during her studies. The
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other member had participated in one of my pilot studies in which WKF was used as the
discussion platform.
The participation rates of members from Team One reflect the rather chaotic nature
of their deliberations in comparison to that of Team Two. As Table 4 illustrates
participation was very uneven across the three different “rounds.” For example, Beth and
Carrie both posted in Rounds 1 and 3, but neither posted in Round 2. Darby posted
vigourously in Rounds 1 (14 posts) and 2 (30 posts), but did not post at all in Round 3. Of
those who remained in the study, the total number of posts was also uneven, ranging from
a low of 11 to a high of 66 for a difference of 55.
As Table 5 indicates, with the exception of one member who moved in Stage 3 and
could not post, all members in Team Two posted in all three stages. Further, members
were much more even in terms of the total number of posts made by each participant (i.e.,
the number of posts ranged from a low of 14 to a high of 35 for a difference of 21).
However, the teams were almost identical in the number of posts they made each week
that they deliberated. Both teams posted approximately 40 notes per week (i.e., over ten
weeks for Team One, and six weeks for Team Two).
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Table 4.
Participation Rates by Members of Team One
A

B

C

D

E

Fa

Ga Ha

Ja

Ka Mod

3

Total
Posts
by
View
3

20

50

53

98

Forum Views

1. Welcome
2. Introductions

1

3

2

8

3

8

1

3. Round 1

1

15

1

14

0b

8

1

4. Round 2

6

30

11

4

48

99

5. Round 3

2

12

9

29

59

22

36

4

4

7

13

8

17

7

11

10

14

211

404

6. Admin One

5

2

7

3

2

1

1

5

3

1

7. Admin Two
8. Off Topic

1

2

9. Philosophy

1

1

5

10. Questions

2

1

1

11. Resources
Total 13

3
1

3
30

11

66

1

1
26

33

3

3

7

1

Notes. “A” - Ann; “B” – Beth; “C” – Carrie; “D”- Darby; “E” – Ellen; “Mod” – Lori
a

Withdrew from study

b

Did not join team until Round 2
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Table 5.
Participation Rates by Members of Team Two
Forum View

A

B

C

D

E

F

Ga

1. Welcome
2. Practice

Ja

Mod

2

1

10

Total
Posts
by
View
13

2

3

20

40

44

102

40

79

1

1

117

238

1

3. Stage 1

1

3

3

1

5

4

1

4. Stage 2

9

19

8

8

9

4

1

5. Stage 3

0b

13

5

10

6

5

6. Thank
You
Total

Ha

10

35

16

19

20

14

2

2

2

3

Notes. “A” – Allen; “B” – Bev; “C” – Carla; “D” – Donna; “E” – Erin; “F” – Fay;
“Mod” – Lori
a

Withdrew from study.

b

Unable to participate as moved.
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When asked on the Study Feedback Questionnaire (Question #3) about their
reasons for participating in the study, the teams were very similar in the reasons they
gave. All of their responses centred on the theme of development; that is, of their own
professionalism (5 responses), of educational materials for adult literacy tutors (5
responses); and, of the knowledge base in the adult literacy field (5 responses). Several
participants indicated they were also very interested in online learning and collaboration
(4 responses). No participants listed the honorarium of $200.00 as part of their reason.
The two teams were quite different in terms of the rate, manner and reasons for
withdrawing from the study. In terms of their rate of withdrawal, five members of Team
One withdrew compared to three members of Team Two. With regard to the manner of
withdrawing, none of the members from Team One contacted me to advise me they were
withdrawing, while two of three members from Team Two did so. Emails and telephone
messages to those who had not contacted me resulted in a response from two members of
Team One and the third member from Team Two.
In terms of their reasons for withdrawing, one member from Team One said she
was uncomfortable conversing in an online environment and thought there was too much
“chit chat” in the forum. She also reported having become quite busy and didn’t feel she
could spare the time (Helen’s Withdrawal Questionnaire). The other member from Team
One reported having technical difficulties, including slow load times and limited access
to the Internet (Rose’s Withdrawal Questionnaire). The third member of Team Two who
withdrew did not give a reason for withdrawing, but confirmed that he had done so
(Email #1, June 10th, 2003). In the case of the other two withdrawals from Team Two,
one had to have emergency surgery (Joyce’s Withdrawal Questionnaire), while the other
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had an immediate family member become gravely ill (Brad’s Withdrawal Questionnaire).
Both participants contacted me about this in a timely fashion.
Although the reasons for the withdrawal of several participants from Team One
aren’t known, it was notable that four of five only participated marginally from the start
of the deliberations and within a short period most had stopped posting all together. This
suggested to me that they agreed to participate without fully understanding the study
would entail more time and effort than they were actually willing or able to give, despite
the fact that this had been made explicit on the Participant Information Handout
(Appendix C). In order to ensure members of Team Two fully comprehended the
commitment they were making, I stressed this more strongly on the second team’s
Participant Information Handout (Appendix G).
A comparison of the conditions under which each team operated points to several
possibilities for the difference in withdrawal rates. These include the time involved (i.e.,
the deliberations took place over a much longer period with the first team – four months
as opposed to six weeks), the effort required (i.e., the curriculum was under development
rather than teacher-ready), and the process (there was less structure and/or direction, the
forum had double the number of views to respond to, and there was a much longer leadin to the actual deliberations involving a warm-up activity).
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How can the process of curriculum deliberation in an online forum be described?
What stages of deliberation emerged during the process?
What types of discourse were apparent in the deliberations?
Since the data concerning the above questions are very much intertwined and
cannot be neatly separated into discrete sections, they are addressed concurrently in the
next section. It should be pointed out before doing so, however, that my Peer Reviewer
disagreed with my report’s characterization of the deliberative process as unfolding in
three general stages. As she wrote:
When I looked at the diagram, I didn’t see it as describing the actual process that
happened. I thought it depicted what you hoped would happen. I mean, it makes a
good model, but the real communications patterns in the two groups were a much
less clear pattern. Especially when comments might refer back to previous levels
of the spiral and go in all directions. I don’t think this very clearly describes the
process that you experienced/observed in the teams, unless you mean from a more
global level, based on the stages you took them through (Wendy’s Feedback
Report, Paragraph #121).
In mulling over her comments, it occurred to me that there were two things I needed to
articulate more clearly in the report. First, I needed to clarify what I mean when I
describe the deliberation process as “unfolding” and my role in this; and second, what is
meant by characterizing the process as “spiral.”
Curriculum deliberation like any other process is shaped by its nature and
purpose. The nature of the process is iterative and progressive. As Schwab (1973) writes,
“One figuratively turns the piece of scholarly material from side to side, viewing it in
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different lights” (p. 520), examining and re-examining it from various angles in order to
collectively build knowledge about what is needed/desired. The purpose of the process is
to refine curriculum so that it is maximally useful and relevant to its stakeholders.
Schwab (1983) sketched out a general process as follows, “We have, then, discovery and
formulation of curricular problems, construction of alternative solutions, deliberation on
and deliberative modification of these alternatives” (p. 258). He contended, however, that
the process could not be specified beyond this or the “unanticipated characteristics” of
the curriculum would not be discovered. Rather, the team must be allowed to shift
backwards and sideways within the general process (while overall moving forward), so
that members are able to consider the curriculum from multiple angles in as unfettered a
manner as possible.
In practice this fluidity translates into backtracking, going off on tangents, raising
points that are not addressed fully or at all, and revisiting points made previously in the
light of new information/input. It is in this sense then that I describe the process both as
“unfolding” and as “spiral.” As my Peer Reviewer described my role of Chairperson, it
was to “lightly direct” (Wendy’s feedback, Paragraph #74) the forward movement of the
process. At the same time, it was to allow the deliberations to unfold within the process as
freely as possible rather than corralling the team into a lockstep series of tasks.
The data from this study indicate that in an online environment curriculum
deliberation unfolds in a manner similar to Schwab’s conceptualization of the process in
face-to-face deliberations. That is, it begins with questioning the rationale of the choices
made for the curriculum and identifying weaknesses or gaps, and then is “carried forward
in a spiral movement toward a body of generated educational alternatives and choices
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among them” (1975, p. 501). As depicted in Figure 1, there were three main activities in
the process, which I have categorized simply as questioning, deliberating and
accommodating. These activities occurred throughout the process, but at certain points
one activity predominated (See Table 6). I designated these as stages and labeled each
according to that predominant activity as follows: a) Stage 1 - questioning; b) Stage 2 deliberating; and, c) Stage 3 - accommodating.
It must be emphasized at this point, that Figure 1 is a two-dimensional graphical
image. As such, is limited in how well it conveys the dynamic aspects of curriculum
deliberation. Although the process does move forward through three general stages, it
does so in a spiral fashion. That is, within each stage there is much sideways (i.e.,
exploring alternatives and going off on tangents), and backwards (i.e., revisiting old ideas
in the light of new information) movement. The three intertwined circles within each
stage are meant to convey this; that is, questioning, deliberating, and accommodating do
not occur in any particular order. For example, deliberating may raise questions that lead
to accommodation that may raise more questions, and so on). The area within each stage
where all three activities intersect is where the process moves forward (i.e., toward
development/refinement curriculum that is rational and defensible).
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Stage 1

Q/J

Stage 2

D
A

“Q/J” – Questioning/
Justifying

Q/J

Stage 3

D

Q/J

D

A

A

“D” – Deliberation

“A” – Accommodation

Figure 1. My representation of the curriculum deliberation process (Schwab 1973) as it
unfolds in an online environment.
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In Stage 1 the focus of the teams was on developing an understanding of the
curriculum and the choices made by the Curriculum Developer. This involved not only
the actual curricular material itself, but the background and larger context of the
curriculum. A passage was coded as “Questioning/Justifying” when a participant queried
the background and/or rationale behind the curriculum. How had the course come about?
What gap if any it was designed to fill? Who was involved in its creation? Where does
the curriculum fit in? Who will be responsible for delivering and maintaining it? For
example, Beth from Team One asks about the objectives of the curriculum, “How would
you describe the objectives of the course? i.e. what do you think people would be able to
do after having worked through the course?” (WKF Note #155). Erin from Team Two
asks for clarification about the mandate of the group sponsoring the project:
My question is with regard to the statement “within the context of activity-based
projects and activities” which is listed as part of the descriptor [of the project
sponsor] in the backgrounder. Can you give me an example of what you might
mean by activity-based projects and activities? (WKF Note #462).
Passages were also coded as “Questioning/Justifying” when as the Curriculum
Developer, I provided the team with information regarding the background of the course
and/or the rationale for the choices made in the curriculum (e.g., regarding the target
audience, format, and method of delivery). For example, in the following excerpt I
provide Team One with some background details about the course:
We wanted to provide easily and cheaply accessible material for hard to reach
populations (e.g., rural, Northern, provinces/territories with little or no training,
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etc.) We also defined “hard to reach” practitioners/volunteers as those who won’t
or can’t undertake training/PD because delivery methods aren’t convenient (i.e.,
tie them to specific times, locations). Based on the two courses we worked on for
*ORGANIZATION*, there are many who like the "anywhere, anytime” aspect of
online learning. So, I guess one of our aims in designing this as an online course
was to provide the widest possible access to PD/training material that bridges
time, distance, and resource barriers to PD (My WKF Note #233).
A second example is drawn from Team Two’s deliberations where I discuss the
rationale behind putting the curriculum online at NALD:
One of the notions behind offering [this and] other courses at NALD web site is
that it would save provinces/territories from “reinventing the wheel.” That is,
rather than have each province/ territory develop their own or as is often the case,
not develop anything, core material would be available that users would be
invited to adjust as necessary/desired to suit their particular situation (and this
would go a long way to leveling the uneven service and support accorded adult
literacy across Canada) (My WKF Note #486).
Questioning the curriculum is a natural starting point for the teams since
obviously weaknesses/gaps cannot be identified or alternatives generated until the
material is understood. At this point in the process, the Curriculum Developer’s role is
pivotal since s/he sets the stage for the deliberations by providing the answers to these
questions. The focus of this stage is mainly on questions surrounding the context, content
and process of the course and the rationale behind these.
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As the teams in this study gained a fuller understanding of the background of the
course, their focus shifted from questioning to deliberating or Stage 2. There were two
aspects to deliberating: a) identifying weaknesses or gaps in the curriculum; and, b)
generating alternatives and deliberating on these. For example, several members of Team
One felt that the language in the course was too complex and needed to be made simpler.
The ensuing deliberations revolved around whether making the language simpler would
result in a loss of meaning, or whether complex language would result in diminished
participation and/or learning.
The issue was not fully resolved when Team One concluded their deliberations,
and was raised again by Carrie from Team Two:
I know in some places, ex-students become tutors and sometimes folks from nonuniversity backgrounds are recruited. I think you should add to the prerequisites
that a certain language/reading level is needed for this to be stand-alone. The
course begins with very abstract ideas and language (WKF Note#471).
My reply to her underscores the iterative nature of the deliberative process:
There was some concern about the level of the language [with Team One] and it
was suggested that plainer language should be used. However, there was an equal
amount of concern about losing ideas/concepts/information by using plainer
language. The discussion more or less ended at the point that in order
to move the field forward, curricular material must necessarily use language that
is more complex in that it conveys a greater wealth of meaning to practitioners
(the downside being, it is exclusionary). Your suggestion is a good one though
Carrie as it does assist tutors who are thinking of approaching the course on their
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own to self-select more accurately. This is a good point for discussion and I'd be
very interested to hear if team members might have anything to add (WKF Note
#472).
In the end, Team Two reached an accommodation to make the language simpler in some
places, but in instances where meaning might be lost, the term was retained and defined
in a glossary that was added to the curriculum in the final stages of its development.
Passages were coded as “Deliberation” when they involved identifying a
weakness/gap in the curriculum, generating an alternative, weighing, valuing, or judging
an alternative, or some combination of these. For example, in the following excerpt Bev
from Team Two points out a potential problem with an alternative format that had been
proposed for the course:
I think it makes for a great course to be flexible however I wonder how that may
affect funding sources and obligations required. Maybe it [would be] better if the
course were offered at each level (beginner, intermediate and advanced) and
perhaps some "optional" learning can be offered (over and above) at each level
(that can add variety for the learner and as well perhaps prepare them for the next
level). This also gives some consistency for the trainers so that the much needed
stats can be acquired for funding (WKF Note #624).
Erin initially agrees with Bev, but after some input by other members of the team, she
proposes a new alternative:
Even though I might have been an earlier proponent to having different levels of
courses, I can see the challenge in terms of time and money, not only for
development, for maintenance etc. I too have been asked many times for 'versions'
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of training materials, and it is just not feasible in most cases. One suggestion
might be to have add on modules - so, the program starts with the 'need to know'
(WKF Note #690).
As Table 6 indicates, deliberating was present in all three stages but was most prevalent
in the second stage with 30 instances for Team One (compared to 12 in Stage 1 and 11 in
Stage 3), and 54 for Team Two (compared to 17 in Stage 1 and 27 in Stage 3).
Table 6 also highlights the fact that the teams were still engaged in deliberating
well into the third and final round or stage. It was mainly at my behest as Chairperson
that they began to move toward reaching an accommodation of the various needs/wants
of the team. For example, in the following excerpt I encourage Team Two to move
toward winding down and wrapping up:
In the course of our discussion in this stage we may still find we need to discuss
the rationale behind why something was done a certain way, and/or we may need
to carry on deliberating a point/issue that we weren't quite finished with. It may
even be that a new issue arises. That's all OK and to be expected. In general,
however, we should be trying to move toward wrapping up (WKF Note #607).
As a result, accommodation was most prevalent in the third and final round or stage of
the deliberations (12 instances for Team One, 29 for Team Two) in comparison to either
questioning/justifying (two for Team One, five for Team Two), or deliberating (11 for
Team One, 27 for Team Two).
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Table 6.
Rates of Dialogue Passages for Teams One and Two
DIALOGUE
PASSAGES

TEAM ONE
TEAM TWO
Round Round Round Total Stage Stage Stage Total
1
2
3
1
2
3
34
8
2
44
24
15
5
44
Questioning/Justifying
Deliberating

12

30

11

53

17

54

27

98

Accommodating

3

6

12

21

2

7

29

38

Critical Reflection

9

16

9

34

7

19

8

34

1

6a

7

1

2

4b

7

4

14c

39

4

16

11

31

Debate
Task-Oriented

21

a

All six passages were from participants’ Study Feedback Questionnaires.

b

c

Three of the four passages were from participants’ Study Feedback Questionnaires.

Two of the fourteen passages were from participants’ Study Feedback Questionnaires.
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A passage was coded as “Accommodation” if the speaker indicated a degree of
willingness to compromise on an issue or demonstrated some acceptance of a new or
alternate view. For example, in the deliberations surrounding the issue of language used
in the curriculum, Donna from Team Two reiterates her earlier position that the language
should be simplified, but at the same time she tries to accommodate others’ perspective
that meaning might be lost. That is, she agrees that adding a glossary as well as making
the language plainer would be a suitable compromise, “As a proponent of, and consultant
in, plain language documentation, I think that sections of text can usually be changed to
make the meaning clearer without damaging the initial meaning and/or content. I do
agree that a combination might be in order” (WKF Note #638).
Allen from Team Two provides a second example of accommodation. He
suggests that a stand alone course is not particularly motivating and would benefit from
becoming a “for credit” course:
The self paced format is a reminder of the correspondence courses approach to
Distance Education. Its greatest flaw was the attrition rates or dropout rates.
Generally this was due to a lack of support. Self paced approaches are not for
everyone. They require a lot of discipline and self motivation. If the course would
have a credit weight, this would be more motivating (WKF Note #519).
Several members from Team Two are not convinced that this is a good idea. For
example, Bev responds:
I am not convinced that if the course had a credit weight if it would be more
motivating. After all- we are all here. As a matter of fact I think it may be
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intimidating to some and it could end up becoming a beaurocratic [sic] nightmare
(WKF Note #521).
After some deliberation, Allen then alters his original suggestion in order to
accommodate the views of other team members:
What if after the course and the on-line test taking, a certificate of completion
could be issued outlining all of the skills and knowledge that have been acquired
along with a scorecard or report card (something like that). With Prior Learning,
Assessment and Recognition coming to the fore these days, people like to walk
away with any kind of certificate of completion from the most modest of
workshops. It may not make it more motivating to take the course, but it provides
some kind of additional value (WKF Note #651).
In addition to coding the transcripts according to the purpose of the discourse (i.e.,
questioning/justifying, deliberating and accommodating), I also coded each set according
to the type of dialogue engaged in. Based on my literature review and the pilot studies, I
was particularly interested in three types of discourse including the amount of critical
reflection, debate, and task-orientation dialogue in the deliberations.
A passage was coded as “Critical Reflection” when it focused on the larger
context of an issue or discussed/questioned the issue’s rationale or validity. For example,
Erin from Team Two (an adult educator who develops curriculum for corporate training)
posed the following questions:
1) What is the root cause for illiteracy in Canada and what is being done to
address that 2) Is there anything built in this course that may help change what I
believe is a systemic problem - or is this a band aid approach? (WKF Note #592).
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My reply was also coded as critically reflective because it rephrased her question and
invited further reflection by team members:
I should point out that Erin has two stakeholder roles. While she is not directly
involved in adult literacy, she is in adult education. In addition, she is a Canadian
taxpayer, and from both perspectives asks an important and fundamental question
I think. That is, why do this course in the first place? Why not tackle illiteracy at
its root before it occurs rather than after the problem has developed? (WKF Note
#613).
As Table 6 indicates, for Team One there were nine passages coded as “Critical
Reflection” in Round 1, 16 in Round 2, and nine in Round 3 for a total of 34 incidences.
Team Two had seven passages in Stage 1, 19 in Stage 2, and eight in Stage 3 for a total of
34 incidences.
Passages were coded as “debate” in two cases. First, passages in which
participants referred directly to the deliberation process as debating or alluded to it as
such, were also coded as “Debate.” For example, when asked on the Study Feedback
Questionnaire, “How would you rate the level of agreement/disagreement between team
members?” (Team One – Question #22; Team Two – Question #25), Ellen from Team
One replied:
To me, it was not a matter of agreement or disagreement; rather it was a matter of
creating and maintaining a healthy level of debate. I think there was a measure of
debate. Differences of opinion were addressed in a respectful, professional
manner (Question #22).
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As Table 6 indicates, for Team One there were a total of seven passages coded as
“Debate,” six of which were from participants’ Study Feedback Questionnaires. Team
Two had a total of seven incidences of “Debate,” three of which came from the Study
Feedback Questionnaires.
Second, I considered the member as engaging in debate when s/he stated a
position, and then later reasserted it or made additional arguments to support the position,
without any acknowledgement and/or accommodation of the opinions of others on the
team. For example, Carla from Team Two is adamant in the following note that national
support for the curriculum might be conceived and accepted as standardized curriculum
by some in the field:
Okay let me ask? Why should NLS fund this approach to go national and suggest
all tutors everywhere be trained in this way? It seems to me that the NLS is wise
not to fund for national purposes, a course that may not be the approach that
literacy coordinators and instructors elsewhere would choose. That's why I
suggested the MCL - then at least a national body is saying yes - we think this is
good for the whole country. I have no trouble with the idea of letting people know
this course is around if they feel they want a course for their tutors and choose this
one over the others that are available (although not on line that I know of). But
my experience tells me that this approach would not be the approach of choice for
the whole country - probably no course would be (WKF Note #590).
In my reply to her I suggest that the notion of national support for funding and
disseminating the course is a resource sharing approach rather than an invitation to
impose curriculum on the field:
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Heaven forbid that I would ever suggest that all tutors everywhere be trained the
same way - LOL! That would completely negate the underlying theme of the
course (i.e., choice, flexibility, accommodating teaching and learning based on
various influencing factors, etc). We recognize that different users have different
needs which is why the Course Information section invites (if not encourages)
users to adapt the material as desired/required to suit their situation. It is more a
case of offering core material than imposing standardized curriculum (WKF Note
#595).
Later in the deliberations of Team Two, Carla reasserts her position, “You will not be
surprised that I want the idea of this not being the only approach to a “core” for a course
for tutors/teachers. I believe this should be advertised as one approach to educating
tutors” (WKF Note #631). Given that she believes this is an important issue and I am
cognizant of the humanistic philosophy underpinning the field, I move to accommodate
her:
I wouldn't ever consider this “the” approach to tutor training myself, but some
folks might. And in the spirit of the course, a word about this being one line of
thinking or approach wouldn't be a bad idea at all (WKF Note #635).
Carla’s Note #631 was coded as “Debate” because she does not explore the points
I made, but simply restates her own position. There is an element of entrenchment in her
approach to the deliberations. She is unwilling to acknowledge that the notion of
standardized curriculum is contradictory to the major theme of the curriculum (i.e.,
highly individualized and flexible teaching and learning). The passage from my post is
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marked as “Accommodation” because I have acknowledged her concern and suggested I
would integrate a caution into the “Course Information” section of the curriculum.
A passage was coded as “Task-oriented” when it involved practical/concrete
concerns or suggestions about the course. For example, Carrie from Team One had some
editing concerns with the curriculum:
Sometimes it’s knowledge/skills and sometimes it’s skills/knowledge in the
writing. Is any significance to be attached to this variance? If not, I think it would
be good to be constant about this usage. There are a few editing errors that
spellcheck won’t pick up -- e.g., Section 1.4.1, line 13, should read
“directedness,” but these will likely be found by a proofreader (WKF Note #425).
On Team Two Erin makes a suggestion about moving the resources around, “Perhaps
rather than having all of the resources listed under each module, there could be an
entirely different section - that is optional for more information and as such might be less
threatening or overwhelming” (WKF Note #524).
In addition to practical considerations about the course, there were passages
having to do with the process of deliberating which were also coded as “Task-oriented.”
That is, passages in which participants expressed a degree of impatience or frustration
with the fluidity or open-ended nature of the process and/or expressed the desire for a
much more linear, specified process. These were quite predominant in the deliberations
of Team One. For example, Beth said, “I'm quite a task-oriented person too, and would
rather just cut to the chase. I'm not meaning to be anti-social ... anyone's welcome to my
place for a cuppa!” (WKF Note #196), and “I'm with Carrie in that I'm itching to really
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get into the details of it. I like that kind of clear layout of what's needed and expected”
(WKF Note #242).
As Table 6 indicates, for Team One there were 21 passages coded as “Taskoriented” in Round 1, four in Round 2, and 14 in Round 3 (two of the 14 were from
participants’ Study Feedback Questionnaires) for a total of 39. For Team Two there were
four in Stage 1, 16 in Stage 2, and 11 in Stage 3 for a total of 31. Thus, Team Two was
lower than Team One in their rate of task-oriented dialogue overall, but in particular there
was a fairly large difference in the first round of the deliberations for each team (Team
One - 21 passages; Team Two – four). This suggests that the modest framework adopted
for Team Two was enough to raise their comfort level since there were far fewer taskoriented passages overall, and no expressions of frustration with the lack of or direction
to the process as had been the case for Team One. Interestingly, the total number of
passages coded as critically reflective for each team was 34 with only minor differences
between the number of passages for each team in each round/stage.
The rates of task-oriented and critically reflective passages speak to the fact that
while the emphasis in deliberation is (or should be) on critical reflection, there are tasks
associated with the process that teams must deal with (e.g., in the case of online
deliberation, technological matters). The art of deliberating, however, is how best to
accomplish these tasks while maintaining focus on the meat of the process (i.e., critical
reflection).
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What factors influenced the process?
An analysis of the data collected in this study indicates that a number of interrelated factors influenced the process of deliberation to greater or lesser degrees. These
include chairing, participants’ perceptions of the deliberation process, technology,
comfort level, experience, the deliberation process, anonymity, time, and the curriculum.
Chairing
As in the pilot studies, my approach to chairing the forums in the formal study
was to create and sustain as safe and non-threatening an environment as possible so that
team members would feel comfortable expressing themselves openly and reflectively.
My conception of my role was as Schwab suggests, “The special obligation of the
curriculum specialist chairman [sic] is to ensure that the group hunt out, recognize, and
juxtapose the different considerations which are pertinent” (1973, p. 521). That is to say,
my main objective was to facilitate critical reflection about the curriculum.
From the outset, with both teams I stressed the need for them to allow the
deliberations to unfold between the start and end dates, as opposed to approaching the
activity as a set of tasks to be accomplished in an orderly fashion in a set time. I
explained the rationale for this and asked them to bear with the process:
I wish it weren’t so, but feeling a bit disoriented or confused is quite typical for
groups going through this process. An underlying assumption of the process is
that linear/formal processes tend to box people in and send them down a
particular path, whereas a looser, informal approach tends to promote the type of
reflective discussion that gets at the “heart of the matter” (WKF Note #147).
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I also posed questions or used prompts that would cause team members to consider the
underlying rationale or “why” of what was being discussed (or not discussed as the case
may be), and modeled critical thinking whenever possible. For example:
It’s interesting that we are holding this forum in Canada, a country whose political
and social foundations are rooted in the rights of the individual. I wonder how
these deliberations would have had gone if they were held in a country which
prizes the collective. How might the notion of “learner-centredness” be received?
In a country which is headed by a dictator, this course might even land me in very
hot water [since critical reflection or questioning is stressed] (WKF Note #585).
The sub-themes having to do with engendering an appropriate approach to the process
included the codes “Chairing - inviting critical reflection” (15 passages), and “Chairing modeling critical reflection” (14 passages).
Under the theme “Chairing” there were also a number of sub-themes related to
establishing an environment that would promote and sustain critical reflection. These
included “creating a safe environment” (18 passages), “reassuring/supporting” (16
passages), and “acknowledging/affirming” (59 passages). There were also a number of
sub-themes relating to the various tasks involved in administering the forum and process,
which were coded as “Chairing - coordinating” (37 passages).
This study was unique because it was conducted in an online environment. As
such, there were chairing tasks associated with the layer of technology mediating the
discussions. For example, there is a tendency in online, text-based environments for the
discussion to diverge over time (Hewitt, 2001). As such, the discussions needed to be
broken into manageable chunks. For both teams I broke the process into a specific
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number of weeks and for each round/stage of the deliberations started a new view. In
each new view I posted several notes in which I summarized the main points in each of
the threads in each round of deliberation, to bring a sense of convergence to the
deliberations. These efforts were coded as “Chairing – summarizing” (32 passages).
There were also some instances in which participants required technical assistance and
these were coded as “Chairing – technical” (10 passages).
The majority of members from both teams were quite positive in their feedback
regarding my Chairing (Reference – Study Feedback Questionnaire, Questions #28 and
29 for Team One, Questions #31 and 32 for Team Two). For example, Carrie from Team
One commented:
I really appreciate the summaries. They help a lot in seeing the whole elephant
rather than just the tail or the feet. I have great admiration for your skills in
directing this whole process. It looks very daunting to me (WKF Note #295).
When asked “What, if anything, promoted the ability of the team to deliberate on the
curriculum effectively?” (Reference – Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #26 for
Team One, Question #29 for Team Two), Ann from Team One commented, “The
moderator [Chairperson] was encouraging and skilled at connecting the responses of
various team members. She was prompt in responding to new entries” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #26). Erin from Team Two said simply, “Lori’s comments”
(Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #29), as did Bev from Team Two, “Comments
initiated by Lori and continued by participants” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#29). Even Carla from Team Two who was somewhat annoyed with the degree of my
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presence in the forum wrote, “Lori has a very welcoming, accepting manner” (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #29).
On the other hand, two members of Team One and one member of Team Two
indicated that my Chairing inhibited the deliberations. For example, in the final two
weeks of Team One’s deliberations I came down with a throat infection and did not
moderate/participate as much as I had earlier on in the study. Although I personally
fretted greatly over this, the team moved along in their discussion quite well without me.
As Darby from Team One observed, “You were a little more out of the discussion
because of your illness. That forced us to rely on each other more for feedback and
debate” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #27). In fact, when asked on the Study
Feedback Questionnaire what the Chairperson could do to enhance the deliberative
process with future teams, Darby remarked, “Continue with a more hands off approach”
(Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #29). Similarly, Ellen from Team One
observed,
You have a right to feel a sense of ownership over the project and you have put a
lot of work in. My concern is that panel members may be influenced by your
ideas and won’t explore their own. Debate is healthy, even if you choose not to
follow the directions that come from the debate (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #29).
One participant from Team Two echoed this sentiment:
All the posts were taken up by Lori so there was little chance for interaction with
the others. Once Lori had answered, people just agreed or not with her. It would
have been more satisfying if we had talked among ourselves (Carla’s Study
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Feedback Questionnaire, Question #15).
As Table 7 highlights, my rate of participation for both teams was approximately 50%,
which does constitute a rather high degree of presence. However, when this percentage is
broken down into the various roles I played in this study, my actual rate of chairing drops
to approximately 25% for both teams. This is not to suggest that I was not overly present
in the deliberations of both teams; rather it is to explain the reason for it. That is, I was
both the Chairperson and Curriculum Developer, both of which involve a high degree of
involvement in the process. As such, my participation would naturally be higher than in
cases where separate individuals fill the roles.
While my rate of participation was high as the three participants above suggest, it
must be pointed out that throughout the process I encouraged, invited, and prompted
participation by both teams. For example, early in the deliberations of Team One after
outlining some of the reasons for my choices in the curriculum (target learners, delivery
method, format), I invite the team to begin generating alternatives:
My thinking about the parameters of the course and the content are intended as a
starting place for our deliberations. So, please feel free to offer alternate
suggestions. After all, that’s the crux of deliberation (i.e., for stakeholders to
generate and explore alternatives) (My WKF Note #133).
Midway through their deliberations I encourage Team One to submit other content for
consideration:
[The sponsor and I] chose practical models that we personally have found useful
(e.g., McClusky's "theory of margin" helps me to keep in mind what influences
adult learners in terms of how much they can commit to the learning process at
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any given time. It reminds me that commitment/motivation is fluid rather than
fixed). This is where we thought the team might have other suggestions in terms
of what content to cover, and why we suggested that if you do have other
models/theories that might be more useful/ relevant, please do offer them up and
we can deliberate on them (My WKF Note #250).
I posted similar notes throughout the deliberations of Team Two. For example, at the
beginning of Stage 1 I encourage the team to raise any issues with the content at whatever
level they felt should be addressed:
The point of the deliberations [is] to hold the curricular material up to the light
and look at it from all possible angles. Some of you will be more concerned with
the content (e.g., Was too much material covered or not enough? "SPONSOR"/I
were attempting to achieve a balance between the two so that it could be used
with the broadest possible range of tutors), others with the message the material is
attempting to send (i.e., "SPONSOR"/I send the message in the course that
a more balanced approach to teaching and learning is a "good" thing. An ABE
practitioner and/or government representative might take issue with this), and still
others will be more focused on bigger picture issues the course raises indirectly
(e.g., practitioner certification, national level support of and service to the adult
literacy community in Canada) (My WKF Note 467).
Part of the difficulty regarding my rate of participation can be attributed to the
fact that there was no indication as to which hat I was wearing when (i.e., Curriculum
Developer? Chair? Researcher? Project Manager?), because regardless of which role I
was filling at any given time, all of my posts were identified only by my name. In
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retrospect it would have been wiser to post by role, or if circumstances had permitted, to
have had each role filled by a separate person.
As discussed in the following section, participants’ perceptions about the nature
and purpose of the deliberation process may also have been part of the reason for the
difference in opinions about my participation (i.e., for most it was encouraging, whereas
for a few it was inhibiting).
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Table 7.
My Rate of Posting in Each Role
Total Number of Posts

Team One

By all team members in
the forum
By me in all my roles

404

% of Total
Posts
100

Team Two
238

% of Total
Posts
100

211

52

117

49

As Chairperson

111

27

69

29

As Curriculum
Developer
As Researcher

58

14

45

19

14

3

1

<1

As Project Manager

28

7

2

1
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Participants’ Perceptions of the Deliberation Process
With respect to participants’ perceptions of the deliberation process, the teams
were similar. That is, the majority of team members understood the purpose, but were
less clear about the nature of the process. For example, Donna from Team Two suggested
that “The purpose is to gather constructive feedback from … stakeholders with a view to
improving the course and the way in which it is offered” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #22). Similarly, Fay from Team Two wrote “To bring about improvements and
relevancy of course material so as to better serve the student” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #22), and Beth from Team One said, “To allow people
experienced in a particular area to provide feedback into the curriculum development
process…” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #19). Ellen from Team One wrote
that it was to “critique the curriculum” and “pose theoretical, pedagogical and practical
questions as to its application” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #19), while
Beth from Team One suggested that the purpose was “to move away from product-oriented curriculum development to process-oriented curriculum development; …use
inquiry-based approaches for curriculum development” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #19).
In contrast, the data regarding the nature of deliberation indicate that the
participants held different perceptions of the process. Some participants viewed the
nature of deliberation as Schwab envisioned it. That is, they saw it as a somewhat openended, fluid process in which multiple stakeholders work collaboratively to identify
weaknesses/gaps and generate alternatives for the improvement of curricular material. In
Schwab’s vision of the process, the emphasis is on tolerance, open-mindedness,
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collegiality and collaboration, and this was the approach a majority of participants
adopted. For example, when asked on the Study Feedback Questionnaire, “What, if
anything, promoted the ability of the team to deliberate on the curriculum effectively?”
(Team One – Question #26; Team Two – Question #29), Donna from Team Two wrote,
“The acceptance, by other participants and Lori of the different suggestions and points of
view, even if they did not entirely agree with the point. Everyone was non-judgmental
and agreed with each participant’s right to their opinion” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #29). On Team One, Carrie commented on the “respect for each other’s
views” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #Q26), and Beth mentioned “mutual
respect” and a “commitment to the task” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#Q26).
Several participants, however, viewed the process of deliberation as a form of
debate. Ellen from Team One wrote, “To me, it was not a matter of agreement or
disagreement; rather it was a matter of creating and maintaining a healthy level of debate.
I think there was a measure of debate” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #22),
and “Debate is healthy” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #29) while Donna
from Team Two commented, “Each participant brought with him/her a different
perspective, different experiences, different levels of knowledge - all of which is a good
thing in that a good, healthy discussion involves disagreements!” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #26).
One participant felt that the level of disagreement was too low. When asked on
the Study Feedback Questionnaire “What, if anything, prevented the curriculum
deliberation team from being effective?” Ann from Team One wrote, “The group never
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moved from norming to storming. We remained in the sparkle or honeymoon phase”
(Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #23). Here, Ann is referring to Tuckman’s
(1965) Five-Stage Theory of Group Development, which posits that individuals working
together on a group task typically move through certain stages including Forming,
Storming, Norming, Performing and Adjourning. “Storming” refers to a stage in which
group members become argumentative, and this is considered as a normal and even
necessary part of the group’s development into an effective and productive team.
Finally, a number of participants from Team One (at least initially) viewed the
process from a predominantly task-orientated perspective. That is, as they foundered
about trying to gain their equilibrium many suggested they would prefer a much more
linear and concrete process. As Darby wrote in good humour, “My linearity is screaming
loudly!” (WKF Note #223) and in another post:
I’m the type that likes a plan even with the messy puzzle. I like to say that we are
aiming for the border first - a goal! WOW! Talk about linear!!! I am also good at
going with the flow when I consciously know that others have a strong style in
another direction. Mess on everyone! (WKF Note #160).
One participant from Team One kindly even went so far as to propose a new schedule,
which neatly covered each section in the modules within the timeframe imposed on the
team and proposed specific questions to be addressed:
A comment on the progress of this on-line forum: I would like to get on with
looking at the content, module by module, and section by section. I count 17
sections. Two sections a week is 9 weeks. I would like to stick to a schedule. I
would suggest that anyone wishing to comment on sections discussed in an earlier
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week, could always do so. These comments could be dealt with when the module
considerations are concluded. I would do my best to make at least one comment
on each section. More than that I can't commit to. As a template for comment:
Module Introduction: - Should this section be included? Why/why not? – Should
any other sections be included? Why/why not? Section Examination: - Should
there be additions or deletions to this section? If so, what and why? - Is the
language appropriate? - Are the graphics/examples/case studies/resources
references appropriate/sufficient/clear? How could they be improved? Module
Conclusion: - Do the changes made to the sections make sense in the context of
the whole module? (WKF Note #252).
These data indicate that for some an effective approach to deliberating may involve
critical reflection and collaboration (i.e., to ensure curriculum is maximally useful and
relevant), for others it may be to accomplish an educational task (i.e., revising
curriculum), and for others it may be to engage in debate or argument (i.e., about one’s
view of the curriculum under scrutiny). For participants who approach the deliberations
as a form of debate, the collegial attitude adopted in a critically reflective or knowledgebuilding environment may be perceived as ineffective because it does not involve a high
degree of open disagreement, polarization of views, and/or conflict. As Schwab (1983)
observes:
… the Chairman [sic] will need to evoke and maintain an appropriately
deliberative mode of discussion. The problem of evocation arises from the near
universal inexperience of most of us with deliberation. We are flooded with news
of a quite different mode of treatment of an issue, that of debate. The adversary
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structure of our law courts, the adversary pattern of legislative sessions and the
drama of attack-defense-counterattack of most newspaper-radio-television
commentators constitute a ubiquitous model (p. 254).
Schwab’s comments touch on an important point. It is the Chair’s responsibility to
promote and sustain critical reflection rather than debate by team members. Thus, a fairly
hands-on approach to chairing is required, particularly with inexperienced teams as was
the case in this study. While welcomed by most, this chaffed for a few.
Despite some complaints about my rate of participation, the quality of the
deliberations did not suffer overly in the eyes of the participants. As indicated in Table 8,
without exception all of the participants on both teams felt that the process of deliberating
had been useful, the majority indicating that it had been “Very Useful.”
As Ann from Team One wrote, “Our work has helped to fine-tune a curriculum that has
broad applications in several sectors and will be accessible to learners who might
otherwise not be able to partake in training” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#33). One participant felt the process was useful, but qualified this somewhat. For
example, Bev from Team Two wrote, “I still find the process a bit clumsy for myself but
all-in-all very worthwhile too” (WKF Note #686).
Another participant shed a slightly different light on the value of the process. As
Erin from Team Two observed “I think you got a lot of opinions in a short period of time
at a low cost that will benefit the community as a whole” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #35). Indeed, in terms of cost-benefits she has a point. In comparison to other
developmental/evaluative approaches such as needs assessments or surveys, curriculum
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deliberation can be simpler and more inexpensive since it only involves a small crosssection of stakeholders.
All participants on both teams indicated that curriculum deliberation would be
useful to the Canadian adult literacy community. Some said so emphatically: from Team
Two Carla wrote simply, “Absolutely” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #35),
while Donna said, “Definitely. Think of the time, expense, etc., that could be saved (and
given to the learners!), if materials and resources had already been utilized, studied,
recommended/ rejected by a group of peers!!!” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#35). Beth from Team One was more cautious:
I think it’s very hard to do everything through this kind of process. I’m a huge
supporter of collaborative processes, but I think sometimes things just need to be
decided instead of deliberated. It would be hard to say if this would be helpful to
such a broad group, pockets of it, definitely (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #33).
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Table 8.
Participants’ Rating of the Usefulness of the Deliberation Process
Usefulness
Not at all

Team One

Team Two

Somewhat
Useful
Very

1
4

4

Question #32

Question #34

None of the above
Reference: Study Feedback
Questionnaire
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Technology
A number of participants on both teams indicated that they would prefer a face-toface venue as opposed to deliberating online, predominantly because of the lack of
physical presence. For example, on her Study Feedback Questionnaire Beth from Team
One wrote:
I'd prefer face to face, because there’s a different interpersonal accountability and
a more linear flow to the discussions. It's easier to work on flipcharts, boards, or
with colour markers. It's easier to tell if comments are being made based on
fatigue etc (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #24).
Similarly, Darby from Team One wrote:
I feel really comfortable with all the people, but am realizing that I'm a person
who enjoys the in-person group deliberation process. I'm missing visible cues like
body language, eyes, facial expression etc! So the conversation still feels a bit
disjointed to me through all the different "threads", although I can see it's just a
matter of being patient (not my strength!) and getting fully immersed in it (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #24).
Donna from Team Two echoes their sentiments:
It did take me a while to get into this discussion format as I am a visual learner
and I like to see those that I 'm communicating with. It helps the communication
process to read their facial / body language, etc (WKF Note #676).
While for some the lack of copresence made deliberating more difficult, for others like
Ellen from Team One it resulted in a diminished amount/quality of social interaction, “I
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don't feel like I get quite the same social interaction that I like” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #34).
Even those who indicated they would prefer deliberating in a face-to-face venue
recognized advantages to using asynchronous forums. For example, in response to the
question on the Study Feedback Questionnaire, “In your opinion, is deliberating
curriculum online a viable alternative to face-to-face deliberations?” Erin from Team
Two responded, “Yes it is - in some ways it's much more efficient - you will always miss
the face to face – but you are less likely to get off on tangents” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #36). Similarly, Ann from Team One wrote, “It's viable and
cost-effective. While I still prefer face-to-face, real-time discussion, I recognize that
online deliberation has its advantages, especially relating to reducing costs and getting
participation from people who might not be available for face-to-face discussions” (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #34).
Based on participants’ responses to various questions about using the technology on
the Study Feedback Questionnaires (Questions #8 - 11 for both teams), the actual
technical aspects of deliberating online were not a major impediment to deliberating for
either team. For example, despite a lack of experience on both teams with online forums,
a majority of participants found the forum “Easy” or “Very Easy” to use (See Table 9).
For example, from Team One Ellen suggested that getting comfortable in the forum was
simply a matter of “clicking and playing around” and “trial and error” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #11), and Carrie commented, “I think it was about as clear as
possible, one just needs to get in there and do it” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #11).
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This may be a testament to the quality of WKF, but based on several comments by
participants it is more likely the case that online discussion forums in general are easier to
use, less intimidating, and/or users are more willing to tackle any technology problems
than in the past. For example, from Team Two Erin wrote that she was unable to get into
the forum until she realized that she had to enable “cookies” to do so (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #10), while Bev reported that she had encountered problems
when the firewall caused her virus program to kick in, which in turn caused her computer
to act up. She was able to figure out what the problem was, however, and resolve it
without my assistance (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #10).
The notion that technology is less of a barrier today than it was in the past is further
supported by the fact that although one original criterion for the study was previous
experience in an online discussion forum, due to a low response rate, three participants
were accepted who didn’t have any experience (i.e., one on Team One and two on Team
Two). Despite their inexperience, all three remained in the study. In contrast, several who
did have experience in online forums withdrew; one even suggesting it was because the
deliberations were online rather than face-to-face.
As Table 9 indicates, one participant from each team reported that they found the
instructions for using the forum “Somewhat Unclear.” The remainder of the participants,
however, found the instructions “Clear or “Very Clear.” At the same time, in response to
Question #11, “What if anything might have made using the forum easier?” several
participants offered suggestions for improving the forum which included ensuring that: a)
forum views and individual posts are clearly titled; b) participants have high speed Internet
connections because once forums grow they take a frustrating amount of time to load if
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slower connection speeds are used; c) a live interaction component be added at the front
end of deliberations to help contributors work through the forum features and/or grasp the
requirements of the deliberation activity: and, d) participants are provided with a paper
copy of the curricular material as reading on screen is difficult.
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Table 9.
Participants’ Ratings of WKF

Rating

EASE OF USE
Team One

Team
Two

Very difficult
Somewhat
difficult
Easy
Very easy

CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS
Rating
Team One Team Two
Very Unclear

1

1

1

1

2

Somewhat
Unclear
Clear

3

2

2

1

Very Clear

1

2

None of the
1a
None of the
above
above
Reference:
Question #8
Reference:
Question #9
Study
Study
Feedback
Feedback
Questionnaire
Questionnaire
a
“Not difficult but clumsy at times” (Bev’s Study Feedback Questionnaire)”
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Experience and Comfort Level
Although it could be expected that Team One would feel less comfortable in the
forum based on the rather bumpy first few weeks, the teams were actually quite similar in
their ratings of their comfort level. As Table 10 indicates, with the exception of Bev from
Team Two who said she felt comfortable throughout the process, all participants reported
feeling “Somewhat Uncomfortable” in the forum initially, but were “Comfortable” or
“Very Comfortable” by the end.
When asked why their comfort level had risen over the course of the
deliberations, participants attributed this to a variety of reasons. Experience (i.e., with
each other, me, the forum and the process), was the major reason given. For example,
from Team Two Erin wrote, “Based on the responses from others I began to feel more
comfortable” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #20), while Donna responded,
“Adjusting in a very positive way to: the way the forum/discussion format worked; the
comments of others members; and the positive feedback of both Lori and the others
members” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #20). In addition to becoming more
familiar with the forum, Ellen from Team One found that her comfort level rose as she
became more experienced with the process:
I think that my comfort level changed for a few reasons. One is that I became
more used to the online etiquette and protocol. The other reason is that, as I read
and participated, I became more familiar with the material and the task at hand
(Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #17).
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Table 10.
Participants’ Comfort Level in Forum
Comfort Level

Team One
Initially

Team Two

By the End

Initially

By the End

Very Uncomfortable
Somewhat Uncomfortable

4

4

Comfortable

3

Very Comfortable

1

1

3
2

None of the above
Reference: Study
Feedback Questionnaire

Question
#15

Question
#16

Question
#18

Question
#19
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Thus, the initial discomfort felt by members of both teams appears to relate to the
unknown; that is, to not knowing other team members, the Chairperson, the deliberation
process, and/or the discussion forum. Once team members gained some experience with
these, their comfort level rose. The notion that experience plays a major role in mediating
the process of deliberation is supported in two ways. First, the case of Bev from Team
Two who indicated feeling comfortable throughout the process is telling. Having
participated in one of my pilot studies, she was familiar with WKF, with me as
Chairperson, and with the process of deliberating. As she said simply, “It was easier for
me this time around” (WKF Note #685). Second, despite the fact that the deliberations
for Team One were more chaotic than those of Team Two, all team members reported
feeling “Comfortable” or “Very Comfortable” by the end.
The Deliberation Process
As touched on previously, the data indicate that some of the initial discomfort
experienced by members of Team One related to the nature of the deliberation process.
That is, when asked what measures could be implemented to raise their comfort level in
future deliberations (Study Feedback Questionnaire – Team One, Question #18; Team
Two, Question #21, several mentioned a desire for more direction and/or structure. For
example, Beth wrote, “Maybe it would be good to clarify more specifically what you
want feedback on – specific issues, specific pages, specific questions?” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #18). Ann said, “In the beginning I wished we had specific
questions to respond to instead of meandering all over the topics and curriculum” (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #18). Others talked about the issue of time, “A lot of
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this has to do with the participants’ work style. Those who, like me, are more task
focused (and quite busy), I think would appreciate getting to the nitty gritty of the
discussion a little quicker” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #18). In contrast,
as will be discussed in the following section, members of Team Two were more
discomfited by the total anonymity imposed on the team as opposed to the process of
deliberating.
Anonymity
While one member of Team Two said that anonymity was one of the “good
things” about deliberating online (Bev’s Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #37),
several others indicated it had hindered their participation to some extent. For example,
Erin commented:
I have no idea to whom or with whom I am deliberating, and what their
backgrounds are - perhaps it shouldn't be important? But I might have been less
intimidated to share my thoughts in the beginning if I knew who my codeliberators were (WKF Note #692).
Another participant suggested that some background information would have helped.
“Maybe describe the stakeholders in the forum in non-categorical but enlightening terms
that will help us to identify our discussion partners” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #32). Carla wrote, “I would be more interested in knowing something generally
about people's experience in the field. If it turns out that no one else has extensive
classroom experience then I could gauge what comments might interest them” (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #21). Similarly, Erin wrote:
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I wish that I had a background summary of the participants – I didn't know
anything about them and did not always understand where their point of view was
coming from. I think this can be done without losing anonymity (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #5).
One negative aspect to providing some background information, however, is
captured in the comment of another participant, “I have wondered if knowing the
background of the other participants would help, but then if they are more educated/
experienced, etc, I may actually have been intimidated !!??” (Donna’s Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #21). Given that there were two directors of national adult
literacy organizations on the second deliberation team, this may indeed have been the
case.
Thus, it appears that that it is rather than freeing participants to express their
thoughts openly as I had thought would be the case, team members actually felt that total
anonymity had inhibited their participation somewhat. For example, Fay wrote, “I was
hesitant to post notes and ideas at times not knowing the backgrounds from which other
participants were coming” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #5). Carla echoed
this sentiment; “It affected to some degree how I gave my answers since one alters the
content and style depending on your audience” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question
#5). Bev said she did not feel it affected her participation at all, but went on to write, “It
was nice to know that I could contact Lori privately if I felt I could not speak up in the
group” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #5). This comment does seem to
indicate that she did feel inhibited to some degree.
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Time
The majority of members on Team One reported feeling overwhelmed by the
amount of time involved in the process fairly early in the process. For example, in the
second week of the deliberations Beth wrote:
I feel a bit overwhelmed by the amount of information to process and comment
on. I need to gather a lot of information before I can respond to something.
Basically, I need to have read everything before I can comment on anything! I'm
concerned that'll multiply as time goes on (WKF Note #153).
Similarly, Carrie wrote:
This is taking an awful lot of my time. I have been logging in and reading,
although I haven't had much to say so far. I have had a hard time becoming
engaged in the process and have been thinking about why that might be (WKF
Note #212).
In contrast, several participants from Team Two gave the impression that they had
not had sufficient time in the forum to work through the process adequately enough. For
example, when asked about how the forum might be improved in the future, Erin
suggested, “Just more time and exposure to other people's thoughts” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #24). Donna wrote, “The longer the program went on the more
comfortable I became, and now that it's almost over, I'm finally really getting the hang of
it! (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #24). Similarly, when asked about the
reasons she checked off a “Moderate Amount” when asked about the interaction between
team members Fay commented, “I think we were all learning the ropes so to speak and
needed to get more involved” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #24). Thus,
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although the reducing the timeframe of the deliberation for the second team appears to
have been a factor in lowering the withdrawal rate, the period allocated may have been
too short.
In addition to the amount of time given over to the deliberations, another factor
identified by participants from Team One was the flow of time. There had been a week
long break between the three rounds of deliberation, which several members reported
interrupted their momentum. As Darby wrote, “I am reflecting on our time together here.
I think that without the break, we would have just been settling out to having had some
great collegial interaction without starting to seem burdensome in any way” (WKF Note
#344). Bev wrote simply, “It was hard to stop for a break” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #21). In addition to suggesting the flow of time had been
interrupted by the breaks between rounds, several participants from Team One also
commented on the asynchronous nature of the forum as having made their deliberations
more difficult:
I think that both the vehicle (Web Knowledge) and the process (a variety of busy
people who don't know each other and whose schedules dictate when they can
participate) restricts interaction. Sometimes I would try to sort by thread or by date
to try to pick what to respond to. I didn't want to miss any comments on a particular
discussion. But "picking up the threads" was a bit cumbersome because it is counter
to what I would choose to do (talk to people face-to-face on the phone in real time)
(Ann’s Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #21).
Similarly, Ellen wrote:
I think that the time delay between posting a note and finding a response is a
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factor. Another factor is that people are on intermittently and that lends to the
sense of interaction. Time and place, in other words (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #21).
The Curriculum
As Table 11 summarizes, the majority of participants on both teams indicated that
the deliberation process had caused them to reflect critically on the course material.
The teams also indicated that the process and the curriculum had caused them to reflect
on their values, beliefs and opinions with regard to adult learning and adult literacy.
As Table 12 indicates, both teams indicated that there had been a moderate to
high amount of agreement between members during the deliberations. A number of
participants pointed to a lack of contentiousness in the curriculum. Beth from Team One
wrote, “Nothing was particularly controversial” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #23), while Fay from Team Two said, “I think most stakeholders in the
discussion had similar expectations of what was relevant” (Study Feedback
Questionnaire, Question #26).
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Table 11.
Participants’ Ratings of Critical Reflection on Course Material and Beliefs/Values
Critical Reflection

On Course Material
Team One

Team Two

Not at all

4

None of the above
Reference: Study
Feedback
Questionnaire

Team One

Team Two

1

Somewhat
Quite a bit

On Beliefs and Values

1

1

2

3

2

3

Question #25

Question #28

1
Question #24

Question #27
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A number of participants from Team One, however, implied that it wasn’t just the
case that curriculum had not been contentious, but that the approach adopted by members
had been tolerant and cooperative. For example, Ellen said, “I think this was so because
we are all professionals” and referred to “respecting each other’s professional opinions”
(Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #23). Beth commented, “I think we’re all nice
women who try to see each other’s point of view” (Study Feedback Questionnaire,
Question #23). Similarly, Carrie wrote, “The team members are highly experienced,
strong-minded people who thrive on discussion which challenges their beliefs and look at
this kind of discussion as a way to grow intellectually and professionally” (Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question #23).
While not evocative in the sense of sparking debate or argument, as Table 6
indicates, the curriculum had elicited a higher rate of deliberation by both teams than any
other type of dialogue. Further, Table 12 suggests there had been a fair amount of
disagreement by both teams (Team One - 11 instances of disagreement, 32 of agreement
Team Two - 25 instances of disagreement, 27 of agreement). Passages were coded as
“Agreement” when one participant directly agreed with something another participant
had said. For example, in the following excerpt, Erin from Team Two agrees with an idea
that I have proposed:
I think that given the audience could be potentially so broad your idea is a good
one Lori. As long as the sections are clearly marked to indicate why one would go
down each path, I think it would be a very valuable tool to outline which
resources are applicable for which situations and which tutors (WKF Note #559).
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In a follow-on post, Bev writes, “I agree with Erin - as long as it is easy to follow and
easy to read- it couldn't hurt - but then again the resource issue will probably come up
(time, money and people)” (WKF Note #563). Bev’s post was also coded as
“Agreement.” Another example occurs in an exchange about simplifying the language in
the course when Erin writes, “I agree with Bev that plain language is a very important
issue” (WKF Note #515).
Posts in which a participant disagreed with another team member were coded as
“Disagreement.” For example, Carla from Team Two did not agree that simplifying the
language in the course might cause meaning to be lost. “I'm not sure that if you simplify
the language you have to simplify the content. It's a matter of how you write as much
as anything. Simpler language sometimes takes more words, so it will be longer” (WKF
Note #629). A second example is provided by Ann from Team One who does not agree
that multiple choice quizzes should be included in the course. “Multiple choice items are
better suited for situations where the instructor is grading and monitoring than where
improvement and growth are the course mandate” (WKF Note #443).
One interesting finding with regard to disagreement is that while there were
numerous occasions in which participants agreed directly and explicitly with one another,
there were far fewer instances of direct, explicit disagreement. Participants on both
teams, phrased their disagreement carefully and/or indirectly. For example, Beth from
Team One disagrees with a change to the definition of learning that has been proposed,
but leads into this in a very collegial manner, “Do you mind me saying that it feels a bit
wordy if more things are just added to the original definition?” On Team Two, Erin is
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careful to point out the usefulness of a previous suggestion about adding a glossary to the
course before offering an alternative suggestion:
Also with regard to the dictionary/lexicon idea, although I think it is also useful,
what might be better is a design option where a hot spot is created and by
mousing-over you get an immediate definition. I find when I have to stop and
look something up, it takes away from what I was thinking during the material this might help (WKF Note#499).
It is noteworthy that the number of passages in which there was direct/explicit
disagreement by Team One (11 passages) was more than half that for Team Two (25
instances). Thus, the full disclosure of identity on Team One appears to have inhibited the
team members’ willingness to disagree as openly as Team Two which operated under full
anonymity. It should be pointed out, however, that it is not simply the disclosure of
identity that creates a problem. Rather, it is the risk this poses when team members know
one another and are in a position to influence each other’s daily working lives to various
degrees, as was the case with Team One.
Given that deliberative teams (should) involve multiple stakeholders with
pluralistic and often conflicting perspectives, it can be safely said that disagreement is an
inherent part of the process. As such, it is crucial to create an atmosphere in which team
members feel comfortable disagreeing, some degree of which can be achieved by the
degree of anonymity imposed. This issue is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5 under
the sections “Anonymity” and “Technology.”
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Table 12.
Ratings of Agreement/Disagreement by Team One and Team Two
Perceptions of Agreement/
Disagreement
A lot of disagreement

Team One

Team Two

A moderate amount of agreement

1

2

A lot of agreement

2

2

None of the above

1

1

Question #22

Question #25

A moderate amount of disagreement

Reference: Study Feedback
Questionnaire
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What were the Outcomes of the Curriculum Deliberations?
As discussed earlier in this report, Team One worked with curriculum as it was
being developed. In the first round, the team worked with a bare bones version of the
course, and their focus was predominantly on discovering the background and rationale
behind the course. As Table 4 indicates, the first round of the deliberations was quite
large, there being 98 posts in this one view alone. There were also 50 posts to the
“Introductions” view, 36 in “Administration/ Announcements,” and 17 in “Philosophy.”
As asynchronous discussion is wont to do, the main view had diverged quite a bit
over the course of the first round. In view of this, I summarized the team’s questions and
concerns in individual notes which I posted in the new view opened for Round 2
including: “Objectives,” “Learners,” “Format/Design,” and “Content.” In addition to
questions and concerns, the team generated several alternatives, which I summarized in a
similar note (WKF Note # 274):
1. Adding Layers
We’ve clarified I think that the intent of this course is essentially to transmit core
material, and that this is due in large part to what we think we can reasonably
expect to accomplish in this particular project (Note 149), and the amount of
material that is suitable for a broad audience (Note 168). There has been some
discussion about going beyond transmitting material toward building skills and
knowledge and critical reflection (Note 152), by building a “nested” course (Note
165) or a set of recommendations for about scaling the course up (or for that
matter down) (Note 188), and doing so either in this study and/or in follow-on
projects ( Note 148).
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2. Adding Components/Modules Relating to Specific Areas of Literacy
We’ve also touched on adding in components related to specific areas of literacy
(Note 137), either in this version of the course in some form (provide examples in
the various sections from each area of literacy) or in successive iterations (add in
complete modules for each area).
3. Adding Interactivity
As Beth (Note 151) suggests and most of us would likely agree, interactivity helps
to sustain motivation and enhance learning.
During the second round of the deliberations, Team One was equally active and
by the end of the round had made 99 posts to the view. The team’s focus shifted in this
round from discovering the background and rationale behind the course to making
recommendations for its improvement and deliberating on these. The outcome of these
first two rounds was a fleshed out version of the course that I had been working on in the
background as the team deliberated, and which incorporated many of the alternatives
discussed. Once again I summarized these for the team in a note that I posted to the
forum prior to the beginning of the third round of their deliberations (WKF Note #378):
1. Recommendations for use of the course are now included in the "Course
Information" section. These emphasize the need for interactivity (e.g.,
mentoring, etc), as per our deliberations.
2. I’ve added something called “Points to Ponder” after each section in the three
modules. This is intended to promote critical reflection as we discussed in our
deliberations. I will be writing up a little discussion piece about each point
that will be included with the course after we’ve finished the final round of
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deliberations. If you have any suggestions for additional or alternate points,
please feel free to make suggestions.
3. A framing question was added to each section as suggested in our
deliberations. Again, if you have any to add or some changes to suggest, plse
feel free to do so.
4. An interactive quiz has been included at the end of each module. Please note
that it takes time to make these interactive, so in order to save a bit of money
we have just uploaded the “static” version (the words in red after each choice
are what will pop up when you select that option), until we’re happy with the
quizzes, after which point the technical staff at NALD will make them
interactive. Again, suggestions for questions are welcome.
5. Resources- I've added links to quite a few sections.
In the third and final round, the team continued to deliberate until close to the
scheduled end date of the study such that I had to intervene and prompt them to wrap-up
to meet the timelines of the project. While the majority of the deliberation in this round
concerned matters that had been raised in the previous two rounds, a few new issues were
also raised. For example, there was some concern that interactive multiple-choice quizzes
were not in keeping with the theme underlying the course. This issue was not completely
resolved by the end of the round, and as such, I related the concern to the project
sponsors. As suggested in the following excerpt from my memorandum to them, my
recommendation as the Curriculum Developer was to retain the quizzes:
These [quizzes] are actually quite consistent with the course in my opinion. The
main point of the course is that learning will be most effective when a variety of
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methods ranging from the pedagogical to the andragogical are used, depending on
the individual situation. And in this particular situation, the course must stand on
its own; that is, there will be no-one to provide feedback, mark assignments, and
the like. As such, the interactive quizzes give learners at least a modicum of
feedback and the opportunity for self-assessment and are quite appropriate
(Memorandum #1, April 6th, 2003).
The pace in this final round was slower than the first two. In total there were 59
posts to the view. The deliberations in this final round resulted in only a few
recommendations including: refine the “Points to Ponder” and develop additional points;
add specific content (i.e. about Kathleen Taylor’s notion of disequilibrium); and, add in
case studies and additional examples to illustrate various concepts throughout the course.
These were integrated into the course following the study and the amended course was
uploaded to the NALD web site. It was then piloted with a group of 14 adult literacy
tutors over a two-month period.
Team Two deliberated on this last version of the course over six weeks. Three
stages were scheduled of two weeks each with no breaks in between as there had been for
Team One. Like the first team, at the beginning of Stage 2 and 3, I summarized the
discussion to the end of the previous stage. Although the time was shorter for Team Two,
there were more members posting and thus the rate of posting can be compared to some
extent. As Table 5 indicates, the first two weeks were much quieter than had been the
case for Team One (40 posts compared to 98 for Team One). The team was similarly
active compared to Team One in the second and third stage of the deliberations (i.e.,
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Round/Stage 2 - 102 posts compared to 99 posts; Round/Stage 3 - 79 posts compared to
59 posts).
Although I had intended that these deliberations would only be for the purpose of
my research, in the end I did integrate several of the team’s recommendations as outlined
in the following excerpt from my memorandum to the project sponsor (Memorandum #1,
July 21, 2003):
o Amendments/additions include:


plainer language was incorporated



a glossary was added



the discussion of each “Point to Ponder” was fleshed out in more
detail, and an individual and/or group activity with list of resources
was added to each point



quizzes – 2-3 questions were reworded slightly



A scoring key for the quizzes was added to the text version of the
course.



NALD is in the process of adding interactive answers to the online
quizzes.



Resources were amalgamated into one larger list at the end of the
course, sorted by topic and listed alphabetically.



The section “References and Resources” was changed to the
“References and Recommended Reading” section

The final version of the course, including a PDF version for download, was uploaded to a
permanent location at the NALD web site, where it is offered free-of-charge to anyone in
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the adult literacy community who wishes to use it. It has also been integrated into a
literacy practitioner certification program in the province the project’s sponsoring group
resides in. For the information of readers, the following excerpts from the course have
been included as Appendix L to this report: Table of Contents; Course Information;
Module 1; Quiz and Answer Key for Module 1; Discussion and Additional Activities for
“Points to Ponder;” and, the first two pages of the Glossary.
Along with a summary of the changes made to the course based on the
deliberations of both teams, Appendix M also identifies the recommendations that each
team made regarding future development of the curriculum, issues that were not resolved
prior to the end of the deliberations, and potential carry over issues. Taken together these
are indicative of the “fruits” of deliberation; that is, the refinement of current curriculum
and insight into its potential future refinement.

Trustworthiness of the Findings
As outlined in Chapter Two, several methods of checking the trustworthiness of
my representation and interpretation of the data were put in place in this study. The first
was “member checks” which involved sending the draft report to participants and asking
them to comment on it and/or respond to the short questionnaire shown at Appendix K.
Three participants responded to my request for feedback, two from Team One and one
from Team Two. Of the two participants who returned the questionnaire, one also
returned the draft with some brief comments. The third participant shared some thoughts
in an email.
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Both participants who completed the questionnaire indicated that they felt my
representation of their team’s deliberations was “Very accurate.” Further, neither
disagreed with my interpretation of the data nor felt that anything should be added to the
report. The third participant Beth from Team One replied in an email and wrote:
Lori, I read the report and I didn't have any major questions or concerns. Because
I was just one of the people involved, I think you'd be the best judge of how it
came together overall. I didn't get the feeling however that anything was
misrepresented or oversimplified. Seems like you included lots of detail for other
readers to draw additional conclusions if they wanted to. All the best as it wraps
up (Email #1, August 30th, 2004).
The second method involved having a fellow graduate student review the
transcripts of the deliberations from both teams, and then give me her thoughts about the
overarching question in the study, ““What is the process of curriculum deliberation by a
group of adult literacy stakeholders as it unfolds in an online environment?” In order to
avoid biasing her impressions, she did not read my report nor did we discuss my
interpretation of the data in terms of this question. She forwarded a six-page report on her
impressions of how the process unfolded for both teams and we engaged in several weeks
of back and forth discussion. Early in our discussion I sent her the first draft of my report
to read so that she could see my view on how the process had unfolded. Further, the draft
report addressed many of the questions or issues she was raising as our discussion went
along.
Finally, there were several questions on the Study Feedback Questionnaire,
which were not reported in this chapter because the data do not inform the research
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questions being investigated (i.e., they neither support nor contradict the study’s
findings). To allow readers to judge this for themselves, however, the questions and
participants’ responses to them are summarized in Appendix O.

Conclusion
This chapter has presented the findings of this study. The next and final chapter
will provide some discussion of these findings in light of the over arching question in this
study “How does the process of curriculum deliberation by pluralistic teams of
stakeholders unfold in an online environment?”
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CHAPTER FIVE – DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The purpose of this final chapter is threefold. First, it is to tie together the threads
woven throughout this report into a comprehensive whole. Second, it is to juxtapose the
theoretical and the practical since the latter has been largely neglected in previous
research or writings that reflect on the process. In keeping with the goals of design
research, this is intended to inform and guide researchers and/or planners regarding
various factors that should be given consideration when convening or researching a
deliberative endeavour. Finally, it is to identify areas in which further reflection and/or
research is required.

Limitations of the Study
Before moving on to a discussion of the findings of this study, it is prudent to
discuss the limitations of this study. First, the study involves a small number of
participants working with certain curricular material in a specific context and as a result,
the findings should not be over generalized. As Connelly (1978) reminds us, “What then
are the grounds for asserting that such and such will occur in general, when all that has
been shown is that it occurs in one specific set of circumstances?” (p. 79). What is
available in this report is sufficient information “to constitute vicarious experience for the
planner” and “permit him [sic] to imagine his tactics and strategies against more or less
successful ones in the case” (p. 80).
Second, there are research data demonstrating that critical reflection and
knowledge building are supported by WKF. It is not known, however, which if any of the
other numerous asynchronous, text-based CMC platforms available do so in a similar
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manner. The majority of participants in this study noted that WKF was “Easy” or Very
Easy” to use, and the instructions for its use (both mine and those offered in the forum)
were quite clear. Other platforms may be more complicated and frustrating or confusing
to use. As such, planners should carefully consider platforms when choosing to deliberate
online. The best choice would be a platform for which there are research data available as
was the case in this study.
Third, fulfilling the dual roles of Chairperson and Curriculum Developer in the
forum, while a matter of necessity, introduces a degree of threat into the process since the
commonplace “curriculum making” could have more of a voice in the deliberations than
the other four. Separating the roles may have altered the findings to some extent,
although in what manner and to what degree is a matter for speculation. For example,
participants may have interacted to a greater degree if my presence was reduced and they
could not rely on me to maintain the momentum of the discussion. In contrast, had I
participated less, members would not have been exposed to as much modeling, prompting
and/or encouragement and may themselves have participated less.
Fourth, given that the curricular material developed and refined in the course of
this research was part of a funded project/research study, the deliberations were planned
to be a one-time-only endeavour. Under normal circumstances, successive iterations of
the process are planned and any recommendations that are not acted on carried forward
for consideration in the next session. The teams in this study were aware that no
deliberation efforts beyond the study had been authorized, and undoubtedly this
influenced their motivation to some degree. That said, it should be noted that most
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curriculum deliberative endeavours would be subject to various other constraints, which
would also influence motivation. Clearly, further investigation is warranted.
Finally, although this study can be described as design research, cycles of
research were not planned for in the original proposal, but occurred as a result of
changing conditions in the study. Under normal circumstances the research would have
included numerous cycles spanning a longer time period and involving greater
(progressive) refinement of both the deliberative process itself and the design of the
research to investigate it. As a result, this study is somewhat limited in both its
representation of the approach and the data produced.

The Curriculum Deliberation Process
Defining the nature and purpose of curriculum deliberation is not as simple as it
might seem at first blush. It is Stage 2 that is the most problematic. Whereas in Stages 1
and 3 the objectives are fairly straightforward and concrete (i.e., Stage 1 – discover the
curriculum; Stage 3 – reach an accommodation of the needs/wants of stakeholders), the
middle stage is much more vague or abstract. As Schwab (1973) observes:
It is impossible to forecast the precise questions which ought to be asked of the
alternatives under consideration. The appropriate questions are made appropriate
by the character of each particular curricular bit, by the attitudes, values, and
cognitive skills of the planners, by the community for which the planning is done,
by the peculiarities of the children [sic] to whom the curriculum is to be
submitted. Discovery of the “right” questions to ask depends in the last analysis
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on the deliberative skill of the planners [deliberation team] and the alertness of the
chairing curriculum specialist (p. 521).
It was Schwab’s (1973) contention that there are many “unanticipated characteristics of
the curriculum” (p. 513) that are not likely to be uncovered unless “one figuratively turns
the piece of scholarly material from side to side, viewing it in different lights” (p. 520).
Curriculum deliberation is not a clearly delineated, step-by-step process that produces
concrete, manageable outcomes. Rather, it is an open-ended, fluid and dynamic process
in which the results cannot be anticipated. As was the case in this study, explaining this
to participants (i.e., the main benefit of curriculum deliberation is derived within the
process rather than at its end), is a difficult proposition at best. At worst, it can be
frustrating and confusing for team members, as was the case with Team One in this
study.
The curriculum deliberation process should be more than an educational or
administrative task approached in a methodical, and some would argue superficial
manner. Rather, it ought to be a deeply thoughtful weighing, valuing and judging of the
curricular material being scrutinized. There is a tension in the curriculum deliberation
process, however, between the need for participants to be critically reflective (i.e.
deliberate on issues involving educational value, contextual factors, and/or
moral/philosophical issues), and to be task-oriented (i.e., work together to generate
alternatives, reach an accommodation of one’s another’s needs/wants, develop
recommendations). At the same time, a key factor in the success or efficacy of
deliberation--critical reflection—is fostered not by strict linearity, but by relatively free-
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flowing dialogue which moves generally in a forward fashion. The risk then is that too
much or too little structure and the best “fruits” of the process may not be borne.
An example of the influence of a very linear, sequential approach on the process
is illustrated by Roby (1985) whose article about habits that impede the deliberative
process (e.g., global mentality, pet formulation, either-or thinking), was discussed in
Chapter Two of this report. Roby’s article indicates that his initial approach to the
deliberations was task-oriented. He interpreted Schwab’s writings about deliberation as
“mak[ing] clear the serial character of this description, in which movement forward to the
next stage or step depends on completion of the task at the preceding one” (p. 19). The
habits impeding deliberation that Roby observed appear to be the result of this approach.
That is, in accordance with Roby’s approach to the process, his students adopted a taskoriented approach and their deliberations reflected this. Later in his article Roby writes
about the benefit of shedding a linear or serial approach and adopting a more free-flowing
and critically reflective attitude toward the deliberative process.
Similarly, a lack of structure can inhibit the deliberative process as the data from
Team One illustrate. As discussed in Chapter Four (Findings), the team’s feedback
indicated they were uncomfortable with the process because there was very little in the
way of structure. Although their comfort levels did rise as the study progressed and the
team gained experience (with the forum, the process, and each other), the majority of
feedback from their questionnaires concerned the need for some structure to improve the
process for future teams.
As will be discussed in the next section, there are a number of factors to consider
when attempting to strike a balance between too little and too much structure. Chief
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among these is the provision of “cognitive anchors” which provide a sense of direction or
focus to the process, but don’t inhibit or impede the dynamic and critical reflective flow
of the discourse.

Practical Factors and Theoretical Constructs
As discussed in the introductory paragraph to this chapter, this section will
discuss various theoretical constructs and mediating factors, and juxtapose them against
the practical considerations they give rise to. This is very much in keeping with a
major goal of the deliberation process itself; that is, to “transform” the theoretical into the
practical wherever possible. My purpose in doing so is to provide researchers and
planners with insight into the process and practical information about its conduct. Toward
this end, a set of guidelines and considerations has been compiled in Appendix N.
Cognitive Anchoring
As touched on in Chapter Four, Team One gave a sense of being adrift through
the beginning and into the middle part of the study. The pilot teams and Team Two, on
the other hand, seemed much more focused and less overwhelmed by the process from
the outset of the deliberations. While part of the reason for this obviously relates to a
reduction in their workload (i.e., working with teacher ready curriculum), another appears
to be due to the addition of what I term “cognitive anchors” to the process. These are
perhaps best thought of as information that serves to provide a degree of form and/or
focus to what is a rather dynamic, open-ended process.
In both of the pilot studies, the teams were “anchored” by the concerns I
expressed about the curriculum. This was not something I did with Team One, but did do
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with Team Two. For example, in one of the first posts in the first stage of their
deliberations I related a concern the first team had had over the delivery of the course;
that is, “many of the team members were concerned over the lack of interactivity in that
the course is stand-alone" (WKF Note #459). I also advised them that the first team had
deliberated on whether or not and how to expand on the content:
It's interesting that you should ask that Erin. We developed the course to be as
widely applicable/ relevant as possible. One of the recommendations in the pilot,
however, was a desire for material that related more specifically to the various
areas within adult literacy (i.e., family literacy, workplace literacy, etc). Basically
there were two suggestions about how to do so. The first is to provide an example
from each area for the individual concepts/topics covered. For example, currently
there is an example given under Kolb's learning cycle from family literacy
(positive parenting). However, using the above approach, an example would be
provided for each type of adult literacy. As an ESL tutor then, you would click on
a link "Example of Kolb's Learning Cycle from ESL." The second was to add a
module for each area that related all of the material back to it. So, if you are an
ESL tutor you would go to a fourth module about ESL in which all of the threads
throughout the first three modules were tied back to your area specifically (WKF
Note #503).
Thus, members of both teams in the pilot study as well as Team Two in the formal study
were provided with content anchors that were used as a lead-in or jumping off point into
the process. Rolling over points from the content of previous deliberations appears to
provide an initial focus for participants. At the same time, however, it doesn’t force the
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deliberations along a specific path given that members are free to take up the points that
have been rolled over (e.g., the issue of plainer language, the need for interactivity) or to
raise new ones.
Based on feedback from Team One about wanting some form to the process, I
provided what can be described as structural anchors for the second team. That is, I
broke the deliberations into three distinct stages, the nature and purpose of which were
related to the team prior to beginning their deliberations. I also cut the overall number of
views in half so the forum had a cleaner look and feel. Only one participant in Team Two
withdrew based on discomfort with the process, and those participants who remained in
the study did not voice any major concerns about a lack of direction or focus in the
deliberations. In contrast, there were five withdrawals from Team One and numerous
comments in both the forum and on the Study Feedback Questionnaires about
needing/wanting more direction or focus. This suggests that the provision of “structural
anchors” can influence the deliberative process by raising participants’ comfort level.
The data from Team Two regarding anonymity suggest that there is also a
desire/need for interpersonal anchors. That is, several participants indicated that they
would have preferred to have some information about their fellow team members. As
discussed in the next section, however, this issue should be approached by planners with
due consideration and caution.
Anonymity
The ability to disguise or disclose identity to varying degrees is unique to online
deliberation given that in face-to-face deliberation, there is no choice in this regard. In
this study, both ends of the spectrum from full disclosure of identity to total anonymity
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represented a degree of risk for participants. For the first team, the risk lay in the fact that
all of the members were from the same province and the professional connection among
them was visible. Hawkes (2000) recently conducted a study into anonymity, online
professional development and risk which illustrates this:
The findings of this study raise some points about the advantages or
disadvantages at work when CMC participants personally know and/or work with
each other. Personality clashes or professional differences of opinion present in
everyday life can follow adversaries online. Rank and experience also follow
colleagues online occasionally to a point where subordinates may entirely defer to
a superior in matters of experience and opinion. Under some circumstances,
knowing each other might work against the collaborative process. The claim that
CMC-facilitated professional development is indiscriminate to status may only be
valid where gender, age, race, and professional position are generally anonymous
(p. 10).
While I had anticipated that the members of Team Two would feel freer to
deliberate openly because their identities were fully disguised, instead members reported
feeling somewhat inhibited. They did not know whom they were deliberating with and
this total lack of information—particularly regarding professional background and
experience—left team members not knowing clearly enough at what level or in what
manner to couch their input. This represented a risk of a different kind than that
experienced by Team One; that is, the risk of miscommunication and the possible
repercussions this might entail (e.g., looking foolish or incompetent, of being
misunderstood and becoming frustrated and uncomfortable).
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In the end, it appears that when curriculum deliberation occurs in an online
environment, both too much and too little information can pose a risk to participants and
inhibit their willingness to deliberate openly. This begs two questions. First, just how
much information is enough to anchor participants and promote/sustain critical reflection,
without elevating the risk of inhibiting participation by over disclosure of identity? Of
course, this issue is moot in cases of deliberation where identity must be fully revealed
(e.g., when the process is conducted face-to-face), but leads to a second question. “When
might online deliberation be a better choice than face-to-face deliberation?”
The obvious benefit is the ability of asynchronous CMC to bridge time and
distance, particularly in areas of education that are geographically disparate and resource
poor such as adult literacy. One less obvious advantage, however, is that the quality of
deliberations can be greatly enriched given that asynchronous CMC has been shown to
promote deeper and more considered or critically reflective dialogue than face-to-face
communication. In addition, unlike face-to-face deliberation, identity can be disguised in
an online environment and this in turn can help to mediate power and self-esteem issues.
This returns us to the question, however, of just how much or how little
information should be revealed? If as Hawke suggests, “gender, age, race, and
professional position” should not be revealed, then what information should? The
suggestion by members of Team Two that the provision of some general information
about other participants’ background and experience would be helpful seems feasible
from a planning perspective. This may not be possible in all instances (e.g., Team One
where participants were drawn from a very small, interconnected pool of stakeholders),
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but would be reasonable in most online deliberative endeavours. However, is this type of
information sufficient for deliberating effectively?
The data in this study also suggest that the information required to promote and
sustain curriculum deliberation does extend beyond factual details about others to certain
attributes of physical presence. That is, the physical cues of face-to-face conversation
(e.g., facial expressions, tone of voice, body language) provide another source of
information that participants use to guide them in their communication within a group.
Apparently, it is not only a case of what is being said and who is saying it, but how it is
being said that participants use to guide their own input. The obvious question, however,
is “How can identity be disguised while at the same time providing the physical cues that
enhance interaction and communication in an online environment?” Some possibilities
for resolving this dilemma are offered later in this chapter under the section
“Technology.”
Philosophy of Education
It is suggested that a potentially beneficial cognitive anchor might be some
discussion of members’ underlying philosophy of education. It stands to reason that
individual beliefs would interact and bear on the deliberations. As Hannay and Seller
(1990) suggest:
As curriculum deliberation explores ‘what is’ in order to examine ‘what should
be,’ the practical knowledge of the individual is an integral component of the
process. Practical knowledge will certainly be brought to bear through individual
problem framing, suggested alternatives and habits. Further, the rules of practice,
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principles, and images that a participant brings to the process interacts with those
brought by other participants (p. 241).
The Curriculum Developer’s philosophy of education is particularly important to the
process. As Walker (1978) suggests, this has a profound influence on the curriculum
under consideration:
The curriculum developer does not begin with a blank slate. He could not begin
without some notion of what is possible and desirable educationally. The system
of beliefs and values that the curriculum developer brings to his task and that
guide the development of the curriculum is what I call the curriculum’s ‘platform’
(pp. 269).
A natural, and it can be said crucial, starting point for the deliberation process is
for the Curriculum Developer and other members of the team to articulate their
philosophy of education. Although in this study I eliminated the warm-up activity of
completing and discussing Lorraine Zinn’s (1990) “Philosophy of Adult Education
Inventory” from the deliberations of Team Two, it was mainly to reduce the amount of
time and effort required by the team which I hoped in turn would lower the rate of
withdrawal. For those convening/chairing a future deliberative endeavour, however, it is
suggested that including this as a warm-up activity would be of great benefit to the
process. In addition to providing anchoring information about team members, it would
help individuals clarify their own personal philosophies and set a more reflective than
task-oriented tone for the deliberations. Finally, it would give participants time to become
personally familiar, if not comfortable, with one another and with the features of the
discussion platform.
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A discussion of team members’ philosophy of education would also serve as a
natural lead-in to Stage 1 of the process since the team needs to understand the
background and rational behind the curriculum. This requires questioning the Curriculum
Developer not only about the specific choices made (e.g., regarding the learners to be
targeted, content, delivery method, assessment, and so on), but the philosophy underlying
them:
Let us require that the first order of business be an explanation of the scholarly
material by the representative of that material to the skeptical minds of the
remainder of the group. Let those unawed skeptics question the specialist closely,
pointedly, indeed personally, on all matters that are unclear, on all unsupported
assertions about the importance or the character of his [sic] field and of the
particular body of materials to be treated. Let there be questions about adequacy
of problem and of evidence in the scholarship which produced the material. Let
there be questions about the existence of competing questions and competing
solutions (Schwab, 1973, p. 512).
Thus, the Curriculum Developer must be prepared to answer a variety of questions
associated with the background of, and rationale for, the course. Based on the
deliberations in the pilot studies and the formal study, a list of areas that can/should be
covered in Stage 1 are included in Appendix N. This should not be considered an
exhaustive list, however, since research into the process has been modest. Rather, it can
be used as a starting point to help Curriculum Developers prepare to answer questions
and/or Chairpersons to assist team members to ferret out the important details of the
curriculum.
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It must also be emphasized that the list is a guide and should not be used as a
series of points to be covered by the team in an orderly, sequential manner. This would
tend to promote a task-oriented approach, and as touched on throughout this paper, it is
collaboration and critical reflection that the Chairperson needs to encourage.
The Curriculum Developer
From a practical perspective, it is recommended that planners consider having
the Curriculum Developer prepare a written document for the Chairperson and
deliberation team. This document should include his/her education and experience, the
context or conditions under which s/he was selected to develop the curriculum, and the
background of the curriculum. The purpose of this is threefold. First, it would clarify for
the Chairperson and team members the relationship of the Curriculum Developer to the
individual(s)/organization(s) convening the deliberations. Second, it would provide the
team with some idea as to the potential quality and relevance of the curriculum based on
the Developer’s experience and expertise. Finally, it would provide a good deal of
information with regard to the context of the course in advance of the deliberations, thus
‘anchoring’ the team and helping them to shape cogent questions from the outset. It is
also suggested that the act of writing would help the Curriculum Developer clarify the
rationale of the curriculum in advance of the actual deliberations.
Although I acted as both the Curriculum Developer and the Chairperson for the
deliberations, it is recommended that the two roles be kept separate. Although Schwab
himself did not clearly separate these roles, he proposed that, “No one [commonplace]
may be allowed to dominate the deliberation” (1973, p. 509). Thus, it is only logical that
they be separated given that combining them will naturally increase participation in the
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process as was highlighted by my overall rate of participation (Table 7). The total number
of posts I made in each team’s deliberations was quite high, but when this was broken
down by role, my rate of participation for each was actually quite reasonable. It wasn’t
always clear in this study when I was speaking as the Curriculum Developer and when it
was as the Chairperson, thus from a practical perspective it is less confusing to have one
individual in each role. Moreover, it helps to ensure that one voice does not dominate
over others, as is the intent of the process.
The Curriculum
The deliberative process has been used for curricula which vary widely in scope
such as a module (e.g., my pilot study in which we deliberated on one module about
Aboriginal learners) a full course (e.g. this study), a complete subject area (e.g., Hannay
& Seller’s 1990 study involving geography curriculum), and an entire program (e.g.,
Mastera’s 1999 study of at three baccalaureate colleges in the United States who were
revising their General Education Program curricula). Planners, therefore, might wish to
reflect on the issue of whether the deliberative process is applicable to curricula that vary
in scope from the very narrow to the very broad, while researchers might consider
investigating the question of whether it is effective.
What is helpful for conveners and chairpersons to keep in mind when considering
the recruitment of appropriate stakeholders is to weigh the ideal (i.e., what should be)
against the practical (i.e., what can be). Viewed from another perspective, it is important
to consider what potentially will be gained against what might be lost by recruiting a
broader or narrower team, keeping in mind Schwab’s belief that there are many
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“unanticipated characteristics” that cannot be determined except by employing multiple
perspectives in such a knowledge-building process as curriculum deliberation.
In addition to the scope of the curriculum, the curriculum’s state of readiness will
influence the process. Deliberation of teacher ready curriculum occurs after the
curriculum has already been developed, and as a consequence involves less time and/or
effort on the part of the team. In contrast, deliberating as curriculum is being developed
obviously requires a much greater investment of time and energy, perhaps too much as
the high drop out rate from Team One hints. Interestingly, however, when asked on the
Study Feedback Questionnaire how the deliberation could be approached differently to
raise the comfort levels participants and/or make the process more effective, none of the
members who remained in the study from Team One suggested working with teacher
ready curriculum. At the same time, although I invited Team Two to adjust any aspect of
the course they felt needed to be changed and the deliberation rates were as high as Team
One’s, Carla complained, “it seems the content was pretty much decided” (Carla’s Study
Feedback Questionnaire, Question # 32). This suggests that while teacher ready
curriculum may reduce the amount of time and effort required by a team, it may also
inhibit deliberation to some extent. Further investigation into how this factor influences
the process would be beneficial.
Another way in which the curriculum may influence the process of deliberation is
by the degree of contentiousness it involves. Although in this study the curriculum
inspired the majority of participants to think reflectively and even differently, it was not
considered particularly controversial by either team. Part of this can be attributed to the
fact that the curriculum was perceived as unassailable; some because their philosophy of
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education was not challenged, and others because the material was acceptable to them
even though they may have thought differently coming into the study. This latter situation
is similar to the Hannay and Seller (1990) study in which the geography teachers
experienced a sense of cognitive dissonance at the beginning of the deliberations, but in
the end shifted to accepting and even embracing the curriculum because it made sense to
them.
It goes without saying, however, that the low degree of contentiousness in this
study will not always be the case since deliberation draws on multiple and therefore,
discordant perspectives. For example, whereas a government stakeholder may believe
that it is fiscally responsible to tie literacy funding to employment training, many
practitioners would view this as highly inappropriate. In view of this potential for discord
among stakeholders, planners are well advised to be prepared by ensuring that the
Chairperson possesses a range of skills from mediation/conflict resolution at one end of a
continuum to facilitation at the other. Further, it is suggested that planners give some
consideration and perhaps direction to the Chairperson as to what would happen in the
event that deliberations stall (because team members cannot reach an accommodation or
because momentum has been lost), or even break down.
The potential to which curricular material is likely to result in conflict can be
predicted to some degree by the stake each participant is likely to have in it. For example,
in Mastera’s (1999) study of three baccalaureate colleges in the United States the
deliberations were openly and closely tied to allocation of power and resources. As a
result, representatives approached the deliberations with the attitude that the better they
argued their case, the better the chance their department would maintain or even gain
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status, power and/or resources. The stakes were high economically and politically
speaking, and accordingly the level of conflict and jockeying for power was also high.
In this study none of the members on either team were competing for resources or
power. However, both teams can be said to have had an educational stake in the
curriculum. That is, as adult educators participants had a stake in ensuring that the
curriculum was sound/relevant/useful educationally speaking.
Team One did differ from Team Two in that the course was to be added to a
practitioner accreditation program in their province and thus, they held a moderate to
high, direct professional stake in the curriculum. With the exception of one participant
who was from the same province as the members of Team One, Team Two members
came from across Canada and other countries. As the course was intended to be offered
as a choice to any interested users, their stake can be described as low and indirect.
Interestingly, however, despite a difference in the stakes held by the teams, Team
One did not raise the issue of accreditation at all. Rather, like Team Two they deliberated
on the course at a higher or more global level, perhaps because the larger intent of the
course had been clearly stressed (i.e., that it would be accessible by and applicable to the
wider adult literacy community).
Participants may also hold an ideological or philosophical stake in a curriculum.
The earlier example of literacy being tied to employment related outcomes illustrates
what is meant by this. For practitioners with a humanist philosophy the stakes in
changing a curriculum of this sort would be quite high and moderately direct since it
would not be especially relevant and might even marginalize learner populations they
would be involved with (e.g., seniors, at-home parents). Similarly, the stakes would be
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high and moderately direct for government representatives to see the curriculum
implemented since it could be more easily rationalized to taxpayers.
Planners can use the stake(s) that team members have in the curriculum as a
predictor of the degree and type of accommodation the team is likely to reach in Stage 3
of the process. As Cronbach (1983) suggests in the following excerpt about curriculum
evaluation, reaching an accommodation of the needs and wants of group members in the
deliberation process can be a highly charged, political activity, “When there are multiple
participants with multiple views, it is meaningless to speak of one action as the rational or
correct action. The active parties jockey toward a politically acceptable accommodation”
(p.5).
One example of an issue that required accommodation in this study was
interactivity. There were several objectives and corresponding practical constraints that
the sponsor and I had to consider when designing the course. While the curriculum would
be offered in the sponsor’s province by the government department responsible for adult
literacy as part of a practitioner accreditation program, this would not necessarily be the
case with other provinces and territories. This led to a self-paced, stand alone design that
would be widely accessible to individual tutors or groups by virtue of the Internet.
A majority of stakeholders, however, felt strongly that interactive components should be
integrated into the curriculum. As a result of the deliberations on this issue, an additional
section was developed which discussed the value of interactivity to learning and strongly
recommended that interactive components be partially or fully built into the curriculum
by users whenever possible. Suggestions were made and activities provided for doing so
even at the individual level. For example, those working through the course on their own
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were encouraged to partner with other learners and/or arrange for mentoring by an
experienced practitioner.
To summarize, team members hold various stakes in curriculum that can be
categorized by type (economic, ideological, political, and educational), degree (low,
moderate, high) and direction (direct, indirect). Despite the potential for conflict inherent
in the process, the whole point of curriculum deliberation is ensure all of the
commonplaces are allowed input into the curriculum. Thus, the Chairperson must make
every effort to set a tone of cooperation early in the process, stressing critically reflective
discourse over debate or argument. As Schwab (1983) writes:
…the Chairman [sic] affords the group an alternative to the pattern of debate, a
deliberative process in which all pool their ingenuities, insights, and perceptions
in the interest of discovering the most promising possibilities for trial, rather than
forming sides, each of which look only to the strengths of a selected one
alternative, hence discarding any means of coming to a decision except eloquence
and nose-counting (p. 255).
While in theory this may not appear overly difficult to achieve, in practice it is difficult
given that four decades later educators are still echoing this call for critical reflection over
debate/argument:
Arguments and negotiations surely [occur], but advances [are] more dependent on
identification of weaknesses in current constructions, designs for new proofs and
demonstrations, and engaging others in critical review. Improving ideas, not
winning arguments, is the essence of knowledge building (Scardamalia and
Bereiter, in press).
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Pluralism
At first blush, the notion of pluralism as it applies to the deliberative process can
be viewed as a relative concept. That is, what constitutes a pluralistic deliberation team
will change from situation to situation depending on the purpose of the deliberations. For
example, in the Hannay and Seller (1990) study, the main objective of the team of
geography teachers was to adopt a different approach to teaching and learning involving
less transmission of material and more authentic, project-based learning. The team could
be considered pluralistic in the sense that various areas of geography were represented,
but from a larger perspective the team was fairly homogenous because it consisted solely
of teachers from one subject area. Ironically, the change in approach mandated by the
school board emphasized teaching and learning geography in more authentic ways, yet in
the real world, geographical skills and knowledge would not be used in isolation. A more
pluralistic group might have identified this as a problem and reported back to the school
district that the logical extension to the mandated change would be interdisciplinary
curriculum.
This raises the issue of just how planners should approach the issue of pluralism
and stakeholder representation. In the case of the Hannay and Seller (1990) study, the
purpose of the deliberations had been decided in advance by the body convening the
deliberations. That is, the school district had directed that a new approach to teaching and
learning be integrated into the geography curriculum. In this instance then, the purpose of
deliberating was educational.
For other educators such as Cronbach (1983), however, the processes involved in
curriculum making such as evaluation are fundamentally political in nature:
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All the persons whose voices may be raised during the political discussion and all
those who will shape the program as it operates are part of the evaluator’s target
audience. Ideally he [sic] will reach even further, to normally silent citizens
whose voices “should” be raised. Even when a single manager or board appears to
be in full control, an evaluator can alert a wider audience to its stake in the
decisions (pp.11-12).
While the stakes of the teams in this study were primarily educational in nature, this
might have been made more political by including members from the business
community or citizen groups concerned about taxes. The representative from either
milieu could easily have taken issue with the curriculum’s main theme that teaching and
learning in adult literacy should be highly learner-centred. From an economic or costbenefit perspective, a one-size-fits-all approach, which focuses on making individuals
more employable, would give much more value for the dollar.
The point of the above discussion is to highlight the fact that the more diverse the
representation on a deliberation team, the more complex and far-reaching the weaknesses
or gaps identified and alternatives generated are likely to be. For example, had the team
in the Hannay and Seller (1990) study included other teachers and administrators from
various levels, the deliberations might have resulted in far-reaching recommendations
(e.g., more integrated curriculum within the school district). Schwab (1969) was adamant
that anything less would serve education and in a larger sense society poorly:
It is clear, I submit that a defensible curriculum or plan of curriculum must be one
which somehow takes account of all these subjects which pertain to man [sic]. It
cannot take only one and ignore the others; it cannot even take account of many
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of them and ignore one. Not only is each a constituent and a condition for decent
human existence, but each interpenetrates the others (p. 9).
In later articles, however, Schwab (1983) clarified his position somewhat. He
suggested that while the deliberations may indicate that various changes to a curriculum
are desirable or needed, some recommendations may be integrated while others are
discarded depending on the various practical, educational, political, economic, and/or
ideological considerations at the time:
My repeated insistence on the “theoretically” equal importance of the several
commonplaces has been repeatedly taken to mean that in all and every curricular
debate, each of the commonplaces should be given equal weight. This is not the
case…. Nevertheless, it is only by consideration of the present state of the
curriculum, the present condition of students and surrounding circumstances, all
in the light of all the commonplaces equally, that a decision to favour one or
another is justified (p. 241).
Thus, the recommendations of certain commonplaces may dominate the follow-on
actions to the process. This begs the question, “Who makes this decision?” and raises the
issue of power.
Power
A conundrum in the deliberative process is the issue of power. That is, while
curriculum deliberation is intended to be democratic (in the sense that a multifaceted
group is brought together to ensure curricula are relevant and useful to the greatest
number), an undeniable reality is that ultimately an individual or group will hold
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decision-making power over the curriculum. Cronbach (1983) raises similar concerns in
regard to curriculum evaluation:
In a fully professional, public evaluation, the evaluator tries to plan so that his
work will serve voters, managers, operating personnel and policy makers.
Nothing else justifies the effort. Occasionally, an evaluation is commissioned with
the thought that the commissioning itself will score points in a contest for power.
When he can afford to choose, the social scientist ought to undertake an
evaluation only if it appears that the political system will give a serious hearing to
all findings, welcome and unwelcome (1983, p. 2).
A notable phrase in the above excerpt is “When he can afford to …” which
captures the notion that the hand(s) holding power may be benign or malevolent. This
underscores the fact that the issue of power introduces a degree of vulnerability into the
curriculum development processes and therefore, needs to be openly and explicitly
addressed by those involved. Since no data were gathered in this study about the
influence that power may have on the deliberative process, however, further research is
recommended.
From a planning perspective, reflection on this issue led to the conceptualization
of several possibilities for making the process less vulnerable to the issue of power. First,
an experienced, objective Chairperson can ensure that all of participants have the
opportunity to bring their perspectives to bear on the curriculum. As Schwab (1973, p.
505) suggests, the Chairperson’s objective is to act as a countervailing force to the
tendency for one or two bodies to try and dominate the process, especially, as was
discussed in the preceding section, when the stakes are high. Schwab’s concern was
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borne out in Mastera’s (1999) study of three colleges deliberating on their General
Education curricula. None of the deliberations were chaired and the issue of power
dominated the process:
Some participants described “personal politics” and the impact a single individual
could have on the leadership, organization, and policies of the institution
generally and on resource allocation specifically. In an attempt to influence “who
gets what, when how” … individuals worked feverishly behind the scenes, in
committees, and at faculty meetings. They had private conversations and public
discourse. They lobbied and they traded favors. As one participant succinctly
stated, “There was a lot of political stuff going on” (p. 235).
A second approach to ensuring the process is less vulnerable to power is to
address the issue openly prior to beginning the deliberations. The question that might be
asked is, “Who has decision making power over the curriculum prior to, during, and
following the deliberations?” Since the course in this study was developed as part of a
funded project, the project sponsor and I shared decision-making authority for Team One.
I was clear about this throughout their deliberations. For example, the following note was
posted at the beginning of Round 1:
I have suggested a timeline and some global discussion areas (i.e., content issues
followed by process issues) as a guideline for us (See Note 15). However, in that
there is overlap between content and process, it’s perfectly all right to let the
discussion wander where it will. My job as [Curriculum Developer] will be to
sort it all out in the end and turn your input into a relevant and useful course (My
WKF Note #32).
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Similarly, in Round 2 I wrote:
As we've discussed, [the sponsor] and I decided on a stand-alone course based
mainly on the fact that there is no organization currently in place that could
oversee the course on an ongoing basis. As such, we pretty much have to let the
users build in interactivity themselves (My WKF Note #291).
And in Round 3, I wrote:
After we’re finished our deliberations, I will have a month to work on the course
before the pilot, so will be really fine-tuning the course then. The final version of
the course will be decided by [the sponsor] and I, but I don’t imagine it will
change all that much from this version (My WKF Note #378).
For Team Two, however, the issue of power or decision-making authority was somewhat
moot since their deliberations were not part of the funded project, and they were advised
that their deliberations were for the purposes of my research.
The above is not to imply that decision-making about the alternatives and
recommendations generated must or even should be made by the Chairperson or
convening body. Although Schwab (1983) tended to invest the Chair with the majority of
responsibility for decision-making about the curriculum, there is no reason this could not
be pushed down to the team or even shared among the parties involved.
It should not be taken as a given that the curriculum deliberation process is
democratic, only that it aspires to be. By addressing the issue of power prior to the
deliberations, stakeholders know where they stand, and in situations where individuals
have a choice about deliberating, they will have the opportunity to make an informed
choice about whether to participate or not.
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Participants
The findings of this study indicate that participants’ perceptions influenced the
process of curriculum deliberation, particularly regarding its nature and purpose. Some
participants viewed deliberating as equivalent to debating. Some saw it as working
through an educational task in a highly linear or sequential and specified manner, and
others as the more fluid, reflective and collaborative activity it is intended to be.
For those convening/ chairing a deliberative activity, the important point to take
away from these findings is that any explanation of the process must clearly articulate
both its purpose and its nature. Otherwise, team members will take an approach in
accordance with how they interpret the nature of deliberation, which may frustrate team
members at best, and undermine the efficacy of the process at worst.
The data in this study suggest that participants’ experience plays an important role
in influencing the comfort level of team members, which in turn enhances the efficacy of
the process. All of the participants save one indicated they were “Somewhat
Uncomfortable” at the beginning of the deliberations, but were “Comfortable” by the end.
Further support for the notion that experience acts as a mediating factor is provided by
Bev from Team Two who reported feeling “Comfortable” throughout the deliberations.
She had participated in one of my pilot studies and as such, was experienced with the
process, the forum, and my chairing style. If anything, given that she was a novice tutor,
she could be expected to have felt “Somewhat Uncomfortable” or even “Very
Uncomfortable.” That she was comfortable from the start suggests that her prior
experience with the deliberation process, WKF, and/or me as the Chairperson played a
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role in raising her comfort level. As these findings highlight, further research into the
influence of experience on the deliberative process is warranted.
Time
As discussed in the preceding chapter, for many participants time is precious.
Thus, the length and intensity of time demanded by the process can also be said to
influence the process. There was a notable difference in the withdrawal rate and rationale
for withdrawals between Team One and Two, part of which may be attributed to the fact
that the requirements were presented more clearly and strongly to Team Two. For
planners, this should underscore the necessity for being very clear about the time and
effort involved in the process. Deliberation is not something to be entered into lightly,
particularly so in the case of volunteer participants.
The nature of reflective discourse, however, is that it invites the consumption of
time (i.e., because it is iterative and progressive). For example, the teams in this study
would have continued to deliberate had I not intervened. In this sense, deliberation can be
likened to the reflective discourse of professional development or public interest in online
discussion forums because it tends toward being continuous or ongoing. Unlike public
forums, however, deliberation has an end purpose (i.e., to develop relevant and
maximally useful curriculum). As such, the activity must come to a close at some point
and the results reported and/or acted upon. Admittedly, this is contrary to Schwab’s
suggestion that, “The time should not be allotted, neither should one attempt to determine
its end point by some estimate of achieved consensus” (1975, p. 519). While it makes
sense that under ideal conditions Stage 2 should be allowed to go on as long as the team
has something to say, in reality there are practical constraints such as time that planners
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must heed, as was the case in this research study. It could be argued that stopping
prematurely (i.e., before the team runs out of things to say) undermines the integrity or
value of the process, but if the process is conducted in the manner intended (i.e., ongoing,
iterative and progressive), this will be not be the case. That is to say, what may be missed
in one deliberation of the curriculum is likely to be picked up in the next.
From a planning perspective, this highlights the need to consider what time will
be given over to the process. Under ideal circumstances stakeholders would be given as
much time as needed to reach consensus (or stalemate), in the case of juries deliberating
on matters of law. In practical terms, however, in the majority of deliberative activities,
limits will need to be set for reasons related to time and funding. It should be pointed out
that these affect both those convening the activity and those participating in it. For
example, time may not be an issue for the convening body, but may be for some or all of
the participants. This is likely to be especially true when stakeholders are volunteers
deliberating over and above their working day, as was the case in this study.
It is recommended that whenever possible, planners should make the timeline
flexible. For example, rather than a fixed end date, such as was the case in this study, a
window (e.g., two weeks) could be given. This would provide the team with additional
time if needed/desired, but not so much that stress levels increase due to feeling
overwhelmed or frustrated with a more open-ended process. It is conceivable that not
assigning any timeline other than a start date is a feasible in certain circumstances,
perhaps when a team is convened and paid to deliberate as part of their employment.
Here too, however, there are potential mediating factors to be considered and investigated
such as the conditions under which team members are recruited. For example, “Did
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participants volunteer or were they required to take part?” “Are participants’ workloads
being covered by coworkers or is it simply piling up awaiting participants’ return?”
The preceding discussion is not to suggest that curriculum deliberation is or
should be a one time only affair. To the contrary, Schwab’s conception of the process
was that it should be ongoing. That is, curriculum should be revisited and subjected to the
deliberative process periodically in order to identify weaknesses/gaps in the curriculum,
in particular those brought about by the flow of time. Changes relating to time might
result from any or all of the following; new or revised government policies, changed
community attitudes, increased knowledge about the subject matter, development of
alternate approaches to teaching and learning, and/or an increase or decrease in resources.
In addition to identifying and integrating changes brought about over time,
ongoing deliberation can be thought of as a form of “knowledge building” which is
collaborative and evolving in nature. Knowledge is “built” in two ways. First, each
stakeholder brings forward his/her own perspective to inform the others and in this sense,
knowledge is built about alternate perspectives. For example, during the deliberations of
Team #2, Erin suggested that a beginner, intermediate and advanced version of the course
should be developed. As both the Project Manager and Curriculum Developer, I talked
about the issue of limited funding for such an undertaking and she ultimately
acknowledged that what ought to be and what realistically can be are often two different
things:
Even though I might have been an earlier proponent to having different levels of
courses, I can see the challenge in terms of time and money, not only for
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development, for maintenance etc. I too have been asked many times for 'versions'
of training materials, and it is just not feasible in most cases (WKF Note #690).
Second, new knowledge is built by or through alternate perspectives. That is, the
integration of multiple perspectives allows those involved to build new knowledge about
the curriculum that is much more sophisticated and deeper than when it is viewed from
one or two perspectives. This aspect of time relates back to the notion of “progressive
discourse” discussed in Chapter Two of this report. That is, over time dialogue of a
highly reflective nature will generate progressively deeper understanding of an issue or
matter by those involved. Thus, in regard to curriculum deliberation, planners must
consider the notion that it is intended to be an ongoing, progressive process. Although in
certain cases deliberation may be a one time only endeavour, this does not make full or
the best use of the process.
It must be reiterated that one limitation of this study was that the transition from
Stage 2 to Stage 3 did not unfold naturally. That is, I moved both teams into the final
stage in order to meet certain time constraints. Given that the heart of the process is
deliberation, it is recommended that future research investigate how deliberation teams
transition naturally from Stage 2 to Stage 3. Schwab (1973, p. 519) suggests that the
transition from one stage to another will be signaled by a “growing distaste for its
continuance.” In the case of the deliberative phase, presumably the signal will be an
increasing sense of redundancy in the discourse, and a feeling amongst team members
and the Chairperson that the topic has been exhausted.
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Chairing
It can be said that the ability to facilitate the deliberative process is more art than
science. In general terms, the act of chairing is perhaps best pictured as a continuum
ranging from mediation at one end to facilitation at the other end. The Chairperson will
need to shift along this continuum based on the tenor of the deliberation at a given point
in time. If/ when stakeholders become emotionally charged (e.g., highly contentious
curriculum such as the current debate about whether or not to include alternate lifestyles
in K-12 family life curriculum), the Chairperson’s role will be primarily one of
mediation. The Chairperson’s goal is to; ensure that one commonplace or stakeholder
group does not dominate the process, promote as much civility and tolerance among
stakeholders as possible, and prevent the deliberations from breaking down. At the other
end of the continuum, the Chairperson’s role becomes to facilitate as much as possible
critical thinking, open-mindedness and reflective discourse among team members.
A Chair’s rate of participation and approach will depend on a variety of interrelated factors including; the context of the deliberations (e.g., time available, who holds
authority over the curriculum, anonymity), Chairperson (e.g., background and
experience, the stake if any s/he has in the deliberations), participants (e.g., volunteer or
not, the stake each holds in the curriculum, underlying philosophy of education), and the
curriculum (e.g., state of readiness, potential to cause conflict). As the findings in this
study illustrated, the degree of chairing should not be so high as to inhibit or impede the
team from deliberating effectively, or so low that participants feel they are adrift.
Especially in the case of inexperienced teams (i.e., teams not familiar with the process,
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critically reflective discourse, and/or each other), the Chairperson will need to provide as
clear as possible an explanation of the nature and purpose of the process, enough
structure to anchor the team without impeding or inhibiting their deliberations, and as
required, support, encouragement, guidance, and reassurance when/if participants are
struggling with the messiness of the process.
Research by Anderson, Reinhart and Slowinski (2001) suggests that modeling is
an important strategy for fostering collaboration among students. As they write, “An
effective component of online collaboration is the integration of techniques by the
instructor. The best method is to model what you want students to do” (p. 4). The case of
Roby and his education students highlights this. As discussed previously, Roby first
approached deliberation as a series of tasks and his students responded accordingly. In
the case of this study, however, I modeled a critically reflective, collegial and freeflowing approach and the majority of participants adopted a similar approach.
In terms of chairing in an online environment, it is particularly important to
summarize the deliberations at various points throughout the process because as was
discussed in Chapter Two, divergence is typical of online discourse. Similarly, it is
suggested that the Chairperson be judicious in the number of views used to avoid the
feeling of being overwhelmed that participants in Team One exhibited. Finally, the
Chairperson must be prepared to assist participants with technical difficulties. In the case
of this study, although the platform was hosted by OISE/UT, no technical staff were
available to assist participants. As such, I was obliged to deal with several minor
problems (e.g., the forum was displayed differently depending on the browser
participants were using). Fortunately, there were no major technical problems, but this
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does underscore the need for the Chairperson to have some technical skills. Ideally,
however, there should be technical staff in place to assist team members if/when
problems occur.
Technology
It must be first pointed out that the online discussion platform used in this study—
WKF—was specifically chosen because there are research data which demonstrate that it
can promote and sustain critical reflection. Further, according to its designers the goal of
the platform is to support collaborative knowledge building, something that is very much
in keeping with the goal of the deliberative process:
From the start the CSILE/Knowledge Forum initiative has aimed at revolutionary
change: from a focus on carrying out tasks and activities to a focus on the
continual improvement of ideas; from an emphasis on individual learning and
achievement to the building of knowledge that has social value; from a
predominantly teacher-directed discourse to distributed knowledge building
discourse (Scardamalia, 2004, p. 12).
Researchers and planners wishing to conduct a similar deliberative endeavour are welladvised then to choose a discussion platform that can support similar discourse; that is,
dialogue which is critically reflective and focused on knowledge building rather than on
debate or having a task-orientation.
The findings of this study indicate that despite some limitations, online
deliberation via CMC is a viable means by which to develop and refine curriculum. As
the summary of the deliberation outcomes at Appendix M highlights, the course was
refined, recommendations for future development/refinement were made, and a number
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of issues were suggested for further deliberation by future teams. That said, a number of
improvements were suggested by participants regarding deliberating online. For example,
when asked on the Study Feedback Questionnaire what if anything would improve future
deliberations (Team One – Questions #29 and #30; Team Two – Questions #32 and 33),
Ann from Team One suggested, “Set guidelines such as recommended number of entries
per week” (Study Feedback Questionnaire, Question #30). Although I had done this in
both the Participant Information Handout (Appendix C) and at the beginning of the
deliberations for Team One, this suggested to me that it would be beneficial to reiterate
these guidelines at various points throughout the process. As such, I made an effort to do
so with Team Two as my first post in Stage 3 indicates. “We'll do pretty much the same
thing in this stage with regard to posting; that is, if you can login, read and post every 2nd
or third day that will be about right as far as the number of posts and flow of the
discussion” (WKF Note #607). This can be thought of as a form of structural anchoring
because participants are given some sense of a framework to guide them through the
process.
The majority of participants in this study indicated that they missed certain
elements of face-to-face collaboration. This was especially true of “interpersonal
presence” or the physical cues that are available in face-to-face communication such as
body language, tone of voice, and facial expressions. This preference for face-to-face
communication is understandable given that it provides immediate feedback, a greater
ability to convey certain kinds of complex information (e.g., diagramming a process), and
more opportunity to socialize.
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This begs two inter-related questions. First, “Can interpersonal presence be
enhanced or increased in some manner in asynchronous, text-based discussion forums?”
The short answer is “Perhaps.” Newer online conferencing platforms such as
“Macromedia Breeze” (http://www.macromedia.com/software/breeze/) and Project
Lounge (http://www.projectlounge.com/index.html) allow users to communicate
asynchronously (text-based posting to an electronic bulletin board), but also
synchronously (text-based instant messaging, audio, and/or video conferencing). Thus, a
degree of co-presence could be added to the deliberations by audio or video-conferencing
at certain points in the process.
The answer to the second question, “Would enhancing/increasing copresence
improve the conduct and quality of the curriculum deliberation process?” is clearer. As
discussed elsewhere in this chapter, the deliberation process requires that participants
accomplish certain tasks associated with the process such as reaching an accommodation
of the needs/wants of team members. As Hewitt (2001) suggests, however, “Negotiating
any kind of group consensus or agreement is difficult because of the lack of copresence.
For example, it may take several days to receive a response to a single question.
Consequently, group activity cannot be easily organized…” (p. 215). Interaction in real
time via either instant messaging or audio/video conferencing, however, offers periods of
moderate to high copresence which would help members to accomplish the tasks
involved in the process. In addition, platforms such as Macromedia Breeze offer taskrelated tools for information sharing (email, data transmission, file sharing), and
knowledge management (e.g., electronic calendars, project and workflow systems
management tools, file storage services).
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The potential difficulties/barriers presented by these CMC platforms are in need
of investigation. For example, Hewitt (2001) suggests that there may be difficulties
coordinating the flow of information between asynchronous and synchronous CMC tools.
Another issue is that of anonymity. If, as was suggested by the data in this study, a degree
of anonymity may encourage team members to deliberate more openly (while total
anonymity can actually inhibit participation), how can this be achieved and/or maintained
when synchronous audio/visual CMC is employed? One possibility is the use of cloaking
software such as “SeeStorm Messenger” (http://ssm.seestorm.com/). This program allows
users to interact in real time, but using avatars that mimic facial expressions and speech
that is altered. Thus, copresence is greatly enhanced, but identity is still disguised.
Finally, from a practical standpoint, the cost of these platforms is likely to be a
barrier for many. There are less expensive and even free platforms becoming available,
but often these are not hosted by a service provider and as such, users must contend with
software and hardware issues. Thus, a main barrier to increasing copresence in CMC
may be users’ ability and/or willingness to employ more advanced software/hardware.

Future Research
As discussed in the following two sections, recommended future research
includes the topics of legal issues and multidisciplinary research.
Legal Issues
A member of the first team in the formal study proposed an alternative design for
the course that would make maximum use of various features of the computer, in
particular the ability to hyperlink. The alternative was considered, applauded for its
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creativity and relevance, but in the end rejected for practical reasons (i.e., there was not
enough time or resources in the project to make the changes). As the Curriculum
Developer, however, I suggested (and the team supported the notion) that her idea might
be incorporated into a second phase of the project. In reflecting on this, however, I
wondered if there were legal concerns involved in the deliberation process in need of
clarification:
One issue that needs thinking about is copyright, claims of intellectual property.
Was it clear enough when participants signed on that their input would be
integrated into the course which would then be offered free-of-charge to the larger
community? What legalities must be covered so that a deliberation team member
cannot come back at a later date and lay claim to some of the material? I think
Marta told me about a case where some material was developed collaboratively in
*PROVINCE* under a project and ran into these kinds of problems later in the
process (Journal Entry #1, February 23rd, 2003).
In the case mentioned in the excerpt from my journal, what began as a collaborative
effort among literacy practitioners became litigious when individual claims of intellectual
property were raised after the project was completed.
Interestingly, the issue of intellectual property was not raised in any of the
literature I reviewed about the curriculum deliberation process. In discussions with
various faculty members at OISE/UT about this issue, this may be due to the fact that in
academia there is a de facto understanding that materials developed in a collaborative
manner are common property. For example, in an article concerning knowledge building
in an online forum, Scardamalia and Bereiter (in press, p. 1) suggest that the ideas
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generated in the forum should be considered community intellectual capital. While this is
desirable and even laudable in education, given the example of the adult literacy
collaboration discussed earlier that became litigious, a shared understanding may not be
adequate from a legal perspective.
This is particularly problematic in the case where collaboration activities take
place online and there is an exact record of the genesis and development of ideas. In the
example from this study which raised questions in my mind about the legal ramifications
of community knowledge building, the idea about the format of the course was generated
in the course of the team’s deliberations, but it was a one participant who put it all
together into something new. This begs the question, “What is the legal status of an idea
when an individual in a collaborative endeavour proposes it?”
One potential solution to this problem is to clearly delineate ownership prior to
collaborating. The Creative Commons (http://creativecommons.org/) is an innovative,
not-for-profit organization devoted to dealing with copyright issues such as those
involved in knowledge building endeavours. As they suggest on their web site, “Our
licenses are designed for those … who understand that innovation and new ideas come
from building off existing ones.” The Creative Commons defines several new licenses
between full copyright (all rights reserved), and the public domain (no rights reserved).
These licenses allow an individual or group to retain copyright, while at the same time
permitting others to use the material or build onto it under certain conditions. There are
four basic conditions in the Creative Commons system including whether others: a) must
attribute the original material to its creator(s); b) can use the material for commercial
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purposes; c) can create derivations of the original material; and, d) must license any
derivations using a license identical to the original work.
In the case of the curriculum developed during this study, both teams were
advised that the material was to be shared by the Canadian adult literacy community. Had
the Creative Commons system been used, however, prior to participating each member
would also have been required to sign a licensing application which would: attribute the
curriculum to the team (i.e., so no individual would be able to lay claim to any of the
material in the future); allow only non-commercial use of the material; permit derivations
of the curriculum to be developed; and, require derivations to be licensed in an identical
manner (i.e., share material with others and allow further derivations to be developed).
From a legal and ethical standpoint, the issue of ownership of the curriculum would have
been clearly delineated, and a risk-free follow-on project (or projects) would have been
feasible.
That there is little in the way of discussion about the issue of legalities involved in
curriculum deliberation should not be taken to mean it is not an important issue. Rather, it
more reflects the fact that: research into curriculum deliberation is not particularly
advanced at this point in time; it is not a red flag issue in some areas of education; and/or,
the legal aspects of the process have not yet come to the forefront as a topic for
discussion and investigation. Further reflection and research on this topic are clearly
warranted.
Multidisciplinary Research
The situation regarding the legalities of community intellectual capital in the
preceding section nicely illustrates the next topic in this section. That is, research into the
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deliberative process would be well served by a multidisciplinary perspective. For
example, from a practical perspective, scrutiny from the legal community to determine
what legal issues arise from collaborative knowledge building endeavours would be
beneficial. From a theoretical standpoint, the matter of group processes and dynamics
would be better viewed from the perspective of a psychologist and/or sociologist. The
attention of human communication researchers to the data would likely result in much
more sophisticated analysis of the various stages in the deliberative process.
Undoubtedly, both could contribute a great deal to the notion of cognitive anchoring.
Simply put, a multidisciplinary perspective would capture the complexities of the
curriculum deliberation process.

Curriculum Deliberation and Canadian Adult Literacy
The majority of this chapter has been devoted to the curriculum deliberation
process as it relates to education generally. This final section, however, will relate the
process to the field of adult literacy specifically. As was discussed in the beginning of
this report, a major difficulty in adult literacy has been the ability to collaborate in a
timely and cost-effective manner. CMC, however, offers the community a means of
doing so. Although not without its difficulties, CMC is a relatively ubiquitous,
inexpensive and effective communication vehicle.
One of the main benefits of the curriculum deliberation process to the Canadian
adult literacy community would be the development of materials that address both the
common and unique needs of stakeholders. Unlike traditional approaches to curriculum
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development proposes, the deliberative process captures the latter or what Schwab (1983)
refers to as the “local:”
[Professors of curriculum] seek the right curriculum by consulting and
constructing theories which they hope will be theories of curriculum. They
conceive theory as being immediately applicable to every instance of its subjectmatter. Hence, most act as if an adequate theory of curriculum, were it to be
found, would tell us once and for all what to do in every grade and every stage of
every school in every place. I, on the other hand, assert that a diversity of needs,
resources, and recipients of education characterize American [sic] times and
places, and hence, call for a diversity of curricula. The differences from curricula
to curricula will often be small (though crucial), and may sometimes be of a
substantial order. The construction of needed diversities entails attention by
planners of curriculum to the “local (p. 242).
By “local” Schwab is referring to various factors that differ for stakeholders (e.g.,
regional differences, socio-economic class, and/or religion), but are typically
ignored by curriculum developers in favour of developing materials that are universally
applicable. In addition to local considerations, however, Schwab argues that universal
curricula also ignore important psychological, sociological, epistemological and politicaleconomic considerations of the context in which the curriculum will be used and as such,
is incomplete at best, and at worst, of questionable value.
The recent “First Steps” initiative by the NLS suggests that there is the very real
possibility that a nation-wide electronic conferencing system will be put in place in the
near future. This CMC platform could provide the means for establishing a knowledge
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building community in which collaborative endeavours such as curriculum deliberation
are a very real possibility. A knowledge building community akin to OISE/UT’s
Progressive Curriculum Network (Smith Lea and Scardamalia, 1997) described in
Chapter Two is envisioned. Citing Bereiter (1994), Brett et all (1997) observe, “what
defines a knowledge building community is not formal association or physical proximity
but rather a commitment amongst its members to invest their resources in the collective
pursuit of understanding” (p. 3).
There are two levels of deliberation envisioned. The first is deliberation at a
global level to develop what can loosely be described as core curriculum. This type of
curricular material would be much like that developed and refined in this study; that is,
common to a majority of users. Thus, a national CMC forum such as the First Steps
initiative proposes would permit stakeholders from across Canada to come together
online to collaborate in the development of additional core curriculum.
Second is the development of localized curriculum. The core material discussed
previously would be made available online to users at other levels (e.g., provincial
governments, regional organizations and/or individual programs). In turn, representative
deliberation teams would come together via the CMC platform to adjust the curriculum
based on unique needs and/or wants relating to various local factors (e.g. urban rather
than rural settings, regional differences in language customs, and/or availability of
resources).
As discussed in Chapter One, of particular importance to the field of adult literacy
is that curricula developed in this manner would be developed and offered by a
representative collective rather than being imposed from the top-down. Further, as
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opposed the current situation in which curriculum is often developed from the bottom-up
by individual programs or regional organizations struggling to create or cobble together
relevant and useful curriculum in the face of limited time, funding and expertise, it would
make maximum use of limited resources.
Beyond developing much needed resources (i.e., curricular material which is
relevant, useful, and widely accessible), additional advantages may result from the
establishment of such a network. For example, curriculum deliberation would engage the
community in knowledge building and as such, a concomitant outcome would be the
advancement of the field’s knowledge base. It is also possible that the long-standing gap
between research and practice would be narrowed if, as this report recommends, a design
research approach is employed to investigate the deliberative process. As Bereiter (2002)
observes, a strong alliance is requisite in this approach, “It goes without saying that
design researchers need to work closely with practitioners” (p. 326).
The Canadian adult literacy community is unlike other areas of education in that
curriculum development is still in its infancy. As discussed earlier in this report, this can
be considered an advantage given that there is no traditional or habitual approach to
curriculum development that needs to be wrested from the hands of specialists, nor is any
entrenched body of existing curriculum threatened. This offers a unique opportunity for
the community to put in place a system and process by which stakeholders can
collaborate from the global to the local levels in the ongoing development and refinement
of curriculum.
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Contributions of this Study
This study makes a number of contributions, both practical and theoretical, about
the process of curriculum deliberation in general and via asynchronous CMC specifically.
A simple framework for the process was identified and includes three general stages:
Stage 1 – Questioning/Justifying; Stage 2 – Deliberating; Stage 3 – Accommodating.
Undoubtedly, this will make the process more accessible and attractive to educators
and/or researchers given that Schwab’s articles contain abstract language that does not
provide information about the conduct of the process. In addition to a simple framework,
a set of guidelines for planning and implementing a deliberative effort was developed
(Appendix N). While not exhaustive, these guidelines provide practical
information/advice about how to operationalize the process. At the same time, the
guidelines do not specify a series of steps or measures to be taken, thereby protecting the
open-ended aspects of deliberation.
A number of factors that influence the process in general and in a CMC
environment were identified. These include: the type of chairing (along a continuum
ranging from mediation to facilitation); the degree of anonymity; the curriculum (its
scope, degree of contentiousness, and state of readiness); time; the approach of
participants to the process (critical reflection, task-orientation, traditional debate); the
experience of both the Chairperson and participants (with the technology, the process of
deliberating, and each other); the technology (synchronous/asynchronous); and, the stake
participants have in the curriculum (degree - low to high, direction - direct to indirect,
and type – ideological, educational, professional, and/or economic).
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The theoretical construct “cognitive anchoring” was identified and three different
types were discussed, including content, structural and interpersonal anchors. Given that
the deliberative process is fluid, open-ended and only loosely structured, these anchors
provide a means by which educators and/or researchers can assist similar teams to
become comfortable with the deliberative process. This is especially true when the
deliberations are conducted in an online environment rather than face-to-face since the
physical cues normally used are absent.
Interpersonal anchors such as providing the education and experience of each
participant provide team members with some sense of with whom they are deliberating.
Content anchors provide participants with a starting point or focus for the deliberations.
At the same time, however, since members may bring up a new issue or point at any time
they don’t force the team along a specific path of discussion. Structural anchors such as
identifying three separate stages and concrete goals for each provide a sense of how the
process should proceed without locking members into a specific set of steps.
The issue of power was discussed and possible ways of mediating it were suggested.
One recommendation is to discuss the issue openly and explicitly with the team prior to
beginning the deliberations. This allows participants to make an informed choice about
whether or not to participate, or at least to know where they stand. A second suggestion is
that power does not to be concentrated in the hands of the Chairperson. Rather, it could
be pushed down to the deliberation team, up to the convening body, or shared among
these parties depending on the individual situation.
The advantages and disadvantages of deliberating via CMC were identified,
discussed, and recommendations were made for further research into both the process
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(e.g., the use of a design research approach, investigation of a team in which the role of
Chairperson and Curriculum Developer is kept separate), and the means of doing so (i.e.,
the addition of synchronous CMC tools to assist participants with the tasks associated
with deliberating).
A vision of how the Canadian adult literacy community may work collectively to
advance the knowledge base of the field through online curriculum deliberation at a
global and local level was outlined. Finally, unlike past research into the curriculum
deliberation process pluralistic teams were used in this study. This begins to address what
to date has been a significant gap in the literature.

Conclusion
Put simply, curriculum deliberation is a dynamic, open-ended and ongoing
process in which various stakeholders are brought together to look at what curriculum
currently is, deliberate on what curriculum should or ought to be ideally, and
collaboratively reach an accommodation about what curriculum can realistically be. It is
this potential of the process that has been and continues to be greatly attractive to
educators. However, the limited amount of research that has been undertaken to date
speaks to the fact that sufficient information about the practical implementation of the
process has been lacking. This study provides both practical and theoretical information
about a process that holds much promise for education.
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APPENDIX A: PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Sponsor –*ORGANIZATION* is a not-for-profit adult literacy organization in
*CITY, PROVINCE.* Its mandate is the promotion, outreach, and awareness of family
and adult literacy, within the context of activity-based projects and activities that may fall
outside the parameters of other literacy groups, or in partnership with these organizations.
Project *NAME* was developed when close contact by *ORGANIZATION* members
with the *PROVINCE* adult literacy community indicated that there was a need for a
course regarding the theory and practice of adult learning. No such course was offered by
*PROVINCE* and no finances were available to develop one in the near future. As such,
*ORGANIZATION* took the decision to coordinate the development of the course. A
proposal for a year-long project was developed and submitted to the National Literacy
Secretariat (NLS) in the spring of 2002. Approval was granted by the NLS in July and
the project commenced in September of the same year.
The Project - One main objective of the project was to develop and pilot an online
course on adult learning. In the interests of sharing resources, *NAME OF
ORGANIZATION* and the Project Manager took the decision that the course would be
made available to the wider adult literacy community in Canada, rather than just in
*PROVINCE.* As such, the course was placed online so that all who wanted to could
access the material, in particular rural and Northern communities for which face-to-face
training is difficult. In addition to easy and inexpensive access to this foundational
material, the course was designed in a stand alone format in that no formal agency or
body was available to deliver and/or administer it. However, in the interests of making
learning more effective recommendations were included regarding options for building in
interactivity, and alternate delivery formats. A second objective of the project was to
conduct a formal research study, the aim of which was to gather and analyze data
regarding curriculum deliberation in an online environment.
The Course – Adult Learning: From Theory to Practice: The course is designed to be
used by individual tutors in a self-paced, stand-alone format, or as supplemental material
for a group endeavour such as a certification program or professional development
seminar. Whatever the case, users are encouraged to adjust the course as required to suit
their particular needs, as long as it is a “not-for-profit” manner.
A unique aspect of this course was the inclusion of a deliberation team in its
development. The notion of a curriculum deliberation process was first proposed by
Joseph Schwab in the 1970’s and involves the rationalization of curricular material from
the multiple perspectives of various stakeholders such as educators, academics, learners,
administrators, and representatives from the community. A preliminary or “bare bones”
version of the course was developed by the Project Manager. It was then reviewed and
deliberated on by a team of stakeholders from *PROVINCE.* Another unique aspect to
this project was the fact while deliberation teams commonly meet face-to-face, the team
in this project deliberated an online in discussion forum. The final version of the course
was uploaded to the National Adult Literacy Database in September 2003 after being
piloted in *PROVINCE* in the spring and summer of 2003.
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APPENDIX C: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FORM (TEAM ONE)
Background and Purpose of Project
I am co-coordinating *PROJECT*, a year-long project funded by the National Literacy
Secretariat (NLS) and sponsored by *ORGANIZATION*. The aim of the project is
twofold:
•

To develop an online practitioner training course about adult learning for the
Canadian adult literacy community; and,

•

To investigate and report on the effectiveness of deliberating curricular material
in an online forum.

In addition to my role as Project Manager, I am a graduate student in the Doctor of
Education program with *UNIVERSITY*. As a requirement of my degree program, I
am required to complete a major research study. The subject I have chosen to investigate
is the process of curriculum deliberation in an electronic environment.
Curriculum deliberation involves a relatively informal series of discussions about
curricular material by representatives of various stakeholder groups. In the case of
*PROJECT*, our stakeholder group will include adult educators and representatives from
government, and regional/local level literacy and adult learning organizations. While the
process of curriculum deliberation is normally conducted in a face-to-face environment,
this can be quite costly in terms of funding and time, and difficult to arrange when
stakeholders are far apart. Computer-mediated communication (CMC), however,
provides a potentially inexpensive and effective alternative for resource-poor and
geographically dispersed fields such as adult literacy. To date there has been little
research conducted regarding deliberating online. As such, my study will investigate the
question of whether the medium is viable with regard to collaboration in general and
curriculum deliberation specifically.
Contact Information
•
•
•

Researcher:
Research Supervisor:
Sponsor:

*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL
*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL*
*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL*

Your Participation
In that we will be meeting and talking online, you should be comfortable expressing
yourself in writing and using a computer. In addition, you should have unrestricted
access to a computer and the Internet, and have some experience participating in online
discussion forums
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Over a four month period, you will be required to log into an online forum (two to three
times each week), and post notes as part of a discussion regarding the course material.
The discussion will be asynchronous, so you are free to log in at whatever time is
convenient for you. Please note that we will not be online during the Christmas holidays.
Our general schedule will be as follows.
Dec 1-7 (Online, 1 wk): Sign into forum and post a note or two introducing
ourselves and providing some info regarding our involvement in adult literacy. I
will answer any questions regarding the project and goals of the team.
Dec 8-14 (Online, 1 wk): Since our underlying assumptions about teaching and
learning influence our individual approaches, we will identify and discuss our
mutual philosophies regarding adult education. Differences could cause our
discussions to stall if they are not identified and discussed early in our
deliberations.
Dec 15-20 (Online, 1 wk): Preliminary discussion regarding course outline.
Dec 21-Jan 4 (Offline, 2 wks): Christmas/New Years holidays
Jan 5-25 (Online, 3 wks): Discussion of content issues.
Jan 26-Feb 15 (Online, 3 wks): Discussion of process issues.
Feb 15-Mar 1 (Offline, 2 wks): Amended course including recommendations
regarding process developed by Project Coordinator.
Mar 2-8 (Offline, 1 wk): Amended material sent to team to read and reflect on.
Mar 9-29 (Online, 3 wks): Team reconvenes online for final deliberation.
Our goal as a team will be to deliberate at a global level on both content and process
issues concerning the course, as opposed to the detail of an existing, teacher-ready
course. (There will be more on this our first week online). Following the deliberations,
you will be required to complete a questionnaire (approximately 30 to 45 minutes to
complete). Based on the answers I may need to contact you by telephone, email, or faceto-face interview for further information or clarification.
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Risks
The inclusion of stakeholders from the same field may mean that some members of the
team will be in a position of influence with regard to other members. It is not anticipated
that this will be problematic since the task of developing and revising curriculum is a
relatively straightforward and benign activity. However, you must be aware that
expressing your thoughts/opinions carries some risk when expressed to those who can
affect you from a professional standpoint in one way or another.
Benefits
If the data were positive (i.e., deliberating online is effective), the use of online forums
for collaboration by stakeholders from our field would be indicated. This could greatly
assist us in overcoming time, distance and resource limits. In addition, the project will
produce an online course that will be available to the Canadian adult literacy community
through the National Adult Literacy Database.
Your Privacy and Confidentiality
While real names will be used in the online forum, the site will be password protected to
ensure that confidentiality is maintained. Only those directly concerned with the project
will be given access to the site. With regard to written documents pertaining to the study,
your anonymity will be assured by the use of a pseudonym. In addition, personal
information that could lead others outside the study to identify you will be removed from
any documents. All original/raw material, electronic and/or written will be stored in a
locked filing cabinet or on a secure computer in my home during the project. It will be
kept for a period of three years after completion of the project at which time it will be
destroyed (i.e., print copies will be shredded, CD-ROM's erased, and computer data
deleted from the hard drive of my PC).
Publication of Results
Please note that although the research component of *PROJECT* is primarily to satisfy a
requirement of a degree program and the data used within that context, the results may be
published in a journal at some point in the future in order to share the information with
other educators/literacy practitioners. Your real name will not be used at any time.
Compensation and Withdrawal from Project
An honorarium of $200.00 will be provided for your participation in *PROJECT*. It is
understood that you may wish/need to withdraw from the project at some point before it
is completed, in which case the amount paid to you will be $100.00.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at *TELEPHONE*,
*EMAIL*. If you understand the above and are willing to participate in *PROJECT*,
please complete and sign the “Informed Consent Form” accompanying this information
sheet and forward it to me at *ADDRESS.*
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APPENDIX D: CONSENT FORM (TEAM ONE)
Project Coordinator/
Researcher:

*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL*

Research Supervisor:

*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL*

Project Sponsor:

*NAME*, *TELEPHONE*, *EMAIL*

Project Title:

*PROJECT*

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
Name: ____________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: Res - ________________

Bus - __________________

EMail Address: _________________________

Fax: _ ____________________

Mailing Address: _____________________________________________________
_____________ __________________________ Postal Code:________________
Would you like a copy of the final project report?

Yes_________ No_________

I confirm that I understand and accept:
•
•
•
•
•

the possible risks involved in the project
that I may withdraw at any time
the measures that will be taken to ensure my anonymity in both written
documents and/or spoken conversations
that anything I write in the online forum or say in the interview may be quoted
completely or in part providing my anonymity is protected
that reports/articles regarding the project may be published at some point in the
future providing my anonymity is maintained.

_________________________________
Signature

_______________________
Date

Please return the completed, signed form to me at *ADDRESS*
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APPENDIX E: RELEASE FORM (TEAM ONE)
Whereas I have agreed to participate as a member of a deliberation team in *PROJECT*
in a year long project funded by the National Literacy Secretariat and sponsored by
*ORGANIZATION.*
And whereas I have previously been advised that the Manager of *PROJECT* is also a
graduate student for a Doctor of Education program at *UNIVERSITY* and that the data
collected from the deliberation team would be part of a research study in furtherance of
her degree program.
And whereas I understand that the data collected will be analyzed and interpreted for
*NAME* doctorate education dissertation.
And whereas I understand that if I have any concerns regarding the collection, analysis
and/or interpretation of the data by *NAME* in furtherance of her degree program, I may
contact either herself or her research supervisor, Assistant Professor *NAME* at
*UNIVERSITY* as set out in the Participant Consent Form previously signed by me.
I now hereby release *ORGANIZATION* from any and all responsibility regarding the
collection, analysis and/or interpretation of the data by *NAME.*

Date

Participant Signature
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APPENDIX F: STUDY FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE (TEAM ONE)
Name: __________________________________

Date: ________________

Please complete the following questions using your word processor, and email the
completed form to me at “ADDRESS”. For questions with multiple answers, please
use your bold feature to highlight the correct answer. (Alternately, you could delete
all but the correct option.) For questions requiring a written answer, please use as
much space as needed.
1. How long have you been involved in adult literacy/adult education?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Under 1 Year
1 to 5 years
6 - 10 years
Over 10 years

2. Please describe your role in adult literacy/adult education:
3. Please explain your reason(s) for agreeing to participate in this study:
4. How many people on the deliberation team did you know prior to the study?
a.
b.
c.
d.

No-one
One to two members
Three to four members
Five to six members

5. Did knowing/not knowing other team members affect your participation in the
forum in any way? Please explain.
6. How often did you use online discussion forums before this project?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Never
A few times
Quite often
Extensively

7. How familiar were you with the specific discussion forum used in the study, Web
Knowledge Forum?
a. Not At All
b. Somewhat
c. Very
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8.

How would you rate Web Knowledge Forum in terms of ease of use?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very difficult
Somewhat difficult
Easy
Very easy
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

9. How clear were the instructions about how to use the discussion forum?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Not at all clear
Somewhat unclear
Clear
Very clear
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

10. Did you experience any problems logging into and/or using the forum?
a. No _____
b. Yes ____ Please describe:
11. What, if anything, might have made using the forum easier?
12. How well would you say you express yourself in writing?
a. Not well
b. Fairly well
c. Very well
13. On average how much time per week that the team was online did you spend
reading and/or posting?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Less than 1 hour
1 to 2 hours
3-4 hours
5-6 hours
More than 6 hours

14. On average, how many posts would you say you made per week during the weeks
the team was online?
a.
b.
c.
d.

0-1
2-4
5-7
8-10
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e. over 10
15. What was your level of comfort in the discussion forum initially?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Uncomfortable
Somewhat Uncomfortable
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

16. What was your level of comfort by the end of the discussions?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Uncomfortable
Somewhat Uncomfortable
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

17. If your comfort level changed over the course of the discussions, what do you think
contributed to this?
18. In your opinion, is there anything that might help to raise the comfort level of
participants in future online curriculum deliberations?
19. What is the purpose of the curriculum deliberation process as you understand it?
20. How would you rate the level of interaction between members of the group?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not much interaction
A moderate amount of interaction
A lot of interaction
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

21. Given your answer in Question #20, why do you think this was so?
22. How would you rate the level of agreement/disagreement between team members?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A lot of disagreement
A moderate amount of disagreement
A moderate amount of agreement
A lot of agreement
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

23. Given your answer in Question #22, why do you think this was so?
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24. To what degree did the deliberation process cause you to reflect critically on the
course material?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not at all
Somewhat
Quite a bit
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

25. To what degree did the deliberation process cause you to reflect critically on your
values, beliefs and opinions with regard to adult education/adult literacy?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not at all
Somewhat
Quite a bit
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

26. What, if anything, promoted the ability of the team to deliberate on the curriculum
effectively?
27. What, if anything, prevented the curriculum deliberation team from being
effective?
28. What, if anything, did the Chairperson do that enhanced and/or impeded the
deliberation process?
29. In your opinion what, if anything, could a Chairperson do to enhance the
deliberation process of future online deliberation teams?
30. If you were going to participate in a similar deliberation project in the future,
would you prefer that the process of deliberating proceed differently, and if so,
how?
31. How useful would you say the process of deliberating on the course material in this
project has been?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Not at all
Somewhat
Useful
Very
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

32. In general, how useful would you say the process of deliberating curriculum is?
a. Not at all
b. Somewhat
c. Useful
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d. Very
e. None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)
33. In your opinion, would the curriculum deliberation process be of value to the
Canadian adult literacy community? Please explain.
34. In your opinion, is deliberating curriculum online a viable alternative to face-to-face
deliberations? Please explain.
35. Under what conditions, if any, would you consider participating as a member of a
deliberation team in the future?
36. If you have any additional comments, please feel free to include them here.

Thanks for your time and effort!
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APPENDIX G: PARTICIPANT INFORMATION FORM (TEAM TWO)
Researcher:

*NAME,* *ADDRESS,* *TELEPHONE,* *EMAIL*

Research Supervisor: *NAME,* *ADDRESS,* *TELEPHONE,* *EMAIL*
Background and Purpose of Research Study
I am a graduate student in the Doctor of Education program with *UNIVERSITY.* As a
requirement of my degree program, I am required to complete a major research study.
The subject I have chosen to investigate is the process of curriculum deliberation in an
electronic environment.
Curriculum deliberation involves a relatively informal series of discussions about
curricular material by representatives of various stakeholder groups. In the case of this
study, our stakeholder group will be between 8 and 10 members from the adult literacy
community, and will possibly include adult educators, representatives from government,
regional literacy organizations and local level adult literacy programs. No experience or
expertise in curriculum development is required. The main goal of deliberation is to
provide a curriculum developer with input from multiple perspectives on the usefulness,
relevance, and so on of the material.
While the process of curriculum deliberation is normally conducted in a face-to-face
environment, this can be quite costly in terms of funding and time, and difficult to
arrange when stakeholders are far apart. Computer-mediated communication (CMC),
however, provides a potentially inexpensive and effective alternative for resource-poor
and geographically dispersed fields such as adult literacy. To date there has been little
research conducted regarding deliberating online. As such, my study will investigate the
question of whether the medium is viable with regard to collaboration in general and
curriculum deliberation specifically.
Your Participation
Over a six week period, you will be required to log into an online forum (two to three
times each week), and post notes as part of a discussion regarding the course material.
The discussion will be asynchronous, so you are free to log in at whatever time is
convenient for you. Please note that you should be prepared to commit between 2 and 4
hours of your time each week.
As we will be meeting and discussing online, you should be comfortable expressing
yourself in writing and using a computer. In addition, you should have unrestricted
access to a computer and the Internet, and have some experience participating in online
discussion forums. Following the discussion, you will be required to complete a
questionnaire (approximately 45 to 60 minutes to complete). Based on the answers I may
need to contact you by telephone, email, or face-to-face interview for further information
or clarification.
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Risks
The inclusion of stakeholders from the same field may mean that some members of the
team will be in a position of influence with regard to other members. It is not anticipated
that this will be problematic in that the task of discussing curricular material is a
relatively straightforward and benign activity. In addition, since team members will be
drawn from across Canada, it is unlikely that any members will be a position to directly
affect another. However, you must be aware that expressing your thoughts/opinions
carries some risk when expressed to those who can affect you from a professional
standpoint in one way or another.
Benefits
If the data were positive (i.e., deliberating online is effective), the use of online forums
for collaboration by stakeholders from our field would be indicated. This could greatly
assist the adult literacy community in overcoming time, distance and resource limits.
Your Privacy and Confidentiality
The online forum site will be password protected to ensure that confidentiality of
participants is maintained. Only those directly concerned with the study will be given
access to the site. With regard to written documents pertaining to the study, your
anonymity will be assured by the use of a pseudonym. In addition, personal information
that could lead others outside the study to identify you will be removed from any
documents. All original/raw material, electronic and/or written will be stored in a locked
filing cabinet or on a secure computer in my home during the project. It will be kept for a
period of three years after completion of the project at which time it will be destroyed
(i.e., print copies will be shredded, CD-ROM's erased, and computer data deleted from
the hard drive of my PC).
Publication of Results
The results may be published in a journal at some point in the future in order to share the
information with other educators/literacy practitioners. Your real name will not be used at
any time.
Compensation and Withdrawal from Project
An honorarium of $200.00 will be provided for your participation. It is understood that
you may wish/need to withdraw from the project at some point. If you withdraw at or
after the midway point of the study, the amount paid to you will be $100.00. If you
withdraw before the midway point, no honorarium will be provided.

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at *TELEPHONE* or
*EMAIL*
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APPENDIX H: CONSENT FORM (TEAM TWO)
Researcher:

*NAME,* *ADDRESS,* *TELEPHONE,* *EMAIL*

Research Supervisor: *NAME,* *ADDRESS,* *TELEPHONE,* *EMAIL*
Once you have read the “Participant Information Form” and I have answered any
questions/addressed any concerns you might have, please complete the following and
return it to the address indicated above:
Name: ______________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: Res - ___________________
EMail Address: ______________________

Bus -__________________

Fax: __________________________

Postal
Address:____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________ Postal Code:___________________
Would you like a copy of the final project report?

Yes_________ No_________

•

I confirm that I have read the “Participant Information” form and have been given
the opportunity to raise any questions or concerns by the researcher.

•

I confirm that I understand and accept:
o the possible risks involved in the project
o that I may withdraw at any time
o the measures that will be taken to ensure my anonymity in both written
documents and/or spoken conversations
o that anything I write in the online forum or say in the interview may be quoted
completely or in part providing my anonymity is protected
o that reports/articles regarding the project may be published at some point in
the future providing my anonymity is maintained.

_______________________________
Signature

_____________________
Date
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APPENDIX I: STUDY FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE (TEAM TWO)
Name: __________________________________ Date: ________________
Please complete the following questions using your word processor, and email the
completed form to me at *EMAIL*. For questions with multiple answers, please use
your bold feature to highlight the correct answer. (Alternately, you could delete all
but the correct option.) For questions requiring a written answer, please use as much
space as needed.
1. How long have you been involved in adult literacy/adult education?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Under 1 Year
1 to 5 years
6 - 10 years
Over 10 years

2. Please describe your role in adult literacy/adult education:
3. Please explain your reason(s) for agreeing to participate in this research study:
4. How many people on the deliberation team did you know prior to the study?
a.
b.
c.
d.

No-one
One to two members
Three to four members
Five to six members

5. Did knowing/not knowing other team members affect your participation in the
forum in any way? Please explain.
6. How often did you use online discussion forums before this project?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Never
A few times
Quite often
Extensively

7. How familiar were you with the specific discussion forum used in the study, Web
Knowledge Forum?
a. Not At All
b. Somewhat
c. Very
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8.

How would you rate Web Knowledge Forum in terms of ease of use?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very difficult
Somewhat difficult
Easy
Very easy
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

9. How clear were the instructions about how to use the discussion forum?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Not at all clear
Somewhat unclear
Clear
Very clear
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

10. Did you experience any problems logging into and/or using the forum?
a. No _____
b. Yes ____ Please describe:
11. What, if anything, might have made using the forum easier?
12. How well would you say you express yourself in writing?
a. Not well
b. Fairly well
c. Very well
13. Which term below describes your ability to express your thoughts in writing in the
online forum during the study?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very difficult
Somewhat difficult
Comfortable
Somewhat easy
Easy

14. Was there anything that made the discussion easier for you?
a. Not really
b. Yes (Please explain)
15. Was there anything that made the discussion more difficult for you?
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a. Not really
b. Yes (Please explain)
16. On average how much time per week did you spend reading and/or posting notes in
the forum?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Less than 1 hour
1 to 2 hours
3-4 hours
5-6 hours
More than 6 hours

17. On average, how many posts would you say you made each week?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

0-1
2-4
5-7
8-10
over 10

18. What was your level of comfort in the discussion forum initially?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Uncomfortable
Somewhat Uncomfortable
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

19. What was your level of comfort by the end of the discussions?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Uncomfortable
Somewhat Uncomfortable
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

20. If your comfort level changed over the course of the discussions, what do you think
contributed to this?
21. In your opinion, is there anything that might help to raise the comfort level of
participants in future online curriculum deliberations?
22. What is the purpose of the curriculum deliberation process as you understand it?
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23. How would you rate the level of interaction between members of the group?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not much interaction
A moderate amount of interaction
A lot of interaction
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

24. Given your answer in Question #23, why do you think this was so?
25. How would you rate the level of agreement/disagreement between team members?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

A lot of disagreement
A moderate amount of disagreement
A moderate amount of agreement
A lot of agreement
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

26. Given your answer in Question #25, why do you think this was so?
27. To what degree did the deliberation process cause you to reflect critically on the
course material?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not at all
Somewhat
Quite a bit
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

28. To what degree did the deliberation process cause you to reflect critically on your
values, beliefs and opinions with regard to adult education/adult literacy?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Not at all
Somewhat
Quite a bit
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

29. What, if anything, promoted the ability of the team to deliberate on the curriculum
effectively?
30. What, if anything, prevented the curriculum deliberation team from being
effective?
31. What, if anything, did the Chairperson do that enhanced and/or impeded the
deliberation process?
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32. In your opinion what, if anything, could a deliberation forum Chairperson do to
enhance the process for future teams?
33. If you were going to participate in a similar deliberation project in the future,
would you prefer that the process of deliberating proceed differently, and if yes,
how so?
34. In general, how useful would you say the process of deliberating on curricular
material is?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Not at all
Somewhat
Useful
Very
None of the above (please explain if you choose this option)

35. In your opinion, would the curriculum deliberation process be of value to the
Canadian adult literacy community? Please explain.
36. In your opinion, is deliberating curriculum online a viable alternative to face-to-face
deliberations? Please explain.
37. Under what conditions, if any, would you consider participating as a member of a
deliberation team in the future?
38. If you have any additional comments, please feel free to include them here.

Thank you for your time and effort.
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APPENDIX J: WITHDRAWAL QUESTIONNAIRE (BOTH TEAMS)
Name: __________________________________ Date: ________________
It would be greatly appreciated if you would take a moment to answer the following
questions. Your feedback will provide valuable data regarding the process of deliberating
curriculum online. Please use as much space as you need and when completed, return the
form in the stamped, self-addressed envelope provided.
1. How long have you been involved in adult literacy/adult education?

2. Please describe your role in adult literacy/adult education.

3. Please outline your reason(s) for agreeing to participate in the research study.

4. Please outline your reason(s) for deciding to withdraw.

5. Is there anything that might have helped you to continue on as a deliberation team
member? Please explain.

6. What, if anything, could be done to improve the process of deliberating curriculum:
a) in general; and b) online? Please explain.

7. Additional comments?

Thank you for your time.
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APPENDIX K: PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIRE
FOR DRAFT REPORT (BOTH TEAMS)
Name: _____________________________ Date: __________________ Team #_____
Please use as much space as you need to answer the following questions. If at all possible
the questionnaire is requested by August 27th and may be emailed to me at *EMAIL
ADDRESS*.
1. How would you rate my description of your team’s participation in the study?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Very accurately described
Accurately described
Somewhat accurately described
Not accurately described

2. If you checked “c” or “d” in the above question, please explain:
3. Are there any additional factors not covered in the report that you believe influenced
the deliberations of your team?
4. Are there any factors discussed as mediating the deliberation process that you
disagree with (either the factor itself or my explanation/description of it)? Please
explain.
5. Is there anything in my report that you disagree with? Please explain.
6. Is there anything that was not addressed/covered in my report that you think should
be?
7. Other comments/input?
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APPENDIX L: EXTRACTS FROM THE COURSE “ADULT
LEARNING: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE”
For reasons of length, the curriculum for the course deliberated on in this study
has not been included in this appendix in full. Rather, extracts from the text version of the
course have been provided including:
•

Table of Contents

•

Course Information section

•

Module 1

•

Quiz for Module 1 and Answer Key

•

Discussion and Additional Activities Guide for the “Points to Ponder” in
Module 1

•

Glossary (extract)

The content in both the text and online versions of the course is the same, but
there are some formatting or structural differences as follows:
a) There is extensive use of hyperlinking in the online version
b) Graphics are not used in the online version because it would slow the load
time for users with slow Internet connection
c) In the text version, any term that is included in the Glossary is bolded,
whereas in the online version they are hyperlinked directly to the
definition or explanation of the term
d) The online quizzes have pop-up prompts (“Correct,” “Try Again”) and
are scored automatically, whereas in the text version they must be
completed and scored manually.
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COURSE INFORMATION
COURSE DESCRIPTION
Adult Learning: From Theory to Practice is an online course intended for tutors in
the Canadian adult literacy community. The course may be used by individuals in
a stand alone, self-paced format, and/or by groups in various formats, both online
and offline.
The course focuses on a teaching-learning continuum, one end of which is
directed learning and at the other, facilitated learning. The main point raised and
discussed throughout the course is that adult learning is highly individualistic and
fluid. As such, it requires that tutors be very flexible and utilize a range of
teaching approaches and methods in order to enhance learning.
The first module of the course looks at current adult learning theory, while the
second module covers this theory as it relates to the practice of adult education.
A third module blends theory and practice and provides tutors with some ideas
for dealing with the myriad of factors that influence adult learning. The course
includes “Tips for Tutors,” but it should be recognized that the intent of the course
is to stimulate adult literacy tutors to reflect critically on the notion of a teachinglearning continuum and is not intended as a “how-to” course. An excellent
resource for more practical information is Peter Renner’s “The Art of Teaching
Adults.” (See http://www.peter-renner.com/books.htm#art to order).
Each module concludes with a multiple-choice quiz. These will assist you to
assess your grasp of the foundational information contained in each module (i.e.,
as discussed in the first section of Module 1, to acquire the basic material and
process it to a moderate degree). In the online version of the course, the quizzes
are interactive in order to provide you with immediate feedback for each
question. In the PDF version, the answers are listed in Annex A.
There are also sections entitled “Points to Ponder” scattered throughout each
module. These are designed to stimulate critical thinking or deeper level
processing of the material (as discussed in the first section of Module 1). There
are no right or wrong answers for these; rather, they are issues each individual
educator must decide upon for him/herself. A discussion of each point is provided
to assist you in considering the complexities of the point/issue. In the online
version, each point is linked to the discussion, while in the PDF version the
discussions may be found in Annex B. Additional activities for each point have
also been provided.
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While plain language has been used wherever possible in the course, the terms
commonly used by adult educators are included in order to convey the full
meaning of these adult learning concepts. However, a “Glossary of Terms” has
been provided in both the online and PDF versions of the course to assist users
with the language. Terms that are included in the glossary are bolded throughout
the course in both the PDF and online versions.
USE OF COURSE MATERIAL
The material in this course is freely available to any individuals and/or groups
wishing to use it for “not-for-profit” certification, professional development and/or
general interest purposes. Users are encouraged to adjust the material as
required to suit their particular learning situation. For example, in that the field
differs from location to location, groups may wish to include a module relating
specifically to adult learning and literacy in their particular region. Some groups
may wish to include additional material such as foundations of adult education,
adult development, and so on. Or, some users may need to reduce the material
somewhat for a professional development session or introductory workshop.
Whatever the case, please feel free to adjust the material as needed, as long as
it is “not-for-profit.”
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE
The course may be used either by individuals in a stand alone, self-paced format,
and/or by groups fully online or in a hybrid format as discussed below.
Use by Individual Tutors:
•

As a Stand-Alone, Self-Paced Format - In its most basic form, the
course may be used by individual tutors in a stand-alone, self-paced
format. The course offers the convenience of “anywhere, anytime”
training in that learners can login to the course site from anywhere and
at any time of the day or night. As such, it is suitable for tutors when
attending face-to-face training is difficult in terms of time and/or
distance (e.g., in hard-to-reach rural and Northern areas; with
schedules that make face-to-face training hard to fit in). In that the
course is “stand-alone,” learners may take as much time as they wish
to complete the course. It is recommended, however, that learners not
break for an extended period while taking the course, as it is difficult to
sustain motivation.
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•

Build in Interactivity - As a stand-alone course, each module ends
with an interactive quiz that will allow learners to check their
understanding of the information. That said, learning is most effective
when there is a degree of interaction with others in that it aids in more
deeply processing information and keeping motivation high. As such, it
is recommended that wherever possible, individual learners build in a
degree of interactivity. Some suggestions for doing so include:
o Partner with Another Tutor – arrange to work on the course
the same time as another tutor you know is, so that you can
discuss the material as you go along
o Arrange for a Mentor – ask a more experienced tutor to
guide/support/assess your course work
o Join an online discussion forum – Check with your regional
adult literacy office to find out if there are any online forums for
adult literacy tutors in your province or region.

Use by Groups
•

Online Format
o Self-paced, Stand Alone, Semi-Supported: The user group sets
up mentoring relationships between individual learners and more
experienced tutors. Learners work through the course at their own
pace, but have an experienced tutor they could call on to discuss
the material, for guidance and support, etc.
o Self-paced, Fully Supported – The user group provides mentoring
and assesses learning while individual learners work through the
course at their own pace.
o Online Group – The user group assigns specific timelines for
learners to take the course online. In addition to providing support
and guidance, the user group takes on an active educative and
assessment role. Interactive elements such as an online
discussion forum or teleconferencing component are built in.

•

Hybrid Format (Online and Face-to-face Components): While online
interaction during a course is cost-effective and easily managed, a degree
of face-to-face interaction can enhance learning. As such, a “hybrid”
course (i.e., much of the course is completed online, but a degree of inclass interaction is built in) may be desirable for user groups to include.
The face-to-face meetings could range from just a few to numerous
regular meetings throughout the course depending on the resources and
needs of the user group.
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MODULE 1: THEORY
Contents
Section 1.1: Introduction
Section 1.2: Learning
1.2.1: Points to Ponder
Section 1.3: Pedagogy – Andragogy
1.3.1: Points to Ponder
Section 1.4: Facilitated Learning
1.4.1: Self-directed Learning
1.4.2: Transformative Learning
1.4.3: Experiential Learning
1.4.4: Contextualized Learning
1.4.5: Points to Ponder
Section 1.5: Conclusion

SECTION 1.1: INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this course is to provide adult literacy tutors with information
regarding teaching and learning with adults. The main theme threaded
throughout the course is that teaching and learning are best viewed as a
continuum with pedagogy (directed learning) at one end, and andragogy
(facilitated learning) at the other. It is suggested that in order for learning to be
effective, tutors must move along this continuum based on the educational
objective of the learning activity, as well as a number of other influencing factors.
In the interests of keeping the course manageable, detailed information about a
pedagogical approach and techniques has not been covered directly in that most
of us are familiar with pedagogy through our K-12 education. This is not true of
andragogy or facilitated learning, however, and as such we will explore the
theory and practice of this approach in much more detail.
Finally, in that reading about and then actually doing something are often two
different things, it is recommended that tutors who are using this course in a
stand-alone format, especially novice tutors, should try to arrange for the
guidance and support of an experienced tutor if at all possible.
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SECTION 1.2: LEARNING
How might we define learning?
For the purposes of this particular course, the most important dimension that
must be captured in any definition of learning is the depth of processing of
skills/knowledge. This refers to the level at which we are engaged in thinking
about what is being learned. Jarvis (1992) aptly points out that learning may be
distinguished by that which is non-reflective and that which is reflective. Nonreflective learning demands very little thinking on our part such as when we
memorize something or perform a simple task (i.e., we take something in or learn
a skill in its simplest form without altering it, attaching personal meaning, etc).
Reflective learning, on the other hand, requires far more thinking on our part.
We understand the ‘why’ of the knowledge/skill, can break it down into its
component parts and reassemble it in a new form, and so on. While the
emphasis in terms of processing is on the intellectual or cognitive domain, to
some extent processing also involves the physical and/or
emotional/psychological (termed “affective”) domains. We will discuss this
further under the section, “Multiple Intelligences” and “Learning Styles” in Module
2.

Non-reflective thinking

Reflective thinking

It is helpful to think of learning in this respect as a continuum rather than as an
“either-or” proposition. At one end is non-reflective learning, while at the other
lies reflective learning, with varying degrees in between. Where exactly one is
on the learning continuum at any given point in time will depend on numerous
factors (e.g., the curricular material, objectives, learning style), as will be
discussed later in the course. For example, simply memorizing the formula for
calculating percentages and completing some worksheets would involve learning
towards the non-reflective end of the continuum. If, however, we then look at
what other mathematical operations could be used in lieu of percentages, how
calculating percentage could be combined with other mathematical operations to
produce more complex information, or initiate a discussion about what situations
we would need to be able to calculate percentage, we would move toward the
reflective end of the continuum. Processing this skill to a deeper level would
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mean that students would be able to explain the process to others, consider and
assess alternatives, use the skill/knowledge to decide on a course of action, and
so on.

Non-reflective learning
(rote or surface level learning)

Reflective learning
(deep level processing)

Definition of Learning: Learning is the cognitive/physical/affective acquisition
and processing of skills/ knowledge to varying depths, (where “depth” refers to
one’s understanding of, ability to manipulate, apply, and/or communicate the
skill/knowledge).
1.2.1: Points to Ponder (Please turn to Annex B for a discussion of these points
and additional activities)
Reflecting on your own tutoring experiences, have you used an approach that
was more toward the andragogical end of the continuum? If so, what were you
hoping to gain? If not, why?
SECTION 1.3: PEDAGOGY - ANDRAGOGY
Should similar teaching methods be used across the learning
continuum?
If we accept that learning is best viewed as a continuum, it stands to reason that
teaching must necessarily follow suit. That is, a range of teaching methods and
flexibility is required by educators in order for learning to be effective. As we
shall discuss in this section, in the past fifty years the pendulum of adult
education has swung from a traditional teacher-centred approach through to a
learner-centred approach, and is finally coming to rest at a mid-point that
represents a much more balanced approach.
In the early 1970’s, an educator named Malcolm Knowles proposed that adults
learn differently than do children and used the term “andragogy” to describe his
philosophy of “the art and science of teaching adults.” As the table below
highlights, andragogy stood in stark contrast to pedagogy, the traditional
approach favoured in education at the time.
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Pedagogy (Teacher-centered)
Learners are dependent
Learners are externally motivated
(e.g., by rewards, competition, etc)
The learning environment is formal
and characterized by competitiveness
and value judgments
Planning and assessment is
conducted by the teacher
Teaching is characterized by
transmittal techniques (e.g., lectures,
assigned readings)
Evaluation is accomplished mainly by
external methods (e.g., grades, tests &
quizzes)

Andragogy (Learner-centered)
Learners are independent, selfdirected
Learners are intrinsically motivated
(i.e., interested in learning for
learning's sake)
The learning environment is more
informal and characterized by
equality/mutual respect, and
cooperation
Planning and assessment is a
collaborative affair (i.e., teacher and
students)
Teaching is characterized by inquiry
projects, experimentation, independent
study
Evaluation is characterized by selfassessment

(Note: The terms “andragogy” and “pedagogy” can be a mouthful and as such,
many adult educators use the terms “directed learning” and “facilitated
learning” respectively. For the purposes of this course we will use the terms
interchangeably throughout the course.)

Directed Learning

Facilitated Learning
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It is prudent at this point to provide examples of situations involving directed and
facilitated learning. MacKeracher (1996) suggests that directed learning “helps
learners acquire specific skills and knowledge relevant and essential to specific
tasks and performance (driving a car, speaking a foreign language, and
becoming a certified plumber)” (p. 218). Another example of a directed learning
environment would be the military, in particular at novice levels (e.g., recruit
training) in which the teacher is the absolute authority, minimal reflective
thinking is required, and learners have little or no independence. Facilitated
learning, on the other hand, calls for the educator to “act as a catalyst; provide
content and process resources; serve as a reflective mirror or alter ego; act as a
co-inquirer with learners; and, provide support, guidance and encouragement”
(MacKeracher, 1996, p. 220). A graduate student conducting a research study
under the guidance of a faculty member would be an excellent example of
facilitated learning towards the farthest end of the continuum (i.e., the student is
required to hone his/her critical thinking skills, has a collaborative relationship
with the teacher, and is permitted a high degree of independence).

Directed Learning

Characterized by
lecturing (“sage on the
stage”), drills,
memorization, question
and answer, and
immediate feedback.
Teacher totally
responsible for setting
learning objectives and
assessing skills

Facilitated Learning

Characterized by guided
discussions, group work,
problem-based learning.
Teacher and students
negotiate learning
objectives to some extent.
Assessment a collaborative
effort between teacher and
learners.

Characterized by
independent projects,
student-directed
discussions, critical
thinking. Teacher acts as
resource and “guide on the
side.” Students set learning
objectives with some
guidance from teacher.

To return to the issue of andragogical theory, over time Knowles and many other
influential educators came to see that describing andragogy as adult learning and
pedagogy as teaching related to children was somewhat of a false distinction.
Many children do well when a facilitated teaching approach is used. They are
responsible, capable of working collaboratively and constructing (rather than
simply receiving) knowledge. Similarly, some adults prefer the structure of a
pedagogical classroom and do not fare well in a less directed learning
environment. So, if age is not really the most accurate way of defining the
difference between these different approaches, what is?
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One major distinction that may be made between directed and facilitated learning
are their objectives. Whereas at the farthest point to one end of the continuum
directed learning seeks to transmit surface knowledge/skills from teacher to
student, facilitated learning at the other end seeks to facilitate the deeper
processing of knowledge/skills with the guidance of the teacher. Taylor,
Marineau & Fiddler (2000, p. 28) offer the following example of an adult student
who has been encouraged to reflect more critically on what she is learning:
…I tried reflecting on my learning as it was happening and I became
aware for the first time of some of my blind spots—you know, where I
wasn’t being at all objective about myself or open to someone else’s
ideas. This has been a huge awakening for me. Because of learning about
reflection, and learning to do it, I am now willing to listen to another
person’s perspective and weigh it; I’m asking others for feedback about
myself … and I can do more generalizing—I’m not so concrete about
everything. I just never thought I would have this kind of flexibility.
As we shall discuss in the next section, when learning is viewed in terms of a
continuum it not that far a leap to suggest that teaching must follow suit.
1.3.1: Points to Ponder (Please turn to Annex B for a discussion of these points
and additional activities)
As we move toward the facilitation end of the continuum, the notion of “learnercentredness” takes on increasing importance. Reflect on your own experience
as a tutor and think of an example of how you have made (or could make) your
environment more learner-centred.
SECTION 1.4: FACILITATED LEARNING
What do teaching and learning look like from an andragogical perspective?
In the following sections we will look at four main approaches to facilitating
learning that are currently guiding adult education. They are presented as distinct
or separate types of learning, but like most things in life they overlap to some
extent. Taken together, they constitute what we will call “facilitated learning.”
1.4.1: Self-Directed Learning
In the 1970’s, Knowles and other educators such as Carl Rogers were beginning
to promote the idea of that education needed to move away from being a
teacher-centred field in which directed learning was pervasive, towards
learner-centredness or facilitated learning. Supporters of this approach
suggested that education should adjust to the needs and wants of learners rather
than the other way around. From their perspective, teachers need to move out of
role of “sage on the stage” to that of “guide on the side” in which learning
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becomes more of a collaborative affair between the teacher and student.
Students are encouraged to become more involved or self-directing in their
learning. The notion of self-directed learning is based on a humanist philosophy,
the underlying assumption of which is that education should focus on the
development of the individual.
In self-directed learning, the goal of education becomes more about process
(development of critical thinking skills, maturation as a person and citizen) than
content (acquisition of subject-based knowledge/skills). As Barer-Stein and
Draper (1988) suggest:
This approach focused on encouraging people to explore the depths of
their feelings, building self-concept, and valuing human life. The goal was
to maximize human potential, building on the innate goodness of the
individual, with the support of empathetic teachers as facilitators and
partners in learning …. This philosophy is especially evident in adult
education programs today which value learning as a process and which
encourage discussion and self-discovery (p. 61).
Thus, from a humanist perspective learners are seen quite differently from the
notion of “empty vessels waiting to be filled with knowledge” held by more
traditional educators. Goldgrab (in Draper & Taylor, 1992, pp. 240-241) captures
the essence of humanism in the musings of a tutor, “We see learners for what
they have to give, their ideas as individuals, and for their life experience and
common sense. It breaks down stereotypes of what a learner is in your mind. “
Tips for Tutors: Learning is facilitated when learners can assess
their own learning needs and select their own learning goals and
directions for change. If this is not possible, then learners should have
a complete understanding of the objectives that have been
established by others, should be able to accept these, and should be
willing to commit themselves to the selected direction for change.
(MacKeracher, 1999, p. 41)
As we shall discuss in the next section, the emphasis on personal growth has
been and continues to be the subject of some debate in the field of adult
education.
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1.4.2: Transformative Learning
In the 1970‘s, Jack Mezirow suggested that the goal of adult educators must be
to guide learners to transform; that is, literally to grow and mature intellectually
and in turn, change as a person through critical reflection on one’s
assumptions, beliefs and values. The notion that learning results in varying
degrees of change is not a problem for most adult educators. That adult
education should strive to directly effect change at a personal level was a
significant departure from traditional education in which such change was an
indirect result of learning.
In directed learning then, change relates more to achieving technical
competencies or mastering subject matter, and less to a change in one’s
perspective. In transformational learning, however, “…learners are encouraged
to challenge, defend, and explain their beliefs, to assess evidence and reasons
for these beliefs; and to judge arguments” (Grabove, 1997, p. 91), the ultimate
goal of which is personal growth, independence, and independent thinking. As
Mezirow (1997, p. 8) writes, “the educator’s responsibility is to help learners
reach their objectives in such a way that they will function as more autonomous,
socially responsible thinkers.”
Tips for Tutors: Instructors of adults can facilitate transformative learning
by encouraging dialogue groups that help build relationships where
tension and dissent can be explored safely. Teachers can also work to
prepare themselves to teach from a transformative perspective through
critical self-examination as well as sensitivity to others. (S. Scott, in BarerStein & Kompf, 2001 p. 245)
There has been and continues to be considerable debate among educators
regarding the ethical implications of deliberately setting out to effect personal
change in learners. But what if learners don’t want to grow?
Lawrence Daloz, an adult educator in the United States, wrote about just such a
student in “The Story of Gladys Who Refused to Grow.” Daloz acted as a mentor
and academic advisor to a woman named Gladys, a woman in her 60’s who had
returned to college to get a diploma after raising a family and running a business
for most of her life. For the most part Gladys did well and was content with her
course work, but she did not deal well with any requirement to think critically
about her own beliefs and values, to identify her assumptions and challenge
them. Gladys just wanted to finish her program and write a book about her
experiences with running a business. She was not at all interested in reflecting
on the meaning of these experiences, she simply wanted to recount them.
Believing his role to be going beyond simply assisting Gladys with her courses,
Daloz is baffled by her unwillingness to develop her critical thinking skills.
However, he then has the opportunity to meet her family and he begins to see
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that her life extends well beyond her education. Her unwillingness to change
relates to her relationships that would be threatened if she were to “transform” or
grow:
...change demands a complex kind of renegotiation of relationships among
spouses, children, friends, parents, and teachers… Sometimes it is just
plain simpler to stay right where they are, or at least to appear that way.
That seems to be what Gladys chose to do (Daloz, p. 7).
Daloz chooses to set aside his “teacherly narcissism” and leave Gladys be
although he continues to be bothered by the question of whether he actually
failed her in the end.
Are our adult literacy students affected similarly by learning? As cited in Merriam
and Caferella (1999), Fingeret investigated the relationships of low literacy adults
and found that they developed extensive interpersonal relationships based on an
exchange of goods and services that related to the individual’s illiteracy. For
example, in exchange for reading or writing something, the learner might babysit
for the person helping him/her out with this. However, no longer needing to
exchange babysitting for assistance with reading and writing tasks obviously
changes the relationship. As Fingeret suggests, learning which decreases a
learner’s dependence on others can have the unintended result of isolating the
learner from important sources of support.
Most educators agree that Mezirow’s notion of transformational learning has
made an important contribution to adult education by drawing attention to the
benefits of fostering critical thinking skills. Whether or not personal growth
should be a direct goal or an indirect consequence of learning, however, remains
a bone of contention in the field.
1.4.3: Experiential Learning
In the mid 1980's, David Kolb proposed that adult learning is more effective (i.e.,
processed at much deeper levels) when learners are more directly involved
rather passively receiving knowledge transmitted by teachers.
Kolb developed what he called the “experiential learning cycle” in which there
are four distinct stages of learning. While the cycle can start at any stage, all
stages are required in order for students to learn effectively:
•

Concrete Experience - active learning as opposed to passive receipt of
knowledge (i.e., learn about something directly by being involved with the
material rather than learning about it)

•

Reflective Observation – refers to thinking critically about the experience.
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•

Abstract Conceptualization – linking the experience to the theory or
concepts underlying it.

•

Active Experimentation – testing out one’s learning in new situations.

Taylor et al (2000, p. 24) offer the following example of a student who was able
to transfer Kolb’s model to his employment as a police officer:
In my most recent report about traffic conditions on a local street, I not
only presented the facts about the collisions and enforcement activities,
but I reflected on the previous attempts to solve the problem as well as the
effects of those attempts. Having the ability now to generalize about the
situation and the trends in traffic safety, I was able to identify new ideas
and solutions to try and use to try and increase the level of traffic safety on
this street. This process also allowed me to predict possible results, thus
creating a sort of method of evaluation for further analysis in the future.
Experiential learning has come to be known as “learning by doing” or “hands-on
learning.” This doesn’t convey its complexity, however, in that this type of
learning goes far beyond simply being more active physically. Rather, it is a
matter of being more engaged in one’s learning cognitively; that is, deep level
processing of knowledge/skills through experience, reflection, experimentation
and application.
A key notion which experiential learning has served to highlight is of formal
learning (e.g., a university course) and informal learning (e.g., everyday life),
As Bouchard (in Barer-Stein & Kompf, 2001) writes, “Experiential learning
challenges the misconception that learning mostly occurs in formal environments
such as classrooms, and replaces it with the notion that all learning is the result
of experience, no matter where it occurs” (p. 177). This is particularly relevant to
adult literacy learners in that typically, they prize formal education and
undervalue the informal learning gained in their day-to-day lives. For example,
novice learners may place a fair degree of value on learning how to read a table
in a numeracy class, but brush off their ability to find a show in the TV guide or
determine which bus to take to the mall using a schedule, not realizing that the
same skill set is involved.
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Formal learning

Informal learning

What is helpful to our particular student population in this regard is that the value
of informal learning is now being recognized by governments and the education
system. In Manitoba (as in many provinces), for example, there is an office of
Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) under the ministry of
Advanced Education and Training. (Web site may be viewed at
http://www.plarinmanitoba.ca/plar_main_e.html). It has a mandate is to “identify,
document, assess and recognize skills and knowledge” learned informally by the
province’s residents through “hobbies, family and life, military, volunteer
activities, travel, independent study, and/or workplace training.” While not all
adult literacy learners will need/want to avail themselves of this service (i.e.,
obtaining credit for informal learning), its very existence can reinforce the notion
that informal learning has value. This can go a long way with regard to motivation
in that many literacy students have had less than positive experiences with
regard to the formal education system.
As we shall see in the following section, while experiential learning stresses that
learning must be more active, contextualized learning proposes that it must be
more authentic.
1.4.4: Contextualized Learning
The notion of contextualized learning suggests that learning is most effective
when it is situated in the context in which it will be used. For example, rather
than simply teach learners spelling guidelines, spelling would be integrated into a
lesson or learning unit involving other skills/knowledge that would be used in
conjunction with spelling (i.e., writing). It would be framed around realistic
situations in which the skill would be used (writing a letter in which we want to
make sure our spelling is accurate). As Brown, Collins and Duguid (1993, p. 1)
suggest:
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Teaching from dictionaries assumes that definitions and
exemplary sentences are self-contained “pieces” of knowledge. But
words and sentences are not islands, entire unto themselves….
Experienced readers implicitly understand that words are situated.
They, therefore, ask for the rest of the sentence or the context
before committing themselves to an interpretation of a word. And
then go to dictionaries with situated examples of usage in mind.
Contextualized learning on the other hand, does not make this assumption
and in fact, suggests that context is essential to students’ understanding of
when to apply knowledge/skills.

Tips for Tutors: Teach skills in multiple contexts – Don’t just
do proofreading worksheets out of a textbook; have students
proofread menus, newspaper articles, their own and each
other’s writing, and so on. Every time you teach a skill, have
students practice it in many different settings. (Cromley, 2000,
p. 210)
Thus, as in experiential learning the goal of contextualized learning is
deep level processing that goes well beyond the simple acquisition of
knowledge/skills to understanding and applying knowledge/skills across
various contexts.

Cooking

Home maintenance/building

Shopping

Current Events
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1.4.5: Points to Ponder (Please turn to Annex B for a discussion of these points
and additional activities)
A) How might a family literacy learning unit on positive discipline proceed
through the four stages of Kolb’s experiential learning cycle?
B) A fictional example similar to Lawrence Daloz’s experience with Gladys is
offered by Merriam and Caferella (1999, p. 383):
In the movie “Educating Rita,” the protagonist enrolls in an open university
course and is introduced to a world very different from the one she has
inhabited all her life. Midway through her transformation from a workingclass London hairdresser to an articulate student of great literature, Rita is
invited to a party at her professor’s home. In a particularly poignant scene,
she stands outside the house afraid to go in. Instead, she joins her
husband and parents in a tavern where they are singing and drinking. She
sits with them, but remains separated from the activity. The next day she
tells her professor that she can no longer relate to her family’s world, but
she is not comfortable in his world either. She is clearly in a great deal of
pain
Merriam and Caferella go on to ask:
Most educators believe in the “goodness” of continued learning—that
more is better than less, that through education both individuals and
society can advance to higher levels of development. But what of the
unintended outcomes of learning…? What responsibility do we have for
the pain and discomfort of our learners as well as their growth and
successes (p. 383)?
What is your opinion? Should personal maturation/change be a direct goal of
education as transformational learning would suggest? Why or why not?
C) What responsibilities would an educator who is adhering to a humanist
philosophy have toward teaching and learning? Reflect on your own tutoring
and experiences as a student. Have you exhibited and/or experienced a
humanistic approach? Did it help and/or hinder the effectiveness of learning?
How so?
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SECTION 1.5: CONCLUSION
Following its proposal in 1970’s by Malcolm Knowles, many adult educators
rushed to embrace the notion of andragogy or facilitated learning, pushing
pedagogy or directed learning to the scrap heap of outmoded approaches to
education. As touched on in this first module, however, there has more recently
been growing recognition that both andragogy and pedagogy have their place in
education. Moreover, rather than being viewed as two separate approaches, they
are more effectively used as a teaching-learning continuum, a well-stocked
“toolbox” if you will for dealing with the complex and fluid nature of learning. That
said, the love affair with andragogy has served education well in that it has
underscored the benefits of dealing with learners of all ages in a more humanistic
manner than was the case in the past.
The next module will turn to more practical (versus theoretical) considerations for
working with adult learners, while the third and final module will return to the
notion of a teaching-learning continuum.
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SECTION 1.6: QUIZ
Please turn to Annex A for the answers to the quizzes.
1. Transformational learning refers to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

learning skills/knowledge in the context in which they will be used
learning that is very active or hands-on
learning that involves a degree of personal maturation or growth
all of the above
none of the above

2. A pedagogical approach to learning:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

is also referred to as “directed learning”
involves a teacher-centred learning environment
emphasizes mainly surface level processing of material
all of the above
none of the above

3. Kolb’s learning cycle:
a. involves four stages including concrete experience, reflective
observation, abstract conceptualization, active experimentation
b. can start in any stage, but the learner must go through all four stages
in order for learning to be effective
c. emphasizes both active learning and critical thinking
d. all of the above
e. none of the above
4. Self-directed learning is associated with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

behaviourism
humanism
liberalism
all of the above
none of the above

5. An andragogical approach to teaching:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

emphasizes self-directed learning
is also referred to as facilitated learning
stresses mid to deep level processing of material
all of the above
none of the above
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6. Learning can best be described as:
a. the simple acquisition of skills/knowledge
b. the intellectual, physical and/or affective processing of knowledge/skills
to various degrees
c. much different in the case of adults in comparison to children’s learning
d. all of the above
e. none of the above
7. The teaching-learning continuum:
a. is underpinned by several different philosophies of education
b. ranges from pedagogy or directed learning at one end, to andragogy or
facilitated learning at the other
c. represents a “toolbox” of sorts that educators can use in their teaching
d. all of the above
e. none of the above
8. Facilitated learning:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

is referred to as the “sage on the stage” approach
refers to a teacher-centred learning environment
emphasizes mastery of standardized curriculum
all of the above
none of the above

Quiz #

1

Question #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Answer
c
d
d
b
d
b
d
e
Score: ___
8
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DISCUSSION OF “POINTS TO PONDER”
AND ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Below please find a short discussion about each of the “Points to Ponder” from
Module 1. An additional group and/or individual activity has been added to each
point to extend your thinking about the topic further. Toward this end, text and
online resources have been provided for each activity. These range from simple
or basic resources to more advanced so that you may choose those that suit
your particular level of experience and ability.
MODULE 1
1.2.1: Reflecting on your own tutoring experiences, have you used an
approach that was more toward the andragogical end of the continuum? If
so, what were you hoping to gain? If not, why?
Taylor, Marineau and Fiddler (2000, p. 15) offer the following as their rationale for
utilizing an andragogical approach in their practice as adult educators:
We also suggest (and research confirms) … that information-focused
approaches to learning often leave learners’ underlying assumptions
intact. Reproductive learning is unlikely either to challenge existing beliefs
and interpretations or—of particular note to those involved in workplace
education—to enable learners to use information in new settings.
While it is tempting for many of us to subscribe wholeheartedly to a facilitated
approach, as Brockett (1994, p. 10) cautions us, flexibility is crucial to effective
teaching:
In their enthusiasm to embrace an approach that clearly holds much
promise, some educators may take the extreme position that self-direction
is the best, indeed, the only effective way for adults to learn. This is simply
not so! As educators of adults, we need to recognize the vast array of
approaches and philosophies available to work successfully with adult
learners and to recognize the inherent limitations of any approach (p. 10).
Knowing where to position oneself on a teaching-learning continuum will depend
on many factors, a major one being the purpose of the activity. As Brundage &
MacKeracher (1980, pp. 58-59) suggest, a pedagogical or directed approach is
best used to help learners “acquire specific skills and knowledge relevant and
essential to specific tasks and performance (e.g., driving a car, speaking a
foreign language, becoming a certified plumber).” Some educators refer to this
as “training” rather than educating students.
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An andragogical or facilitated approach they suggest, is best used to help the
learner “discover personal meanings within knowledge, skills, and attitudes
already learned; discover new meanings within experience; [and] create new
meanings, values, skills, and strategies from integrating new and old learning
(e.g., learning to “be a professional;” self discovery).
Individual or Group Activity
Brainstorm a list of strategies for teaching in a directed and facilitated fashion.
Resources:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Auerbach, E. R. (1992). How Do Participatory and Traditional Approaches
to Educating Adults Differ? Available:
http://adulteducation.smartlibrary.info/NewInterface/segment.cfm?segment
=2696&table_of_contents=2005 (United States Department of Education
web site under Office of Vocational and Adult Education, Smart Library on
Adult Education)
Brown, O. (1996). Tips at Your Fingertips: Teaching Strategies for Adult
Literacy Tutors. International Reading Association
Gregory, G. & Chapman, C. (2001). Differentiated Instructional Strategies:
One Size Doesn't Fit All. Corwin Press Inc.
Monts, R. (2000). Andragogy or Pedagogy: A Discussion of Instructional
Methodology for Adult Learners. Available:
http://www.coe.ilstu.edu/scienceed/jinks/ci538/papers/monts.htm
Orlich, D. (2000). Teaching Strategies: A Guide to Better Instruction.
Houghton Mifflin Company College Division.
Ornstein, A. & Lasley, T. (1999). Strategies for Effective Teaching.
McGraw-Hill.
Piderit, G. and Quijano, L. What are the main techniques used in Adult
Education? Available:
http://fcis.oise.utoronto.ca/~daniel_schugurensky/faqs/qa14.html
(University of Toronto web site under Professor Schugurensky’s home
page).
Renner, P. (1999) The Art of Teaching Adults. Vancouver: Training
Associates.
Shalaway, L. & Beech, L. (1998). Learning to Teach...Not Just for
Beginners: The Essential Guide for All Teachers. Scholastic Inc.
Vella, J. & Vella, J. K. ( 2000). Taking Learning to Task: Creative
Strategies for Teaching Adults. John Wiley & Sons Inc.
Vella, J. & Vella, J. K. ( 2002). Learning to Listen, Learning to Teach: The
Power of Dialogue in Educating Adults. John Wiley & Sons Inc.
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1.3.1: As we move toward the facilitation end of the continuum, the notion
of “learner-centredness” takes on increasing importance. Reflect on your
own experience as a tutor and think of an example of how you have (or
could make) your own teaching environment more learner-centred.
“Learner-centredness” relates to both the content and process of adult literacy,
and can range from the individual to the program level. At the individual level, it
can involve framing learning activities around a learner’s interests or needs
(content), to collaborating with the student to set goals and/or plan learning
activities and assessment strategies.
At the program level, learner-centredness can involve the actual development
and running of a program. For example, the following is an example from an
adult literacy program in Kitchener, Ontario in which the notion of “learnercentredness” was integrated into the development of the program:
When the program began at St. John’s Kitchen, we went into it with the
philosophy that we were trying to provide learning for people who were not
able to access other adult education programs. We thought it was
important to ask people who were interested in improving their reading
and writing skills how they would best be able to do that. I asked about the
best times to meet during the week, and whether or not people wanted to
meet in a group or individually with a staff person or tutor… We found that
in the program at St. John’s, adults felt they were being listened to and
they were able to learn some literacy skills that were relevant to their daily
needs (Draper & Taylor, 1992, p. 234).
Norton (2000) suggests that many adult literacy programs involve students in the
running of programs in an effort to be more learner-centred:
In programs, learner involvement has included serving on boards,
assisting with program operations and fund raising, speaking to the media,
participating in tutor training, forming student groups, and peer tutoring
(Chapter 2).
Ball (1996) suggests that the benefits of being more learner-centred include:
… the potential to promote both personal and social change because [it]
provide[s] learners with opportunities to:
•
•

validate their language, experiences, and knowledge and become
aware of their own capabilities and power;
acquire new tools for expanding their knowledge and understanding of
both personal and community issues;
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•
•
•

develop a critical awareness of the social and political sources of the
problems they confront as individuals and as members of their
communities;
use all forms of language to explore, reflect upon, and dialogue about
those issues;
articulate solutions and take action in the direction of positive change.

Writing about the learner-centred approach of The Learning Exchange program
in Saint John, New Brunswick, Wells (1992) suggests that the staff and board
hold fast to this approach simply put, “because it works” (p. 380). Like Ball
(1996), Wells views the main benefit of learner-centredness as empowering
learners:
...learners get jobs because they can read and write more effectively.
Their confidence and self-esteem is heightened and they like themselves
more. The life-benefits seem obvious, but are sometimes subtle. Learners
become leaders, they help others, they peer tutor, they take hold of
problems and they begin to control their own environment (p. 388).
Individual Activity
Develop a list of situations when a tutor might choose to adopt a learner-centred
approach, and when s/he might use a teacher-centred approach. What factors
influence a tutor’s decision-making in this regard?
Group Activity
Facilitate a discussion regarding the following question:
•

What do we do if being learner-centred (i.e., responding to the
needs/wants of our learners) means that we need to be more teachercentred (i.e., learners want us to teach in a traditional or pedagogical
manner)?

Resources:
•
•
•
•

Brockett, R. & Hiemstra, R. (1990). Self-Direction in Adult Learning:
Perspectives on Theory, Research, and Practice. Available:
http://home.twcny.rr.com/hiemstra/sdilch6.html
Daloz, L. (1988). The story of Gladys who refused to grow: A morality tale
for mentors. Lifelong Learning: An Omnibus of Practice and Research,
11(4), pp. 4-7.
Gregory, G. & Chapman, C. (2001). Differentiated Instructional Strategies:
One Size Doesn't Fit All. Corwin Press Inc
Hiemstra, R. & Brockett, R. (1994). From behaviourism to humanism. In H.
Long & Associates, New ideas about self-directed learning. Norman, OK:
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•
•

•
•

Oklahoma Research Center for Continuing Professional and Higher
Education, University of Oklahoma.
Lacefield, R. (d/ukn). On Being a Transformative Educator. Available:
http://members.tripod.com/~Roberta/transform.htm.
Magro, K. (2002). Exploring Teaching Roles and Responsibilities in Adult
Literacy Education: Do Teachers See Themselves as Transformative
Educators? Available:
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/CASAE/cnf2002/2002_Papers/magro2002w.p
df
St. Clair, R. (2002). Andragogy Revisited. ERIC Myths and Realities No.
19. Available: http://ericacve.org/docs/mr00034.pdf
Tight, M. (1999). Mythologies of Adult/Continuing/Lifelong Education.
Available: http://www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/000001021.htm

1.4.5.A: How might a family literacy learning unit on positive discipline
proceed through the four stages of Kolb's experiential learning cycle?
One example of using Kolb’s experiential learning cycle in a family literacy
activity focusing on positive discipline is as follows:
•

Concrete Experience – Parents in a family literacy class are provided with
information about positive discipline, and then work through a number of
role-playing exercises.

•

Reflective Observation – The parent learners are asked to write about or
discuss their beliefs regarding discipline.

•

Abstract Conceptualization – The parent learners discuss the moral, legal,
psychological issues involved in disciplining children.

•

Active Experimentation – The parent learners try out the techniques
learned with their children at home.

Individual or Group Activity
Brainstorm a list of teaching strategies that could be used in each stage of the
cycle.
Resources:
•
•

Beisenherz, P. & Dantonio. (1996). Using the Learning Cycle to Teach
Physical Science: A Hands-On Approach for the Middle Grades.
Heinemann.
Kolb, D. (1984). Experiential Learning: Experience as the Source of
Learning and Development, Englewood Cliffs, Prentice Hall.
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•
•
•

•
•

Sleigh, J. (d/unk). Experiential Learning is Much More Than Playing
Games. Available: http://www.johnsleigh.com.au/GreatGames.htm (John
Sleigh’s Training resources web site).
Torraco, R. (d/unk). Experiential Learning Model. Available:
http://tc.unl.edu/edad/torraco/hrd/pdf/session4/Torraco.pdf (University of
Nebraska “Foundations of HRD” web site
Schugurensky, D. (d/ukn). Questions and Answers on Adult Education.
Available: http://fcis.oise.utoronto.ca/~daniel_schugurensky/faqs/qa8.html
(web site for Prof D. Schugurensky, Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education).
Foundations of Experiential Education (1997). Available:
http://www.nsee.org/found.htm (National Society for Experiential
Education web site).
Learning by Doing: A Guide to Teaching and Learning Methods. Available:
http://www.chelt.ac.uk/gdn/gibbs/index.htm (The Geography Discipline
Network web site

1.4.5.B: Should personal maturation/change be a direct goal of education
as transformational learning would suggest? Why or why not?
In a recent study regarding the roles and responsibilities of adult literacy
teachers, Magro (2002) reported that participants (adult literacy educators) had
many reservations about the role of the teacher as “change agent” or
“transformative educator.” Merriam and Caffarella (1999, p. 385) suggest that
there are no simple answers to the ethical dilemmas raised by approaches such
as transformational learning:
The systematic knowledge that we do have about the context of adult
learning, who the adult learners are, why and how they learn … is only
partly helpful in making ethical decisions. Societal, community,
professional, and individual values play a much larger role in shaping our
practice. Competing courses of action and alternative choices, each with
its own merits means that educational planners, instructors, and learners
themselves must examine the beliefs and values that form the basis for
choosing among alternatives. It is this kind of awareness—awareness of
why we do things the way we do—that leads to responsible, ethical
practice in adult learning.
Awareness of one’s underlying philosophy regarding education (Module 2,
Section 2.3.1), and the adoption of a critically reflective attitude towards one’s
profession (Module 3, Section 3.2) are two ways in which adult educators can
develop the “awareness” that leads to “responsible, ethical practice.”
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Individual or Group Activity
Develop a list of advantages and disadvantages to transformational learning from
the point of view of each philosophical orientation (Module 2, Section 2.3.1).
Resources:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Brockett, R. (1994). Resistance to self-direction in adult learning:
Myths and misunderstandings. In Brockett & Hiemstra (Eds.),
Overcoming Resistance to Self-Direction in Adult Learning. Available:
http://www-distance.syr.edu/ndacesdch1.html.
Daloz, L. (1988). The story of Gladys who refused to grow: A morality
tale for mentors. Lifelong Learning: An Omnibus of Practice and
Research, 11(4), pp. 4-7.
Grabove, V. (1997). The many facets of transformative learning theory
and practice. In New Directions for Adult and Continuing Education,
74, pp. 89-95.
Magro, K. (2002). Exploring Teaching Roles and Responsibilities in
Adult Literacy Education: Do Teachers See Themselves as
Transformative Educators? Available:
http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/CASAE/cnf2002/2002_Papers/magro2002
w.pdf
Mezirow, J. (1990). Fostering Critical Reflection in Adulthood. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Mezirow, J. (1991). Transformative Dimensions Of Adult Learning. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Mezirow, J. (1997). Transformative learning:Theory to practice. New
Directions for Adult and Continuing Education, 74, pp. 5-11.

1.4.5.C: What responsibilities would an educator who is adhering to a
humanist philosophy have toward teaching and learning? Reflect on your
own tutoring and experiences as a student. Have you used and/or
experienced a humanistic approach? Did it help and/or hinder the
effectiveness of learning? How so?
MacKeracher (1996, p. 230) writes:
As a facilitator, the humanistic model reminds me that I have important
responsibilities to:
•
•
•
•

Create a climate valuing learning and reducing disincentives or
obstacles to a minimum
Help the learner to clarify learning needs, purposes, and objectives
Organize and make available the widest possible range of
resources
Present myself as a flexible resource to be used by the learner
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•

Behave in simultaneous roles – as a co-learner who can and will
learn from and with the learner; an objective observer who can
respond to the individual needs and feelings of the learner; and a
subjective participant who will act on and share feelings, needs and
responsibilities.

An important point raised in MacKeracher’s characterization of a humanist
educator is the notion that students should be encouraged to relate to the
educator in a much more personal manner than has typically been the case in
traditional education. While most adult learners will flourish under this approach,
for other students it can actually hinder learning in that some perceive the role of
a teacher as an authority figure whose role it is to impart knowledge.
Individual or Group Activity
Develop a list of teaching and classroom management strategies that a humanist
educator would and would not tend to utilize.
Resources:
•

•

•

•

Cooper , M. (1997). The Politics of Humanism: Defining Educational
Philosophy and It's Role in Adult Educational Practice. Available:
http://www.anrecs.msu.edu/research/cooper.htm (Paper presented at the
Midwest Research-to-Practice Conference in Adult, Continuing and
Community Education, Michigan State University)
Hiemstra, R. & Brockett, R. (1994). From behaviourism to humanism. In H.
Long & Associates, New ideas about self-directed learning. Norman, OK:
Oklahoma Research Center for Continuing Professional and Higher
Education, University of Oklahoma.
Werner, C. (d/unk). Adult Education Philosophies - What's That Got To Do
With Teaching Adults? Available:
http://www.llcc.edu/teal/Philosophies.htm#Humanist (Lincoln Land
Community College TEAL Program web site)
Characteristics and Needs of Adult Learners in Literacy Programs.
Available: http://wilearns.state.wi.us/apps/Default.asp?cid=645 (The
Wisconsin Literacy and Reading Network Source web site)

Philosophies of Adult Education. Available: http://www.fsu.edu/~adulted/jenny/philosophy.html (Florida State University web site under Jenny Grills
home page)
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GLOSSARY
Aboriginal literacy - programs that are specifically geared to address the
different learning styles, experiences and preferences of Aboriginal learners.
Related terms include: multicultural diversity and inclusive learning environments.
Academic upgrading literacy programs– literacy programs that are geared
toward preparing learners for adult high school. The curriculum is subject-based
and roughly parallels the public school grade system. Related terms include:
Adult Basic Education [ABE], or General Education Development [GED]
programs.
Andragogy – an educational approach characterized by learner-centredness
(i.e., the student’s needs and wants are central to the process of teaching), selfdirected learning (i.e., students are responsible for and involved in their learning
to a much greater degree than traditional education), and a humanist philosophy
(i.e., personal development is the key focus of education). Related concepts
include: facilitated learning, self-directed learning, humanism, critical thinking,
experiential learning, and transformational learning.
Active Learning – In traditional or pedagogical education, material to be learned
is often transmitted to students by teachers. That is, learning is passive. In active
learning, students are much more actively engaged in their own learning while
educators take a more guiding role. This approach is thought to promote
processing of skills/knowledge to a much deeper level than passive learning.
Related terms/concepts include: experiential learning, hands on learning.
Authentic Learning – In this type of learning, materials and activities are framed
around “real life” contexts in which they would be used. The underlying
assumption of this approach is that material is meaningful to students and
therefore, more motivating and deeply processed. Related terms/concepts
include: contextualized learning, theme-based curriculum.
Affective Domain – This domain relates to how individuals feel emotionally and
physically while learning. This includes both internal factors (e.g., physical hunger, thirst, fatigue, and illness; psychological - willingness to take risks,
persistence and attention abilities; attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions) and
external factors (e.g., physical - comfort concerns such as temperature, noise
and light levels, amount and type of distractions; psychological - personal style of
others, stressful situations at work or home, support from others).
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Behaviourism – the focus of this philosophical orientation to teaching is on
developing certain predetermined behaviours. It is characterized by question and
answer, repetitious activities such as drills and memorization, and immediate
feedback. The teacher is solely responsible for setting learning objectives and
assessing skills/knowledge. Related terms/concepts include: pedagogy, directed
learning.
Cognitive Domain – This domain concerns to how individuals think; their
intellectual capabilities, level of development and preferred thinking styles.
Related terms/concepts include: cognitive or thinking styles, intellectual
development, critical thinking.
Content Areas (in Adult Literacy) - There are a variety of programs available in
adult literacy which can be loosely grouped into general and specialized content
areas. General programs are open to any adult and focus mainly on improving
foundational content or core literacy skills, whereas specialized programs are
directed at a particular group and have a more specific focus in terms of content
taught (e.g., family literacy, workplace literacy, ESL). Related terms include:
curriculum, subject-based and theme-based learning.
Contextualized Learning – In this approach, material is taught in the context in
which it would be used in “real life.” The underlying assumption is that the
context provides meaningfulness to abstract information, making it more concrete
and therefore, easier to learn. Related terms/concepts include: theme-based
learning, authentic learning, experiential learning.
Core literacy skills/knowledge – The basic material that all adult literacy
programs teach including, reading, writing, spelling, numeracy, communication
and technology (the computer). Related terms/concepts include: foundational
curriculum, basic skills.
Critical Thinking/Reflection – refers to a deep level of engagement in thinking
Related terms/concepts include: deep level processing, andragogy, facilitated
learning.
Curriculum – refers to both the content (the material to be learned), and process
of learning (the actions and resources involved in teaching and learning).
Deep level processing – refers to a significant degree of cognitive processing of
material to be learned, well beyond simple memorization and application (i.e.,
rote learning or surface level processing), to analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
Related theory: Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives. Related concepts:
intellectual development, critical thinking.
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APPENDIX M: SUMMARY OF THE OUTCOMES
OF THE DELIBERATIONS
GENERAL
A new course for adult literacy practitioners entitled, “Adult Learning: From Theory to
Practice” was developed and refined in this study. The course was developed for a
particular province and has been integrated into a practitioner accreditation program it
offers. However, the course was also designed as a stand-alone, self-paced course to be
offered free-of-charge at the National Adult Literacy Database (NALD) web site for any
individuals and/or groups wishing to use it.
Two versions of the course were developed including an online or HTML version and a
text version. Although they were virtually identical in terms of content, there were a
number of formatting differences (e.g., the text version makes heavy use of images
whereas the online version does not; the online version makes extensive use of
hyperlinks).
The various curricular pieces of that were developed in the course of this study include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 modules
3 multiple choice quizzes and an answer key
a number of “Points to Ponder” and a corresponding facilitator’s guide with
additional activities for groups and individuals to work through
“Tips for Tutors”
a glossary
resource lists

An extensive excerpt of the course is contained as Appendix L of this report.
TEAM ONE
Changes to Course
•
•

•

Content
o added material regarding K. Turner’s notion of “disequilibrium”
o added additional “Points to Ponder” and expanded/refined current ones
Format
o A framing question was added to the beginning of each section to help
learners to focus and critically reflect on the upcoming content
o “Tips for Tutors” were added to provide practical examples of and
techniques for the various concepts discussed throughout the course
Delivery – A series of recommendations regarding adding in interactivity was
added to the “Course Information” section of the curriculum
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Unresolved Issues
•
•

Interactive Quizzes – concern was expressed as to whether these were in keeping
with the theme of the course. Agreement/accommodation was not reached, mainly
due to a lack of time, but the concern was related to the sponsor of the project.
Profile of the typical tutor – is there one?

Recommendations for Future Deliberation/Development
•
•

Interactivity – the team recommended that should a sponsor/coordinating group
be secured, some degree of interaction should be added in (e.g., online discussion
forum, mentoring)
Types of literacy programs –information about and examples relating specifically
to different areas of adult literacy (e.g., family literacy, workplace literacy, Adult
Basic Education) should be added in

Potential Carry Over Issues/Alternatives for Deliberation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level of user – course should be targeted for more experienced practitioners, or
three versions of the course should be developed (i.e., beginner, intermediate, and
advanced)
Additional Content – learning styles, learning disabilities
Delivery – develop cadre of experienced practitioners who would volunteer to
mentor novice tutors and/or moderate online discussion forum hosted by the
NALD
Develop an evolving resource list – course users would add in various resources
that they have used and would recommend to the existing one for the course on an
ongoing basis
Add in multimedia components to make course more interactive (e.g., video clips
of practitioners demonstrating various concepts included in course)
Pursue development of additional core curriculum and/or refinement of existing
material

TEAM TWO
Changes to Course
•

Content
o plainer language was incorporated and a glossary was added
o the discussion for each “Point to Ponder” was fleshed out in more detail,
and an individual and/or group activity with list of resources was added to
each point
o quizzes – 2-3 questions were reworded slightly
o scoring key for the quizzes was added to the text version of the course.
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•

•

Format
o Resources were amalgamated into one larger list at the end of the course,
sorted by topic and listed alphabetically.
o The section “References and Resources” was changed to the “References
and Recommended Reading” section
Delivery – a PDF version of the course was added to the web site so that users can
download a hard copy

Unresolved Issues
•

National support –Support by the NLS of core curriculum might be construed as
endorsement of standardized curriculum

Recommendations for Future Deliberation/Development
•
•

Pursue national level sponsor/coordinator
Investigate use of multimedia platforms/synchronous components (e.g.,
Macromedia Breeze)

Potential Carry Over Issues
•
•
•

Development of additional core curriculum (i.e., should this be pursued?)
Accreditation of Curriculum
Additional Content – oral literacy
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APPENDIX N: CURRICULUM DELIBERATION
PLANNING GUIDELINES
Convening a Curriculum Deliberation Endeavour




Why is this deliberation being convened? (i.e., clearly articulate reasons and
objectives will form the foundation of the process)
What are the anticipated results of this deliberation? (e.g., educational, social,
political)
What are the potential risks and benefits of this deliberation? (e.g., educational,
social, political)

Recruiting the Deliberation Team


What individuals/groups have a “stake” in this curriculum?
o Direct stake (e.g., educators who will implement the curriculum)
o Indirect stake (e.g., citizens who pay taxes to fund the education)



What individuals/groups might represent the five “commonplaces?”
o
o
o
o
o



Subject matter
Learners
Educators
Milieus
Curriculum Developer

What, if any, are the selection criteria for participants?
o General (e.g., able to meet for two-three hours per week over three to
four months; have full access to a computer and the Internet)
o Specific (e.g., the individual[s] speaking to the subject matter will
have minimum of a Master’s degree in the specific or a related
discipline)



What are the conditions under which the team will be convened?
Volunteering, participating as a condition of employment, or other?
Paid or unpaid?
Will the identities of team members be revealed?
What information about members will be revealed in general or
specifically?
o What are the potential risks and benefits to participants? (e.g., Will any
participants be deliberating with others who are in a position to
influence their working or personal lives in some manner?)
o
o
o
o
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o Will members be permitted to withdraw from the deliberations at any
point?
o How much time are participants required to commit?


Chaiperson(s)
o What criteria will be used to select individual(s) for this position?
(e.g., education, experience in curriculum development and chairing)
o Will the position be volunteer, a condition of employment, or other?
o Will the Chair(s) be paid or not?
o What, if any, affiliation will this individual have with those convening
the deliberations?
o What type and degree of authority or decision-making power will the
position have?
o How many Chairs should be used in this endeavour? (i.e., large scale
or complex deliberations may benefit from having more than one
person filling this role)

The Deliberations
Various measures that may increase the comfort level of participants and promote more
open and engaged deliberation are outlined below:
•

•

•
•

Clearly articulate the nature and purpose of curriculum deliberation prior to
beginning, and at points throughout the process (i.e., in order for the process to be
effective team members need to adopt a critically reflective approach rather than
engage in debate, to build rather than share knowledge, and to avoid becoming
overly task-oriented)
Clearly identify the collaborative nature of the process, the legal implications of
this, and for those members who want to go forward, have them sign an
appropriate form (e.g., the levels of copyright proposed by the Creative
Commons)
Outline the main role of the Chairperson (i.e., to facilitate the process rather than
direct it, and when necessary, mediate disputes)
Provide the team with cognitive anchors:
o Content – provide examples of concerns that a previous team has had or
the convener/curriculum developer has
o Structural – where possible assign a start and end date, and an
approximate timeline for the process; clearly identify the three stages and
the objectives of each for team members; prepare members for the
messiness of the process (i.e., involve backtracking, going off on tangents,
revisiting issues/points brought up previously) and provide reassurance
about this throughout the process
o Interpersonal – provide a degree of information about team members
background, experience, and philosophy of education
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•

Provide each team member and the Chairperson with a hard copy of the
curriculum, and the background document described in the next section.

The Background Document
Throughout the process, but particularly in Stage 1 there will be questions about the
background and rationale of the course. It is suggested that a written document prepared
by the Curriculum Developer (with the aid of the convening body/sponsoring
organization where applicable), and provided to the Chairperson and team prior to the
start of the actual deliberations would help to set the stage for those involved. By
providing much of the context and details that need to known about the curriculum, the
time needed for identifying the salient features of the curriculum would be reduced. In
turn this would free up time to deliberate and generate alternatives for which the greatest
amount of time should be devoted. The type of information this document could include
(but should not be limited to given that each deliberative endeavour will be unique in
certain ways) is as follows:


curriculum developer’s
o
o
o
o



curriculum sponsor’s/convening body’s
o
o
o
o



philosophy of education
education and training
experience
goals/objectives with regard to the curriculum

background and mandate
religious, political or social affiliations
philosophy of education
intentions with regard to the curriculum

learners targeted by the curriculum
o Individuals, groups or both?
o What if any are the characteristics of the learners that influence the
curriculum and how so? (e.g., culture, age, gender, language)
o How might the curriculum positively/negatively affect learners?



nature and purpose of the curriculum
o Will the curriculum be developed as part of the deliberation process or
will it be “teacher-ready”?
o What is the problem the curriculum was designed to solve or gap to
fill?
o What is the scope of the material to be deliberated on? (e.g., one unit
or lesson plan, a complete course, or an entire program?)
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o What are the objectives of the curriculum?
o What, if any, constraints are there on the curriculum?
o What resources are available to support the curriculum? What, if any,
resources are still required?
o Are there any future plans for the curriculum and if so what?


design and delivery of the material
o Is the curriculum designed to be stand alone, self-paced, or
delivered/supported by teaching/administrative staff?
o Will the curriculum be delivered in a face-to-face venue, by distance,
or some hybrid of the two?
o Is the course text-based, multimedia or some combination of these?
o Is the curriculum a “one-shot affair” or will it be maintained/
updated/deliberated on further?
o Is the curriculum to be imposed on or offered to learners? Is it required
or optional?



assessment of the learner and evaluation of the course
o Will learners be assessed and if so how?
o Will some form of accreditation be given for successfully completing
the course? If so, who will be the accrediting body?
o Will the curriculum be evaluated and if so, how, when and by whom?

Team members may or may not raise questions about the person(s) chairing the
deliberations, but in any case the following information should be provided to the team.
This will ensure that all members are “working from the same page:”


Chairperson
o What is the background and experience of the Chair?
o What is the role of the Chair in the process? (e.g., mediation of
disputes, facilitation, administration)
o What, if any, affiliation does the Chair have with those convening the
deliberations?
o What type and degree of authority or decision-making power does the
Chair have over the deliberations?

The Deliberation Report
Once the deliberations have concluded, the Chairperson should prepare a report for the
convening body, which includes the following:
•

Context – This section should provide as much detail as possible regarding the
context of the deliberations (e.g., who convened the deliberations and why, the
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composition of the deliberation team, location and timeline, etc). Many of the
details outlined in the preceding sections of this guide would be pertinent.
•

Changes to Course – This section documents any changes that were actually
made to the course (i.e., to the content, format, delivery, etc)

•

Recommendations for Future Deliberation/Development – This section details
any recommendations the team developed regarding changes that should be made
to the course.

•

Unresolved Issues – This section of the report should provide details about any
issues team members were unable to accommodate one another on.

•

Potential Carry Over Issues – Given that the deliberative process is an ongoing
process, it is worthwhile to note the issues or points that arose during the current
deliberative endeavour, but were not pursued for one reason or another. These
may be brought forward in future deliberations.

•

Other – Given that each deliberative effort is unique in some ways, other factors
which influenced the process or matters that the Chairperson considers important
should be discussed in a separate section.
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APPENDIX O: SUMMARY OF DATA NOT USED
There were several questions on the Study Feedback Questionnaire for which the data
collected were not used in this report. Each of the questions and the responses given by
participants are outlined below, and an explanation as to why the data were not used is
provided.
•

“How well would you say you express yourself in writing?”
Participant’s Rating

Team One

Team Two

Fairly well

1

4

Very well

3

1

Not well

Reference: Study Feedback Questionnaire

Question #12

This question was meant to find out whether some participants felt less able to
articulate themselves in writing than others. However, because the participants in this
study were all professionals whose writing skills were above average, the question was
moot. It should be pointed out, however, that this might not be the case in other online
deliberative endeavours where stakeholders’ communication abilities vary. This would be
an important consideration not only in the case of online, text-based deliberation, but also
in face-to-face situations when verbal communication is involved. That is, not all
stakeholders will be/feel equally able to express themselves verbally. Further, some
participants may be less willing than others to speak up because of a perceived/real status
differential or certain personal characteristics (e.g., introversion/extraversion).
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•

“Which term below describes your ability to express your thoughts in writing in
the online forum during the study?”
Participant’s Rating

Team Two

Very difficult
Somewhat difficult

1

Comfortable

3

Somewhat Easy

1

Easy
Reference: Study Feedback Questionnaire

Question #13

This question was meant to get at whether participants felt constrained at all to
express themselves online for any reason (feeling less able than other participants to
articulate thoughts well, a perception of risk, lack of interest in the curricular material,
technical difficulties), but was poorly worded so the data was not used. The question
would have been improved by deleting the term “in writing” (i.e., “Which term below
describes your ability to express your thoughts in the online forum during the study?”). A
better question would have been, “How did you feel about expressing your
views/opinions in the forum (e.g., comfortable, reluctant)? Please explain.”
•

“On average how much time per week that the team was online did you spend
reading and/or posting?”
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Hours Per Week

Team One

Less than 1 hour

Team Two
1

1 to 2 hours

3

2

3-4 hours

1

2

Question #13

Question #16

5-6 hours
More than 6 hours
Reference: Study Feedback Questionnaire

The question did not inform the questions being investigated in this study. As
such, the data were not used.
•

“On average, how many posts would you say you made per week during the
weeks the team was online?”
Posts Per Week

Team One

Team Two

2-4

2

4

5-7

1

1

8-10

1

0-1

Reference: Study Feedback Questionnaire

Question #14

Question #17

The question did not inform the questions being investigated in this study. As such,
the data were not used.
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•

“How useful would you say the process of deliberating on the course material in
this project has been?”
Usefulness

Team One

Not at all
Somewhat
Useful

2

Very Useful

1

None of the above

Reference: Study Feedback Questionnaire

“You’d need to answer that. Did you
get the info you needed?” (Beth’s
questionnaire)
Question #31

I deleted this question from the questionnaire for Team Two as I felt it was
confusing/ redundant (i.e., the next question asked was, “In general, how useful would
you say the process of deliberating curriculum is?”
•

“Under what conditions, if any, would you consider participating as a member of
a deliberation team in the future?”

This question was asked for the project sponsor (i.e., rather than for the research study),
as the group was considering whether or not follow-on projects might be pursued.

